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TWELVE SHILLINGS
The climax of our long and specialised experience in
condenser manufacture has been reached in the K.C.
variable condenser shown above. Both electrically and
mechanically this is a perfect instrument in which the
elimination of losses and the provision of selective
tuning have been the two features chiefly held in view,

Both stator and rotor vanes are of heavy gauge brass
separated by accurately turned spacers. The stator vanes
are insulated by bakelite pillars held in compression
and the rotor vanes are connected to the frame -
these features making for extremely low losses.

When used in conjunction with either of the DUBILIER
toroids this condenser will give true Kilocycle (S.L.F.)
tuning : this means that radio stations will be received-
not crowded together at one end of the scale, Fut evenly
spread out throughout the dial readings. One -hole fixing is
provided and the instrument as a whole beautifully finished.

of The Dubilier Condenser Co. (r925)

Our new and improved methods of
manufacture have enabled us to produce
this condenser at the extremely modest
price of 12', and the enthusiasm which
has already been accorded to it on
ail hands proves clearly that the
DUBILIER K.C. Condenser will take
up its rightful position as the premier
variable condenser of the new Season.

DUBILIER

Ltd., Ducon TVorks, North Arlon, IV .3.

T.0 .4 7
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FOR DOWN

"'Hope deferred " as you know " makes the heart sick "-but Deferred Terms
Rejoice it. You don't need to wait for the latest refinements of Marconiphone
Wireless until you lose heart and patience. You need not wait a single day to
have installed in your home your own Marconiphone. With every up-to-date
accessory (Sterling " Baby " Loud -Speaker, Marconi valves, H.T. and L.T.
Batteries and Leads), the Type 22 can be your fireside entertainment now.
One pound down brings it to your home and the twelve further monthly instal-
ments of 22/3 are paid while you are in full enjoyment of the pleasure it gives.

The New Radio Simplicity gives you the convenience and economy of
POWER DIRECT FROM YOUR ELECTRIC LIGHT.

One -valve and two -valve sets can be adapted to give efficient H.T. supply direct
from your electric mains. No attention, no H.T. renewals, negligible upkeep cost.

MARCONIPHONE
D C.3 H.T. SUPPLY UNIT FOR
DIRECT CURRENT Very neat and
inexpensive. For ioo to 125 or zoo to 25o
volts - - - - only 35/-

MARCONIPHONE
A.C.3 H.T. SUPPLY UNIT FOR
ALTERNATING CURRENT for ioo to
125 or 200 to 250 volts Complete with
valve and royalty - - - - 73/..

SEND THIS COUPON
To THE MARCONIPHONE CO., LTD. (and reduced), 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.
Please send me full particulars of the new Season's Models, Deferred Payments and details of the New Radio Simplicity.

NAME

ADDRESS

TOWN

COUNTY
P.W.

.1 0/02
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rr=MINIEN,"

PUBLIC
NOTICE.

I am receiving quite a' -lot of letters from people who
say they have seen our advertisements in various media
in which I offer free advice. These letters frequently
embody an apology for taking up my valuable time.

Now I wish the public to clearly understand that no
apology is necessary. We have expert tutors for every
Department, but my special business is to give advice as
to how people can better themselves either in technical
trades or commercial life. There are so many people
who are in the rut, or think they are in the rut, simply
because they cannot see the way to further prosperity.
It is my business to show them and to put them on. the
right path where they can achieve their ambition.

If they have no ambition I cannot help them, I can
only pity them, but to anyone who has any ambition I may
be able to give valuable advice, if not, I will say so honestly,
but if I can help them, then I will explain exactly how,
I will point the road clearly. No matter what your
present position may be, if you wish to improve it write
to me at this address, tell me how you are employed,
what is your ambition, I shall then reply to you by return
and you will not be under any obligation whatever.

We teach all the professions and trades by post in all
parts of the world, and specialise in preparation for the
examinations.

Note Address, The Bennett College (Dept. 106),
Sheffield.

A.I.Struct.E., etc.

Governor of

THE BENNETT COLLEGE, Ltd.,

SHEFFIELD.

IMPORTANT
WHY PAY MORE WHEN YOU CAN GET

The W.B..
(Complete with terminals)

Anti-plignie Low Loss Valve
Holders

AT 1/9 EACH
As need in the Cossor Melody Three Valve Set.
Stocked by all high-class Radio dealers.

If unable to obtain quick supplies please write direct.
Manufactured and guaranteed by:

WHITELEY, BOND -LAM & CO., LTD., NOITINGHANI ROAD,
MANSFIELD, NOTTINGHAM.

This NEW Work is essential
to a Full Education

-IT SHOULD BE IN EVERY HOME

PART 1
Now on Sale

ls./ 3d.

The Story of Human Progress
TOLD IN A NEW WAY

No man is truly educated without a knowledge of world
history. New methods of writing history, new discoveries,
and the focussing of modern thought less upon rulers than
the people they ruled over, have rendered a new and up-to-date
History imperative. A vast undertaking has been attempted
and triumphantly achieved. Fortnight by fortnight until
it is completed, HARMSWORTH'S UNIVERSAL HISTORY
will unfold the history of the world as a living story-the
record of the growth of men's ideas and hopes and the reaction
of great events upon the common people ; ,no mere accounts
of kings, dates and battles, but the real history of man-an
enthralling and instructive romance of the undying past.

Nearly 15o of the world's
leading historians have com-
bined to write HARMS -
WORTH'S UNIVERSAL
HISTORY, which, when
complete, will form a con-
tinuous narrative of events
from the earliest time to
the present day.

10 Eras
33 Chronicles

200 Explanatory
Study Chapters
9,000 Pictures

OVER £200,000
is being expended by the
Publishers in the production
of this monumental work.
Its publication in part form
enables you to obtain it for
Is. 3d. per fortnight -manly
just over
One Penny Per Day
In the finished work you
possess a complete historical
library of the utmost possible
value and interest to you and
every member of your family
old enough to read it.

HARMSWORTH'S

UNIVERSAL
HISTORY

Part r is on sale at all Newsagents, Booksellers and
Bookstalls everywhere. If you have any difficulty in
obtaining a copy, send 1/6 to the Publishers-
The Amalgamated Press, Ltd., The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, London, E.C4.

Buy Part 1
TO -DAY

GEM
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TRONGER than steel" may seem an unnecessary degree of
strength for a valve filament, but it is because of this extra-
ordinary quality that it has been possible to produce the

wonderful series of B.T.H. 2 -volt Valves. TI-e lack of a really
robust filament has in the past imposed certain limitations on
the production of a Curable and efficient 2 -volt valve. After
extensive research work the new B.T.H. filament was evolved
-a filament of unsurpassed strength and endurance. There
is no filament that will fast longer. It is a perfect part of a
valve that is perfect in all other parts.

The filament is important-it has been the means of producing the perfect 2 -volt valve
but it is not everything. The same care that was exercised in producing the filament
has been brought to bear on the other parts of the valve -the grid, the anode and the
vacuum-with the result that the complete valve represents a definite advance in valve
design, construction and performance-especially performance.

B.T.H. Valves give complete and constant satisfaction over a very long period indeed.
In a word, the B.T.H. 2 -volt Valve represents the very latest development in valve
design and manufacture.

Type Purpose Fil. Volta Fit. Amps H. T. Batt. Volts Amp'. Factor Impedance Price

B 21 H. F. 2 0.1 40 to 150 16.0 32,000 ohms.
s. d.
10 6B 22 G. P. 2 0.1 40 to 100 7.5 14,000 ohms. 10 6B 23 Power Amp. 2 0.2 40 to 100 6.0 8,000 ohms. 12 6B 8 Res. Coupl. 2 0.1 100 to 150 50.0 180,000 ohms. 10 6

The above prices are applicable in Great 13, d'ain and Northern Ireland on,:y

r--

2 VOLT VALVES
T`,*\ X

If you are interested in R.C. Coupling, write for a copy of the "RESISTOR"
2802 booklet to Publication Department, "Che British Vhomson-Houston Co. Ltd., Rugby

621 { }

B22(t'"I)

B23{`t,}
B8(R.C.)
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THERE'S no need now to
Pay a high price for your
Loud Speaker. Only ninety

shillings will buy an instrument
which will satisfy the most
discriminating ear and the most
fastidious eye. The 313r0wn
Mascot Loud Speaker is unri-
valled at its price both in
performance and appearance.
It will give you-now and always
-a reproduction that is so true
that it can only be compared
with the original. That. is

yi

"e 61
ope

cOT

VeirioOtNeePce0404

N949ee:c1"-4°Ge

,./Z//'

unmatched, in its class, in the
purity of its tone, and un-
equalled in the majesty of its
volume.
The reproduction you hear
when first you listen to the
Mascot is the reproduction you
will hear after years of use.
That is a guarantee upon which
the world-famous rowit repu-
tation is staked. Hear the Mas-
cot at your Dealer's, or, better
still, get him to demonstrate it
in your own home. Price 90/-.

r  
I Hear also

the new
VrOVOn

1 -UNIVERSAL
Loud Speaker

Price £6

S. G. Brown, Ltd., 1Vestern Avenue,
Worth Acton, London, W3.

WTI/
Itasca

Loud
Speaker

MI 9617
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Build the wonderful New and
improved R.C.THREESOME

EASIER
THAN ILVItit
MADE IN AN
HOUR OR TWO
ONLY 50L FOR

PAkirS

free!
Send

TO -DAY for
Instruction
Book and Blue

Print.

FILL 1N
COUPON

POST
NOW

The new and improved R.C. Threesome has all the
quality -of -reception virtues of the first model . . .
with additional merits.

A new idea of plugged -together coupling units is
incorporated. This simplification materially re-
duces the number of parts for assembly, so that
the whole job can easily be completed in an hour
or two. No soldering is required. Wiring con-
nections have been reduced from 24 to 5. You
can build this 44 brain -wave " set f. , 50/- or less.
. . . Use the Coupon now !

E DISWAN
To THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
(Publicity), 123/5, Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.4.

An Improved R.C. Threesome? I'd be delighted to
have a copy of your Instruction Book and Blue Print!

NAME

ADDRESS

P, W. 8/10/27

...

V 53
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PopplarWireless
Scientific Adviser :

Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.
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NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inst.R.E., M.R.S.L., F.R.G.S.
Technical Editor: G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

Assistant Technical Editors : K. D. ROGERS, P. R. BIRD,
G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc., A. JOHNSON RANDALL.
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
The " Show" of 1927-New Short-wave Station-" Light "-News from Japan-" Ariel's "

Lucky Dips-Sydney Received Direct -5 G B Notes-Our Mystery Story.
The " Show " of 1927.

ALAS ! this is now over. One wishes
that it were possible to spend a
whole day over the exhibits, free

from other people's elbows. Looking back,
there is ample evidence of progress. Prices
lower, refinements and improvements mul-
tiplied. With the developments on the
transmitting side which the, coming year
is sure to bring forth the prospect of the
listener, be he of the common or garden
domestic type or the keen experimenter,
is rosy almost to scarlet. Soon the world
will be at everyone's backyard.

The " Radio Times."
ONLY those who have experience of

editing can appreciate the remark-
able work of the late editor of the

" Radio Times," whose sudden death
shocked a myriad of listeners. May I, in
the name of " P.W." and all its readers,
extend our deepest sympathy to the family
and colleagues of Mr. Fuller, who edited
our contemporary with such distinction ?

First of Its Kind.
IHAVE received a copy of a book en -

J. titled " On the Air," written by Mr.
Paul 1). Augsburg. I think tips must

be the first published collection of short
stories each of which has a radio interest.
It comprises eighteen stories, very American
in style and some not lagging far behind the
work of the great O. Henry. All are read-
able and some very clever. One refers to
the microphone as follows : " As he talked
Leander K. could see nothing but Iron
Mike-and Iron Mike's old man is Calvin C.
Sphinx, the poker face of the Nile."

New Short-wave Station.

"
RADIO -WELT " reports that the Amer-

ican Westinghouse Company is
building a 20 -kw. station (crystal

control) at Chabarowsk, Siberia. It will
work on 20-100 metres. For broadcast-
ing purposes it will employ 10 kw., and it
is expected to have a range of 1,000 ktns.

Great Radio Trek.
MOST of the leading lights in the radio

world have just got to the end of
the long trail to Washington, where

the International Radio Telegraph Con-

ference is now sitting. They are in for some
hard work because their task is to revise
regulations made in 1912, since when the
whole international situation as regards
wireless has become enormously compli-
cated as the result of the great advances
made in the art.

" Light."
FROM a contemporary called " Light,"

a periodical full of dark and creepy
sayings, I learn that the brain is an

electro-magnetic battery. . . " 'We
need more " light " on this, as such a bat-
tery is unknown to electricians and would
be exceedingly useful. I learn also that,
according to two Swiss scientists, the effect
of the hand on a radio set is due to "emana-
tions;" called " Anthropoflux R," which

RADIO IN

come from the knuckle of the left hand.
Anyone finding that his left fist upsets his
receiver unduly would do well to challenge
Tunney, I should think r

News from Japan.
THE Tokio station, J O A K (I do like

that call -sign) has got a slogan.
" Truth and Sincerity to all corners

of the world." This is a fine mark to aim
at, especially in a world shaped like an
oblate spheroid. If any of you are thinking
of laying out one of these fine days for a
bit of truth from J 0 A K, you will be glad to
learn that the announcements from that
station are made in English. Metres 375 ;
K.C. 800. Power 1 kw. to be increased to
40 kw.

(Continued on next page.)

RUSSIA.

CIPPIIE OPHEMPEWEIDI tgl MaCCbt
HEOROMMO, MN NIA libiplitR,

The Soviet Government of Russia is very keen on the dissemination of information in the highways and
byways of its domains, and for this reason radio exhibitions, which are really radio schools, are being held in
all the principal centres of the country, The above photograph shows one of these so-called "exhibitions"

under way,
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continuszt from previous page.)

Heard Czecho Slovakia ?
IBELIEVE this country was called

Boheniia in the good old days before
peace was declared. Bohemia the

home of music ! The music from the
National Theatre at Prague is regularly
broadcast. There are three stations,
Prague. (Praha), 349 ,m.; Brno, 441 m. ;
Bratislava, 300 m. ; also an experimental
transmitter at Kosice.

Ariel's Lucky Dips.
CTOBER 6th, "Romance,'-'., fromO Bournemouth, 2 L 0 and 5 X X;
-- October 7th, National Concert at

Queen's Hall, conducted by Sir. H. Wood;
Manchester, October 8th, Relay from North
Pier, Blackpool ; Glasgow, October 9th,
Programme by staff of G.P.O., GlasgoW.

Empire Broadcasting.
HERE'S something definite at last ! In

a statement on Empire Broadcasting,
the B.B.C. announces that an experi-

mental short-wave transmitter is being
erected at the Marconi Works at Chelms-
ford.. This -will make use of the two 480 -ft.
masts there, and will carry out experiments
working chiefly on a wave -length of 24
metres. The call -sign is 5 S W, and the
station will use power up to about 25 kw.

Better late than never I .

Sydney Received Direct.
ON a set using two Mullard valves P.M.5X

(Pet) and P.M.6 (L.F.), Mr. G. A.
Hood, of Kingstown, Ireland, success-

fully received a short-wave programme
direct from Sydney, N.S.W., on the evening
of September 4th. It has been ascertained
that the B.B.C. were not relaying Sydney
at the time. Most of the programme was
received on the detector valve only. So far
as I know, this is a record for one valve,
but I should love to hear from anyone who
has equalled the performance.

Two Popular " Reims."
OUR old friends Flotsam.and Jetsam

will have a week's appearance before
2 L O's mike, ' October

10th. And the B.B. . tell me that at
least eight of next (or this) winter's Halle
concerts will be broadcast from Manchester
and relayed elsewhere, including 2 L O.
So the future is bound not to be entirely
gloomy.

5 G B Notes.
AST. LEONARD'S -ON -SEA reader,

who has praise for the B.B.C. pro-
grammes, is upset about 5 G B,

which in that locality is swamped by
Morse, and has only 50 per cent of 5 X X's
volume. A man from Carnarvon tells me
that there 5- G B fades badly at sunset ;
it does not fade in my corner of Kent, and
I have not heard such a complaint about
5 G B before. The van which is used by
the B.B.C. in testing 5 G B's signal strength
has covered about 10,000 miles and been
all over England.

" Direct Action."
THE listeners of Carinthia, a province of

Austria, have won distinction-and
I confess, admiration on my part.

A Vienna report states that they have given

an ultimatum to the Austrian Broadcasting
Company declaring that they will relinquish
their licences from January next unless the
Government takes effective steps to deal
with the nuisance of electro-medical appa-
ratus which is making reception hopeless.
Very brisk ! But I presume they know
their own bureaucrats best.

We Beg to Differ.
MR. A. DAWSON, secretary to the

modal engineer's exhibition, is re-
ported to have said : " While wire-

less wonders never cease the possibilities -
from a constructional point of view are
soon exhausted." Also : " The wireless
craze, so far as construction is concerned,
has waned." A pity to be dogmatic as well
as ignorant of the facts I However, having
unearthed this error,. I can safely leave
Mr. P. W. Harris to scotch it, if worth

,while.

' In Restraint of Trade ?
THE Borough Council of West Ham has

been flirting with the idea of banning
public loud speakers if these are

operated so as to -.be annoying to the public.
I am afraid such a by-law would do mare
harm than good ; that is, it might save the
ears of a few people resident near the loud
speaker, whilst damaging the business of
numerous traders. I hope that the gentle

:=2iiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiummumniummilimininininiiiiii*:

. SHORT WAVES.
_ . -= A wireless conversation between New York =

= and London cost £200. Yes, there was a woman
E at one end.-" Star." =

* * *
=

" Is your set off colour ? " is a question f=7-
E asked in the Western Daily Press.
E..-- Well, we have noticed a good 'deal of fading =
E lately.

--
= * *

' *
_
=

ABERDEEN CALLING.' ==
:'_.- The Aberdonians have given up buying eggs. E
E They now send their eggshells to the B.B.C. -
E and have them relayed.-"-DailY 'Mirror." -E.

* * * E-
I:- In an annual report a schoolmaster stated B
E that the. boy was very nackward, dense, dull, E.
E and abnormally lacking in general intelligence.
E A regular " dull emitter " in tact.
= * * *

1-1 There was a young fellow named Zones "
B Whose set " pulled " only the 'phones ;
F.: He altered its wiring,
B And now he is hiring E
E An expert-per hour, three " bones."- =

. American Magazine. =
* '-'-"-

it " The C.A.T.S. have very kindly consented to
B broadcast part of their repertoire from Mr.
E 's experimental radio station at 2 a.m. =
B on Sunday morning next."-Calcutta Paper. =
B To reassure the neighbours it should be =
= explained that the C.A.T.S. in question belong =
E to the Calcutta Amateur Theatrical Society.- =
....E " Punch." E

a * *
-E-'OPEN TO OPINION. =E. It is often remarked that headphones are not =

ES a success where there is a large family.
= But have you ever tried to listen to the loud f---

speaker when a family of twelve are taking =
soup ?_ =

= * * * =
THE RADIO FAN'S CREED. =

gl. If you can keep your head when all about you
E. The room is filled with squeal and bowls
= and roars ; -
B If you can trust your set, when all about you
B Are cursing theirs and blaming it on yours ; E
= E
B if you can bear to hear the truth you've spoken
B About the etations you have reached each =

-= night Y
E Twisted to suit the whims of all your neighbours, =
Ft And not get fiery mad and want to fight ; =
= P..= If you can get an ear clear lull of static,
B. And keep your temper sweet and not get =a " bet "-
E. Then you will be a perfect fan, my brother, I
B A fan that people will not soon forget. E
-= `--- ' Radio News." E.-=
illt1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111r.;

art of Borough Councilling in West Ham
will be tempered with toleranbe and a sense
of proportion.

Chamber Music Going Strong,
A N alarmed reader calls my attention toA a remark in the " Radio Times to

the effect that Chamber Music if by
no means the last in popularity and :Abet
there is to be oceans more of it. The writer
of this sickening information acids that
Chamber Music " broadcasts well." That
is as it may be, but a lot of us think ,that
it -does not sound -well ; and that is the
criterion the B.B.C.should adopt. It ought
to be called " Lethal Chamber Music.",

Transmitting Note... --

THE
-radio station of Mr. F. Eustance,

formerly 5 X M, situated at 92, Briar-
- /dale Road, Moseley Hill, Liverp6X is

now 213 Y J, 28, Heatherdale Road, MS's -
ley Hill, Liverpool. Artificial aerial, Trans-
mits telegraphically On I.C.W.

Penetration of Waves.
REMARKABLE results have been ob-

tained by Mr. O. L. Allen -in America
with a nine -valve set used under-

ground. At a depth of 220 ft. he detected
K F E L, Denver (248 metres), on the
loud speaker. At 550 ft. he got K 0 A,
Denver (326 metres), on the L.S., using in
both these instances a frame aerial. His
experiments have revealed that long waves
penetrate far more than short ones, a
curious reversal of the usual game
played by long and short waves above the
surface.

Us and Fritz.
ASCRUTINY of all available reports

about the Berlin Radio Exhibition,
held during the last week of Septem-

ber, shows that the German manufacturers
have produced few novelties. They have
the " all mains " supply ideas, which fell
somewhat flat, but the cheapness of the sets
is striking. What about a three -valve
Reinartz at L5 15s. ? By the way, the horn
type of loud speaker has practically dis-
appeared there.

Stop Press News.
SINCE writing the paragraph headed

" Sydney Received Direct," I have
had! a number of letters from other

readers who got 2 M E relaying 2 F C. The
results are remarkable, and I shall give
some special notes about them next week.
Will reporting readers be good enough never
to omit mention of the number of valyes
used and type of circuit, and thus make
their news so much more interesting and
valuable ?

Our Mystery Story..
MR, H. W. (Wishaw) informs me that on

Sunday, September 11th, at 2.12 a.m.
he intercepted on about 350 metres

the following strange message : Ory.
Disaster. well. terrible vac. air spaces.
700 miles off." H. W. admits that the
message is mutilated and states that the
signals were very faint. He used a two -
valve set - One wonders whether this has
some connection with the recent air' disas-
ters, and someone with a file of newspapers
handy might, be interested enough to check
up the date and time,

ARIEL.
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IS the science of radio reception- really
advancing nowadays ? What practical
improvements have we to show as a

result of the l9264927 season ? Is wireless
cheaper now than it was last year ? Are
the sets easier to handle, and can we get
more programmes per valve ? Or, putting
it briefly and bluntly, what value are we
getting for the money spent on set -building ?

These and similar thoughts were in my
mind as my bus approached Olympia on
the opening day of the National Radio
Exhibition. The sun was shining magni-
ficently, there was a most invigorating nip
in the air, the bus conductor was so polite
and pleasant that I should like to have
introduced him to Mr. Cairns, but somehow,
in my heart of hearts, I was feeling dis-
gruntled and acidly critical. Critical of
things in general, and wireless in particular.

" It will have to be some exhibition if it's
going to please me," I thought, for I fairly
loathe exhibitions. And it was in that mood
I entered Olympia.

An Air of Distinction.
At the top of the entrance steps, where

one caught a first glimpse of the show,
honesty compelled me to admit that it
looked rather well. The blue -and -gold
furnishings were tastefully done ; the band-
stand was arranged, aptly enough, to hold
the Royal Air Force band high up in the
air (out of everybody's way, and yet right
in the middle of the picture) ; and the
general lay -out of the baseboard, so to speak,
looked promising.

The leather -lunged gentleman who later
on was to startle all the small boys when he
announced O-FFICIAL CATALOGUE

An " Efeseaphone product-the Wolfe Two -salver.

Some outstanding impressions of
the National Radio Exhibition at
Olympia, as seen on the opening

day.
By P. R. BIRD.

AND BAND PROGRAMME SIXPENCE '
had not taken up his duties at the foot of
the steps, so I lingered a moment to get the
hang of the place,' and then took a pre-
liminary look round before the crowd
arrived.

A new Cabinet Cone Lond Speaker in the " Symphony,"
range (A. J. Stevens and Co., Ltd.).

The stalls looked good. Even a quick
march -past showed that the display was
tastefully done, that many of the exhibits
were decidedly handsome, and that the big
cabinets, complete sets, loud speakers, etc.,
had an air of distinction. Wireless, it seems,
is passing out of the box -of -tricks stage,
and because it enlivens the home there is no
reason why it cannot beautify it as well.

The First Man. In.
Lingering over a Caxton cabinet I missed

the opening minute at the main entrance.
The first man who clicked a turnstile was
Mr. Ivor Goddard, of Sandown. Isle of
Wight. And as he set foot inside the show
he clicked " once more, for he was the
lucky winner of a special prize unexpectedly
awarded by the promoters to the first
member of the public to buy a ticket !

The prize took the form of -a two -valve

short-wave receiver, complete with loud
speaker and all the etceteras. And the fact
that it was no dud became apparent when
it was announced that this set had tuned in
as clear as a bell the Tunney-Dempsey fight
broadcast a few, nights earlier ! Lucky Mr.
Goddard !

With this little incident in mind, every-
body began looking for short-wave receivers,
for at last year's show short -wavers were
very few and far between. But there were
plenty this year. In fact, this was where the
exhibition opened the scoring, and it was
certainly a point in its favour to find nice
little sets, not at all tricky -looking, which
could dive down to well below twenty
metres.

As you know, twenty metres represents a
frequency of 15,000,000 per second. And if
the manufacturers could produce and put
into the hands of the public a set capable of
disporting itself satisfactorily upon these
waves, then radio is going forward.

Short -Wave Sets.
With the advent of Empire Broadcasting,

and the filling of the ordinary wave -bands
with alternative programmes, there is sure
to be a great boost of short-wave sets in the
near future. So it was encouraging to find
that the manufacturers are ready for it now.
If the show had no other new feature to its
credit, it certainly deserved marks for this
interesting and important development.

When keeping an eye out for the short-
wave sets I had been astonished by the un-
commonly good selection of complete
receivers that Olympia had to show. What
a variety ! What a range of styles ! Port-
ables, trans -portables, all -the -juice -from -

(Continued on next page.)

A " Gecophone " Four -valve stabilised set,
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; A CRITIQUE OF THE
EXHIBITION. .

(Continac(1 from previous page.)
*

the -mains sets, push -the -knob -to -start sets,
one -dial sets, frame -aerial -in -the -lid sets,
and even real wire -less sets-no speaker-,
aerial-, nor earth -wires whatever !

As I said- before, I hate exhibitions, but
this year's was beginning to.' seen quite
interesting compared with most. Designs,
I found, were distinctly improved in ap-
pearance, short-wave sets had come to stay,
so apparently had gramophone pick-ups,
and all previous displays of complete sets
were beaten to a frazzle.

Before lingering over particular stalls I
took one general stroll right round the

A coil and mount with many novel feature.;
(Porno Co.).

exhibition to see the sights as a whole. And
I might as well confess right away that
before I returned to my starting -point I
was convinced through and through that
radio is on the up -grade. That fact was
quite evident to anyone with only 25 per
cent of normal optical equipment.

A Record Crowd.
For one thing, the show was thoroughly

alive, and the crowd-a record one, by the
way-was enjoying itself. Many of the
stands had such a crush round them that it
was difficult to approach them. Mullard's,
for instance, not only had an attractive
display, but they gave away copies of
" Radio for the Million." And at times it
looked as though most of the million had
called for their copies !

Some stands had press -the -button displays
which were -irresistible. Lissen's was one

Portable Receiver (A. J. Stevens and
Co,,, WO.

the brightest, I thought, with its L.F. trans-
formers sitting soaked around a fountain,
and the scales with the bowler hat that
weighed a pair of 'phones high up into the
air. The milliammeter that showed the effect
of grid bias, swinging the needle from '5
milliamp over to 4.0 milliamps when the
G.B. battery was switched out, was a little
object lesson that greatly impressed visitors.

For another thing, prices were definitely
lower all round. A year or so ago it was
usual to reckon that valve sets worked out
roughly at £5 a valve-but that basis is no
good to -day. Lamplugh's, for instance, had
an elegant and complete two-valver on
show for £5. The Brownie people had a
two -valve amplifier priced at £2 2s., and
another interesting instance was the Burne-
Jones three-valver, complete in a handsome
little cabinet, for £10 10s. These are merely
instances-practically all the stalls had
really appreciable reductions.

Another point I liked was that makers'
claims are getting very definite. The Peto-
Scott sets of the Three -Thirty -One type
(meaning 3 valves, 30 stations, 1 dial)
afforded a good instance of this tendency.
I overheard an Igranic salesman, too, ex-
plaining a battery charger. Not on the
basis of what it had done, or what it could
do, but on what it would do when the other
fellow connected it up on his mains. There
was an air of confidence everywhere.

Simplified Radio.
Simplified wireless, and the switch -off -

when -you -like style, had many adherents.
Besides the various selectors and clocks, the
Lotus Remote Control was attracting a good
deal of attention, and the many units for
coupling, and single -control sets, all pointed
to progress in the direction of simplified
radio. The supply problem, both L.T. and
H.T., has produced so many units, chargers,
etc., that this section of the exhibition will
be dealt with in detail in next week's
issue of POPULAR WIRELESS.

At no, previous exhibition has there seemed
to be such a break with conventional ways
of doing things and making things. There
were new ideas not only in the make-up and
appearance of components and accessories,
but fundamentally new features, full of
promise and pep.

The new valves, of course, were sur-
rounded all the time. Apart from the
indirectly -heated -cathode type, which a
year ago would have created a sensation,
there were the " double -doings " valves (as
one: -fellow called them whilst standing upon
my only corn in an endeavour to catch a
glimpse of the interior of an-"Interdyne ") !

Aerials Becoming Unnecessary ?
The new shielded arid valie Was showing at

the G.E.C. and at the Marconiphone stands,
and the Interdyne receivers incorporating
the Robinson valve were on view at
R. Lyarley's. There is riot spaeo here to do
more than refer to these valves, and the
extraordinary prospect of betteriarlio recep-
tion that they open up, but- they can be
instanced at; a fundamental step forward
in radio research. Their possibilities seem
illimitable.

Illustrating the vigour and freshness of
the, eXhibition were other points about the
stands.where the new valves. were showing.
The sets in which the shielded grid valves
were incorpotated had, for instance, midget
frame aerials, with sides less than a foot in
length, that looked as though they weren't

big encw.gh to. pick up the local, let alone
distant stations. But the magnification
obtainable is so great that distant stations
simply romp in. And it was a significant
fact that the R. L-Varley stand was special-
ising on all new lines, there being no room for
of even the most successful of last year's crop!

Batter and Cheaper.\ The improvement' in the general ap-
pearance of radio
apparatus r e a 11 y
needs an exhibition
to make one realise
it. For as new
types of instrument
appear during the
year, each a little
better than its
predecessor, one is
not conscious of the
great advances that
are continually
going on. But when
all the various
models are collected
together into one
show each year,

A gcol example of modern the advance during
If.v?, design-the Marconi the twelve months

and Omani D.E.P.215. can be appreciated.
On the whole, last year's show was

far less artistic than this year's display,
the improvement being particularly notice-
able in cabinets, Complete' sets, and loud
speakers.

The simplification of the complete
receivers has had much to do with their
enhanced appearance, for it was impossible
to make a row of rheostats, for instance,
look really attractive. And, similarly, the
popularity of the cone type has saved the
situation as regards loud speakers.

A " Peerless " Three-valver (Bedford Radio Electric
Co., Ltd.).

On the large stands that specialised in
loud -speaker equipment-Am plion's, for
instance it was possible to note at a glance
how greatly loud -speaker design has
progressed by comparing the handsome
exhibit with the same firm's show two
years ago.

The 'B.B.C.'s exhibit, however, was less
attractive than last year's. It was inter-
esting, of course, but too technical to appeal
to the majority.

Summing it all up in a few words, I should
say that this was not only the best exhibition
that we have had, but that, it was far more
promising than any of its predecessors. It
shows that apparatus is not only cheaper
than it has ever been before, but it is much
more efficient, so there is a double gain.
Couple this again with alternative pro-
grammes, and the 1927 Radio Exhibition
proves that nowadays radio entertainment
is just about three times as cheap as it has
ever been before.
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THERE is more
waste in the
L.T. circuit of

our valve receivers
than in any Other
portion of the set,
even counting that 1 per cent efficient in-
strument the loud speaker or headphone.

For, after all, the current that heats our
filaments is nothing more or less than
absolute waste, a monument to our inability
to discover the cold valve.

For some reason or other we have become
so used to filament current that we rarely
give the matter a thought. We still may be
seen carting heavy accumulators to the
charging station down the road, or trying
to persuade our power company to feed
our filaments via complicated transformers
and rectifiers.

All this heavy current does is to heat our
filaments when we connect these accumu-

0
O00

simmoo

Fig. 1.-Illustrating the waste of " volts " that
occurs when a 8 -volt battery is employed to run

a 2 -volt valve.

lators to them. When our filaments are
sufficiently warm they kindly evaporate
electrons for us and they surge round our
plate circuits, getting on with their jobs.
Provided we guide and push these electrons
in the 'way they should go the result is a
wireless that works.

Absolute Waste.

Incidentally the power used to warm up
our filaments is enormously greater than
the power used anywhere else. In fact,
when an amateur transmitter states that
be worked New Zealand on 10 watts ho
carefully ignores the 5 or more watts of
wasted power used to heat his filaments.
Admittedly our filaments are getting bettpr
and better every day.

Yet while we have to heat filaments we
may as well do so as economically as
possible.

Our aim, of course, is to connect a suitable
voltage across the filament, and heat it
to the heat at which it works best with due
regard to long life. The makers of our
valves tell us all about that.

An article which the constructor will
find of really practical value.

By E. A. ANSON.
*------....--4-1,-..-+-+--.--4,--+-----*

Now every single fraction of a volt
wasted outside the filament is really like
throwing good money into the sea. Well,
let us see where these precious volts get lost.

Take the worst possible case, a 6 -volt
accumulator used for 2 -volt valves. In
order to avoid an excessive flow of current
through the 2 -volt filament we have got to
lose 4 volts somehow or other. Suppose
our valve filament takes 1 amp. at 2 volts.
Then the volts we wish to lose divided by
the current taken by the valve gives us the
necessary external resistance we must add
in series with the valve filament. Thus in
this ease 4 divided by .1 gives us 90 ohms.
(See Fig. 1.)

Deliberately we shall set about to waste
two-thirds of our accumulator energy. We
make the accumulator push a current of
-1 amps. through a piece of parasitical
eureka wire for no other purpose but abso-
lute waste.

It is, however, possible to use the lost
volts to supply grid bias to our valve.

But our grid really merely asks for
volts alone and takes no energy at all. It
merely wants sufficient negative voltage
with respect to the valve filament to avoid
running into grid current and giving dis-
tortion.

It is very much more economical to supply
the necessary grid bias from cheap small
dry cells. These only require renewing
once a year and give no trouble. Besides.
in the first case, if the valve is controlled
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Fig. 2.-Three 2 -volt cells connected in series (top)
and parallel (bottom).

by a variable
this resistance
bias voltage.

Testing a soldered joint. The joints under test are connected across
the two terminals on the ebonite strip. On the left is the millivolt -
meter, and on the right is the ammeter. The small square box

(left front) is merely a rheostat.

resistance every alteration of
will give us a different grid -
With a variable resistance,
who shall know what voltage
is placed across the filament
without a voltmeter. How
many of us use voltmeters
for this purpose ? Who can
resist the temptation to im-
prove results by turning her
up a bit, at the expense of
long life ?

If it is really necessary to
use a 6 -volt accumulator and
you happen to have a three -
valve set with 2 -volt .valves
it is possible to connect the
valves in series and snake the
otherwise wasted volts do
some work of a useful kind.

In reality the two other
filaments replace the 40 -ohm
resistance.

But on the whole it is very
much better to feed a 2 -volt
valve from a 2 -volt accumu-
lator. Sometimes a 6 -volt
accumulator may be split up
into three separate 2 -volt
accumulators. It can then

(Continued on next pale.)
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WHERE THE VOLTS GO.
(Continued from previous *page.) t

* -01-4 *

be used all in parallel as a 2 -volt accumu-
lator, or one after another in turn. (See Fig. 2.)

If used in parallel it will have three
times the capacity of the original 6 -volt

Fig. 3.-Small voltage drops occurred across the
flexible filament -connection leads.

accumulator. If the original had a capacity
of 50 ampere hours, that is it would deliver
1 ampere for 50 hours, the parallel con-
nected 2 -volt accumulator would have a
capacity of 150 ampere hours, giving a
discharge of 1 ampere for 150 hours.

Even if we do use a 2 -volt accumulator
on our 2 -volt valves we cannot avoid wasting
something. It will be small but measurable
with delicate instruments. 

For the wires leading to our filaments
will have small resistance however solid
we make them. It is just as well to realise
this, for in a nine -valve set qUite a large
current flows. So great was this current in
the days of bright -emitter valves that the
L.F. wiring for a multi -valve set resembled
the busbars used in power stations. For then
the L.F. filament current would be in the
nature of 8 or 9 amperes.

To Solder, or Not to Solder?
Before proceeding any further, we are

up against the problem 'ofto solder or not
to solder. To test this, two terminals were
inserted 'about two inches apart in a piece
of ebonite. Across from- one terminal shank
to the other a piece of 18 S.W.G. tinned
copper wire was connected. First it was
merely. clamped down, between two nuts.
When a current of .5 amps. was passed from
terminal, to terminal the volts lost were
-00054:-4 /Due -partirsto'bhe ireSistanee of the
wire and partly to the eontdct resistance of
the clamped wire. t Without disturbing the
wire the-top4Autrtwas removed and the twfie
carefully soldered .to 'the -,shank,
the bottardr mit- in place, With ..5 amp.
flowing as -before the volts -lost 3n the wire.
were -00056,. More than -before the soldering
was done. It is justifiable to conclude that/
the extra volts lost in the last case must have
been due to soldering the wire.. The temper-
ture at which the= sk-aa made was
identical in both 'eases. Thus the clarapcd
wire gave a resistance of .00108 ohms and
the same wire 'soldered gave 00112 ohms.

The soldered .conneeticin. had a higher_
resistance: itis curious because most of us,
seem to think that soldering does the -
reverse. HoWever, " a -soldered joint will,
keep its resistance constant Whilst a clamped
joint is bound to becoine-dirty and increase
in resistance.

Having examined the veittx1 question of

soldering let us go back to a two -valve set
using soldered connections.

A D.E. 2 H.F. was used in the H.F.
circuit and a similar valve as detector. They
were both fed from a 2 -volt accumulator.
Where do the volts go ? Well, mostly across
the filament ; but not all.

For these tests a very sensitive Cambridge
Unipivot voltmeter was used reading
2.4 millivolts for full deflection and having
a coil resistance of 10 ohms. A millivolt
is a thousandth part of a volt. With this
voltmeter it was possible to read as low
as a hundred -thousandth part of a volt.
A copper and silver coin held between
damp blotting -paper made the voltmeter
needle go hard over !

The diagram Fig. 3 shows the L.T.
circuit of the receiver tested. The volts
start to get lost at once.

Losses in Leads.
From the L.T. plus terminal of the

accumulator to L.T. plus terminal on the
receiver, connected by flex, 3.5. millivolts
had managed to go astray. The negative
lead lost a similar amount, making 7 milli-
volts in all. The H.F. valve was taking
'13 amps. and the detector filament -12
amps. From L.T. plus terminal on the
receiver to the valve -pin only -21 millivolts
got lost, and '26 from L.T. minus to valve -
pin.

In the case of the detector the losses

Accumulator L.T. via
flex to set L.T. plus

To L.T. minus as above
L.T. plus terminal of

set to valve -pin ..
L.T. minus as above ..

H.F.Millivolts.Detector
Valve. Valve.

3.5 3.5
3.5 3.5

-21 '6
.26 .5

7.47 8.1

Thus we are losing .00747 volts in feeding
the detector and -0081 in feeding the
detector valve.

The actual voltage of the accumulator
was 2.03 volts, so the filaments were'

Fig. 4.-The voltage semis A and B will not be -

the voltage of the ,H.T. supply.

receiving 2.025 and 2.022 volts actually.
These losseS are, of course, very small, but
faulty connection in wires. Cr Long leads
might easily waste so much Voltage- that

the valves would work

The -delicate galvanometer used to "'measure voltage on nuclei. On tha
left is the series resistance, consisting of-25-megIshmi metallised grid leaks,

Mounted on mm ebonite panel.

were greater, because the tiring was
slightly :Anger. In this ease -6 and -5
millivolts fajledlO turn %A.'', ,Perhapa all
this,,eatt be made'clearer by a table.

at too low -a voltage.
For instance, sUppose
the flex connecting the
accumulator to the set
had been 20 ft. long,
instead of 1 ft. Fur-
ther, suppose we had
been using a six -valve
set. We should have
been losing nearly half
a volt, and our valves
would have had only
1.5 volts across their
filaments. Thus it is
really important to
realise where the volts
go, and take care they
go where we want them
-across the filament.

Therefore it is wise,
in our L.T. circuit, to
avoid long leads, to use
stout leads, to keep
all terminals clean, and

to wire the inside of the set with wire not,
smaller than about 18 S.W.G. copper wire..

But volts do get lost in our anode
(Continued on next page.)

0
L. 77- L

Fig. 5.-Showing some of the points at which voltage tests were made by the author.
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(Continued from precious page.)

circuits, too ; particularly when using
resistance amplification. The volts lost
in this case may be calculated by multiply-
ing the current flowing in amperes by the
resistance inserted in the anode of the
valve. If these lost volts are subtracted
from the voltage of the H.T. battery

Make sure which is the anode pin of the valve.
When inserting fit valve on with a tilt and make
sure the L.T. and grid pins are in their correct

sockets.

feeding the anode, we shall get the actual
voltage on the anode itself. It is very
difficult to measure the voltage on the
plate of a resistance -coupled amplifier.
because the voltmeter takes as much, or
more, current than the valve itself. This
naturally gives a reading lower than it is
actually, for when more current flows.
more volts get dropped across the resistance.
A fairly normal voltmeter takes about
5 M.A. at 100 volts.

Some Practical Measurements.
In Fig. 4 our problem is to find the

voltage across A B.
Some actual practical measurements

were made with a very sensitive voltmeter
that only took 24 microamps for full
deflection. .(A microamp is a millionth part
of an ampere ; a milliampere is a thousandth
part of an ampere.)

When this special Unipivot microam-
meter was used as a voltmeter, it was
necessary to add a series resistance of
ten million ohms giving about 40,000 ohms
per volt. This series resistance took the
form of a series of meta Ilised grid leaks, as
these keep their resistance constant at all
voltages. They have given very good
results, and have not altered their re-
sistance during two years of constant use.
The extra volts dropped due to an ad-
ditional current of a few microamps is
negligible. With an anode resistance of
1 megohm only 10 volts would be dropped
from the insertion of this voltmeter. The
Unipivot instrument used was obtained
from the Cambridge Instrument Co.

The following table shows where the
volts were going in a clear manner :

H.T. Battery
Volts.

80
100

Detector
Plate Volts

50.5
54.5

1st L.F.
Plate Volts.

41
49.5

2nd L.F.
Plate Volts.

97
97 (H.T. 100)

Anode resistances about 74,000 ohms.

The L.F. anode resistances were nominally
80,000 ohms. The detector plate current
was -8 milliamps, and the H.F. valve 1-
first L.F., .4 ; second L.F. took 1.8 milli -
amps. The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 5.

It is worth noticing that increasing the
H.T. on the L.F. plates from 80 to 100
only increases the H.T. on the plates
of these valves by a few volts. For when
the H.T. is increased the current flowing
tends to increase, and, as a consequence,
the voltage drop across the resistances
increases. It is partly for this reason that
it is possible to use quite normal H.T.
voltages with the more modern high mu
valves using anode resistances of a megohm
or so. The plate currents are very small.

Economical Circuits.
In addition, it is noteworthy that the

popular tuned anode circuits, including,
of course, H.F. transformers, coupled to
the ubiquitous L.F. transformers, are very
economical with the volts. The plate of
the valve gets very nearly the actual
value of the H.T. battery.

But with modern low -resistance valves
this problem is worth a thought. For when a
super loud speaker takes some 20 milliamps
plate current the volts dropped across a
2.000 -ohm transformer will be 40, or more.
Thus conditions might be upset quite
easily and distortion result.

The trend of modern valves is to have

lower and lower plate impedances. It will
not be long before constructors are writing
to the query columns of the wireless pa pens
bewailing their lost volts.

For the low -impedance valves of the
future will call for an entire revision of
our coupling components.

A FLEXIBLE LINK.

IT often happens that, when testing a
Wireless set, either before or after com-
pletion, it is necessary to short circuit

certain points for the purpose of trying out
alternative arrangements. When this short
circuit has to take place between two
sockets it is not wise just to insert the
twisted ends of a flexible lead in the two
sockets, for a poor contact generally results.

I have frequently made use of a flexible
connector consisting of a spiral wire spring
terminating in two split plugs.

reAMAMMANS
op 1

SPRiNG /

Fiat
z

Fig. 1 shows the gadget I have in mind
the length of the spring when closed being
about 41 ins., while the plugs are screwed
into each end. It is sold by Bulgin's,
nominally as an H.T. battery connector,'
but in addition may be used. in the manner
indicated. Apart from the contact made
by the split pins the spring itself keeps
both pins under tension. There are many
uses to which this handy little connector
can oe placed, and I always keep one or
two, by me when' undertaking tests.

H.J.B.C.

Receiving messages on the automatic telegraph instruments at the London Central office, which arrive via
the recently inaugurated Indian Beam service.
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LOFT! N'S LATEST DISCOVERIES

By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

REACTION-CAPACITY REACTION, Etc.
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Loftin's Latest Discoveries.
THE many readers who were so interested

in the Loftin -White circuits, described
recently in this Journal, will be glad to

have some advance information as to some
new developments made by Mr. Loftin.
In a letter he says : " As a bit of advance
information, We have about completed the
design of a system for radio - frequency
amplification in which there is apparently
no limit to the number of stages of radio -
frequency amplification that can be em-
ployed, compared to what appears to be the
practical limit now of three stages, and we
find that the new system avoids many of
the previous difficulties in multiplying the
number of stages of amplification. This
new system gives such promise in the
matter of increasing H.F. amplifiCation
that we think it will not be long before
receivers can be easily built which will
permit of reliable listening to broadcast
stations on both sides of the Atlantic.

" We also have about finished the design
of a new type audio system that is devoid
of frequency characteristics. In other
words, it will amplify uniformly from

cycle per year to 15,000 or more per second.
It is very simple and inexpensive, eliminat-
ing entirely costly audio transformers.

" For patent and commercial reasons
we are not ready just yet to release informa-
tion as to these systems, but when the time
comes, I will be pleased to furnish you with
all details." -

When further details come to hand, they
will be given in Technical Notes.

Reaction.
It would be very advantageous if variable -

reaction control could be eliminated alto-
gether and if, instead, a fixed amount of
reaction could be used which would be more
or 'less constant over the whole of the
desired range of wave -length. Although
opinions differ as to the degree to which -
this desirable state of affairs has been
reached by the -Loftin -White circuits (men-
tioned above, and recently described in
thi$ Journal), there is no doubt that this
system represents a very important step
in the right direction.

Ordinary magnetic'reaction has, as every-
ond knows, great ,. disadvantages. With
thiS type of reaction, which is still widely
used, energy,. from the plate circuit of a
valve is fed back into the grid circuit
Means of variably coupled coils. A chariga
in the coupling of the ;plate and grief -coils
results, not only in a change in the volume
of the sound, but also in an alteration of
the frequency to which the. set, is *tuned.
Moreover, it is often a matter of difficulty
to keep the reaction ivst Iselow:the oscilla-
tion point, and such a set,iin the hands of.
an unskilled user is liable, even quite
contrary to the user's intention, to be a
serious nuisance.

Capacity Reaction.
Capacity feed -back,. arranionrents hive

the great advantage. that they render
tuning very much simpler, since the reaction
control  only affects the volume of the
reproduction, and is, for all practical
purposes, without effect upon the tuning.

H.F. Amplification.
One of the most important directions in

which attention and research are being
concentrated at the present time is towards
the control of oscillation, so that much
higher "degrees of, H.F. amplification may
be reached than have hitherto been possible.
The practical limit of H.F. amplification
falls very far short of the theoretical limit,
owing to the bugbear of oscillation. One
of the' best methods of stabilising a circuit
is, of course, to use
some form of neutrali-
sation, by means of
which the capacity
between grid and plate
is neutralised or bal-
anced out, and the
corresponding feed-
back or regenerative
effect prevented. Neu-
tralisation, whilst pro-
ducing stability, does
not impair the sensi-
tivity of a circuit by
introducing damping.
It seems fairly certain
that the various neu-
tralisation methods
will be more and snore
adopted in the future
in this country ; they
are already very widely
adopted in the -United
States.

Standardisation.
In view of the in-

troduction of valves
working direct from
the electric - lighting
supply and the various power -supply
devices which are now being placed upon
the market, it is interesting to note that
under the new Electricity Control scheme
the various types of electric supply through-
out the country will, it the course of time,
become more and more uniform. At present
in this country the electric supply may be
B.C. in one district and A.C. in another
district half a mile away. The voltage
may be anything between 100 and 250
volts and. in the case of A.C.; the frequency
or periodicity May vary between very wide

mitS.
All this imposes a much greater burden

-; upon" the. manufacturer, who is obliged to
standardise apparatus for the types of
electric supply whin are most common,
and to be prepareA also to, snake, apparatus
for the unusual or less frequent types of

electric sapply. Standardisation, which
has been achieved to a much greater extent
in the United States than in this country,
simplifies enormously the, business of the
electrical manufacturer, whether he be
producing radio or any other type of
electrical device.

Eliminators.
A ;certain section of radio users now

employ eliminators of various kinds, which
perniit the current from the house electric -
lighting current to be used for the wireless
set without - the- -intermediary of " any
batteries_ It is necessary to employ, in
any -such device, choke coils and smoothing
condensers to render the supply sufficiently
smooth so as not to produce any unpleasant
Inim or " background " in the reproduced
sound of the set.
' The alternative is to employ a battery,

H.T. or L.T. as the case may be, complete
with trickle -charger and connected to the
mains. When the set is in use, the battery
is connected to the set and disconnected
from the mains, whilst when the set is not
in use, the battery is connected to the mains
and disconnected from the set. Therefore,
for all practical purposes, the system is
exactly the same as the eliminator, since
ample current is always available from the
mains. But it has the important advantage

One of the masts ready for erection at the new Air Ministry station at Mitcham.

over the eliminator that the electric supply
delivered to the set is absolutely steady
and does not depend upon the efficiency
of any choke coils or condensers, since the
mains are actually disconnected during the
time the set is in use.

Which is Better ?
Notwithstanding the many quite com-

mendable eliminators now available, I per-
sonally have never found any eliminator
which was to be compared (from the point
of view of volume and purity of repro-
duction) with H.T. and L.T. accumulators.
Granted that you are going to employ H.T.
and L.T. accumulators, you have only to
incorporate H.T. and L,T. trickle -charging
arrangements, which are very simple and
inexneasive (much less expensive than

(Continued on page 316.)
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THOSE who live close to a local broad-
casting station and who desire loud-,
speaker results -with a minimum of

outlay and upkeep cannot do better than
by using a reflex receiver. The very
maximum of economy is to be obtained

11111111111111MUMMIIMMIMMIIMMIMUMMIMMIMMIlti

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
F.

= 1 Cabinet with panel, 12 in. x 7 in. x
N in., baseboard 9 in. deep (Cameo). E.

=1 Gang condenser, *0005 each half =
(Utility). 'E

= 1 L.F. transformer, 6 to 1 ratio (Marconi E
Ideal).

E 1 Antiphonie valve holder (Burndept).
E 1 Panel -mounting balancing condenser =

(Peto-Scott).
F.-. 1 Crystal detector (Burndept).
 1 Fixed condenser, DOM (Lissen Ltd.).
 It Baseboard filament resistance (Lissen

Ltd.).
ET. 1 Fixed condenier, .001 (Lissen Ltd.). la'

g. 1 Single -circuit single -filament control g
jack and 'phone plug (Ashley Wireless
Ltd.).

:="E 1 H.F. choke (McMichael Ltd.).
2 Lengths ebonite tube, 3 in. diameter =

g and 3 in. long.
 i Set of battery leads (Lewcos).
 Wire for winding the coils. ==

=7. 2 Terminals for aerial and earth con- F.
nections, and a small piece of ebonite
on which they should be mounted.

g 2 Wander plugs for G.B., and a quantity
of Glazite for connecting up.
(The makes of comyonents given above E.

are. those actually used. Other good E
;E. makes can of course be used where El
 desired.)

by the use of a dual valve with a crystal
detector, since in this case L.T. and H.T.
current are required only for the valve
which is being used in a dual function, the
crystal detector itself consuming no current
whatsoever.

Question of Reaction.
I have done a considerable amount of

work on reflex circuits, and the biggest
drawback which has always struck, me
about the use of a crystal detector is that
it is difficult to obtain reaction by any
of the more usual methods, in that it is
necessary to couple the output of the H.F.
valve back on to its own input in order to
obtain reaction effects. One of the most
favoured circuits for the single -valve
crystal reflex is the old tuned anode, in

DEMPSFy
ONE

*.---
f A Small Set with a Big Punch.

The " Tunney " One would, perhaps,
have been a better title !

By C. P. ALLINSON, A.M.I.R.E. #

which reaction was obtained by coupling
the tuned anode coil with the grid coil.

With the present-day methods of set
building this is not, in my opinion, a very
satisfactory method of obtaining reaction.
Not only does it prevent us, unless we make
special mounting for
them, from using coils
of the single -layer
solenoid type, which
can be wound to have
a very high degree of
efficiency, but it also
makes it difficult to
employ an auto
coupled aerial in which
a number of taps are a
provided so as to
obtain the utmost
efficiency with any
particular aerial and
earth system ; and,
further, it makes it difficult to use the
proportional crystal tap by means of which
the crystal is tapped across only a portion
of the output inductance instead of across
the whole of it.

the receiver is used fairly close to a broad-
casting station, where it may be frequently
necessary to use a super -power valve in
order to handle the combined grid swings of
both H.F. and L.F.

The combination, therefore, of a low

Choosing the Circuit.
At the same time.

the use of the tuned
anode is the least
favourable scheme to
employ in view of
the fact that a dual
valve needs to be a
fairly low impedance
valve, since it has to
handle a fair amount
of power. Especially
is this the case when

V

The tapping for the aerial coil takes the form of
a spring clip on a flexible lead.

JACK

C2 0003

vO
.0005 g.

/A.NOiT
0.S.S

This diagram shows the circuit of the " Dempsey " One.

impedance valve with an extremely high
impedance output circuit is not the most
favourable one from the point of view of
obtaining the maximum H.F. amplification
and selectivity. Further, the use of
swinging coils for reaction is frequently

(Continued on next page.)
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(Continued from previous page.)

attended by mechanical back -lash, while a
very small variation in the coupling
between the two coils has a considerable
effect on tuning. '

A further consideration that led me to
reject the use of swinging coils in the

4r receiver which I am going to describe, was
the fact that I wished to control both H.F.
and detector circuits by means of a gang
condenser. This meant that whatever
form of reaction control was used it must
have as little effect on the tuning as possible,
and although it is not possible to find a
circuit which will have no effect on the
tuning at all, as can be done in the case of
the reaction detector, the scheme I have
employed gives the smallest variation of
any that I have so far tried.

Gang Control.
The use of gang control .* .of eourse,

perfectly feasible in a crystal:valve reflex,
since the heavy damping of the crystal
across its tuned circuit makes the tuning
very flat. The use of a gang condenser
is not therefore attended by any appre-
ciable drop in efficiency, whilst the greater
simplicity of control is a very great boon
when carrying out distant reception.

The circuit I have used is shown in
Fig. 1, and it will be seen that it consists
of the split -primary form of H.F. neutralisa-
tion. I have chosen this in preference to
the split -secondary method, since it enables
the full H.F. signal to be applied between
grid and filament of the H.F. valve, whereas
with the split -secondary method it is gen-
erally accepted that only half the incoming
signal is applied to the grid, though actually

The receiver is of neat and pleasing appearance, as shown.

in the latter case the efficiency is far higher
than you would be led to expect from a
superficial examination of the circuit.

It is also easier to get the split -primary
circuit to oscillate than the split secondary,
which I have found to be more stable
inherently than the split -primary type of
neutralised circuit.

I found, however, that the use of the
ordinary neutralising condenser with the
split -primary circuit would not give a
sufficiently positive degree of reaction
control over the whole band of wave-
engths covered by the tuning condenser,

and I therefore evolved the present method,
which I have found extremely satisfactory
in use.

The anode coil, L is provided with a
centre tapping, which is connected to the
H.T. battery through the telephones. One
end of this winding goes to the plate of
the valve, whilst the other goes to the
spindle of a balancing condenser of a type
which is no doubt familiar to most experi-
menters. This consists of two sets of
stationary vanes and two sets of moving
vanes, which are so arranged that as the
capacity between the moving vanes and
one portion of the condenser is increased
that between the moving vanes and the
other portion is decreased.

Auto -coupled Aerial.
By this means I have found it possible

to obtain a perfectly satisfactory control
of reaction. The aerial is auto -coupled
to the grid circuit of the H.F. valve, the
coils being home-made. Details of these
will be given later on in the article.

Shunt -feed is used
for the reflex part of
the circuit. A small
fixed condenser, C
capacity .0003, is
connected in the grid
lead of the valve,
and the L.F. impulses
are fed to the grid
through an H.F. choke
marked L4, which is
connected direct to the
grid as shown. A high -
ratio transformer, T,
used to couple the
rectified output from
the crystal detector
back into the grid
circuit of the dual
valve, this being re-
produced in amplified
form in a pair of
telephones or a loud

speaker connected in the plate circuit and
shunted by a fixed condenser, C5, of .001
capacity.

The crystal detector can be tapped across
a portion of the coil L3, which is tuned
by a variable condenser C3, and the two
tuning condensers Cr and C3 are connected
on a common spindle. It has been found in
practice that when searching for distant
stations the neutralising condenser can
remain set to give the required degree of
reaction over quite a wide wave -band,
so that the receiver actually becomes a
single -control receiver.

An examination of the photographs of
this receiver will show that it is exceedingly
neat and compact.

The results obtained with it are exceed-
ingly promising, especially in view of the
conditions obtaining of late for distant
reception. The local station, of course,
comes in at comfortable loud speaking,
while in daylight it has been possible to
tune in one or two stations at weak loud-
speaker strength.

Results Obtained.
Among the stations heard in daylight on

this receiver, apart from the local station
2 L 0, are Cardiff, Birmingham, Brussels,
Munich, Langenberg, and 5 G B, while
Croydon was heard on its harmonic on 450
metres. 5 G B was received at fair loud-
speaker strength in daylight

A direct comparison was made between
this receiver and a single -valve reaction
detector with a view to ascertaining whether
the reflex receiver was really pulling its
weight. In every case the reflex receiver
carve a marked increase in signal strength,
as compared with the reaction detector,
and further, once a sensitive spot had been
found on the crystal, it was found, on the
whole, easier to, handle. In each case,
of course, there was only one tuning control,
but in the case of the reflex receiver I

CENTRE PR/MARY JUMBLE  FREE END
TAP TO WOO/VO
JACK

BALA/VC/NO
CONDENSER #20. 28. 47E/VD
ENO. /11:TRANSFORMER. Z683

found that the reaction needed less adjust
ment than on the single -valve receiver
and I was very struck by the performance
which the set gave.

A Filament " Lock."
The lay -out of the receiver panel has been

made as symmetrical as possible. In the
centre is the gang control tuning condenser
dial, while on the left we have the reaction
control and on the right the crystal detector.
A filament control jack has been used so
that when the telephones or loud speaker
are plugged into circuit the set is switched
on, a very convenient arrangement, as it
further prevents the set being tampered
with when switched off, since the 'phone
plug can be taken away, thus acting as a
filament lock. Battery leads enable the
set to be connected to its batteries with
great ease, and since only 4 leads are
necessary identification is a simple matter.

This set has been designed purely for
maximum efficiency upon the 200 -600 -
metre wave -band, and the coils have
therefore not been made interchangeable,
since this would not allow of the requisite
number of tappings being taken from the
two inductances L, and L3.

The coils are wound on 3 -in. ebonite
formers, and the following are the details
for their construction. L, consists of 50
turns of gauge 30 D.S.C, wire, wound side

(Continued on next page.)
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(Continued from previous page.)
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by side. Taps are taken at one end at
5, 8, 11, and 15 turns.

These tappings are taken by making
knots in the wire, leaving a long loop so
that there is no need to break the con-
tinuity of the winding. The loops are then
twisted together when the coil is finished
and threaded through holes made in the

top edge of the former, and the ends are
bared and tinned so as to make a solid job.
The details shown in Fig. 2 at A will make
this point clear, as also the photographs
taken from behind the panel.

In the case of the H.F. transformer, two
wires were wound on simultaneously for
the primary. I have used D.C.C. for one
wire, and D.S.C. for the other, so that it
should show up more clearly in the photo-
graph how the primary was wound. The
two wires were joined at the beginning,
this forming the centre tap which was taken
to H.T. via the :phones, while one end of
the winding was taken to plate, and the
other end to the spindle of the balancing
condenser 04. The primary winding con-
sists of 15 turns. Only two taps were
taken on the secondary winding (which
consisted of 50 turns of 30 gauge D.S.C.,
so as to match the other coil) since I have
found that large number of taps was not
necessary. These tappings were, therefore,
taken at I- arid down the coil, namely at
17 and 34 turns. Further details of this
toil will be seen in Fig. 2 at B.

Mounting the Coils.
The two coils are mounted so ,that their

axes are at right angles, one being mounted
vertically, i.e. the aerial coil; and7 the other
being mounted horizontallY. The aerial
coil was mounted'by cutting a piece'of wood
which just fitted inside the tube and screw-
ing this to the baseboard, while the coil
which was mounted horizontally simply had
two holes- drilled at opposite ends of the
former through which screws were passed
to the baseboard, washers being placed
underneath so as to raise the coil clear of
the baseboard.

The chief difficulty that the constructor
will find in building this set is in _.the
mounting of the gang condenser, since the
fixing bush for this requires a t -in. hole. This
can either be done by drilling a number of
small holes around the inside of a fin. circle,
running them together with. a small file

. and tan filing out to size, or` else by using
the biggest drill you have to drill the first

hole, and then reaming out the hole with
the tang of a large file or with the large
blade of an old pair of scissors.

All the components should now be
mounted in position bar the gang condenser,
since some ,13,f the wiring should be done
with this out of the set. Care should be
taken, therefore, that any leads which -cross
from one side of the set to the other should
be taken so that they do -not foul the
condenser when it is put in position. In
particular, I would ask the constructor to
note, from the wiring diagram which also
gives the lay -out of the components on the

baseboard, the position
- of the shunting con-

denser C5, which has
been placed at an angle
in order to clear the
support for the gang con-
denser. This support,
incidentally, is rather
short for a thin 3 -ply
baseboard, and it may
he necessary to pack it
up with a piece of ebo-
nite or some washers.

Having mounted the
various components in
theiri respective posi-
tions, make sure that
none of them fouls the

gang .condenser and leave ample room for
the biggest valve you are likely to use to
be inserted.

The following leads should .be completed
before placing the gang condenser in the
set. Finish off all and H.T. leads to
the valve holder and jack. etc: Then con-
nect the grid of the valve to one side of -the
fixed condenser C2, and one side of the choke

L4. connect the other side of the _choke to
the O.S. terminal on the L.F. transformer.

Then connect the balancing condenser,
orie set .of .fixed vanes to the grid and the
other set to L.T. negative and join L.T.
negative to the earth terminal. Join the
centre of the aplit-primary winding ,to the
third tag on the jack from the top. Connect
one end of the split -primary winding to the
anode and the other end to the spindle of
the balancing condenser. Connect the
fixed condenser C5 across the two bottom
tags of the jack, which are the output tags

Completing Construction.
Now put the gang condenser in, connect

one end of the secondary winding L3 to the
I.P. terminal of the L.F. transformer and
to the moving vanes of the portion of the
gang condenser which is closest to the panel.
Join I.P. to I.S. and O.P. to one side of the
crystal detector. The other side of the
crystal detector has a flexible lead soldered
on to it which finishes in a spring clip by
means of which the crystal may be tapped
across the whole or only a portion of the
coil La as required.

The remaining connections may now
be put in, in their most convenient order,
and will not call for any special comment.
Make sure, however, that the end of the
coil L1, which is connected to earth, is
that nearest to the tappings and this end
of the coil is connected to the fixed vanes
of the furthermost portion of the gang
condenser. Since this portion of the con-
denser is furthest from the panel, no hand
capacity effects will be experienced.

Having completed the wiring of the
receiver it should now be checked over care -

(Continued on pert page.)

The connections to the condensers, which cannot be shown clearly in a wiring diagram, are clearly
illustrated here.
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fully so as to make sure that there is no
mistake in the wiring at any point which
might, if passed over, result in the loss of
a valve.

The receiver may now be tested out,
and to do this connect the battery leads
to the respective batteries and insert the
valve in the valve holder.

With regard to the question of the valve,
I would advise you to use a small power

impedance (thus spoiling faithfulness of
reproduction), but also because it is ex-
tremely liable to buzz when reaction is
used, whilst owing to its high impedance
and the low value of anode current passed
it is difficult to get a satisfactory control
of reaction.

Suitable Valves.
If, however, the receiver is to be used

fairly close to a broadcasting station then a
small power valve, such as the D.E.5, B.4,
P.M.6, or the like, is to be recommended,
while when used within two or three miles
of a transmitter it may be advisable to
use a super -power valve, such as the
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valve unless you are very far indeed from
a broadcasting station, in which case a
medium impedance valve, such as the
P.M.5X in the 6 -volt class, or the P.M.3
in the 4 -volt class or a similar valve, may be
used.

I do not advise the use of a valve having
an impedance higher than 20,000 or 22,000
ohms in a reflex receiver, for although it
may have a higher amplification factor it
will not give such good quality owing
to the impedance of the 'phones or loud
speaker being low compared with the valve

P.M.256, D.E.5A, or a similar valve either:
in the 6- or 4 -volt class.

Personally, I prefer the use of 6 -volt
valves, since I find that the greatest,
efficiency is to be obtained from a receiver
as a whole when using them. The filament
resistance R should be set at a suitable
point according to your valve and battery.

Attach the loud speaker or headphones
to the telephone plug, and plug it into,
the circuit. Adjust the crystal detector
approximately and rotate the tuning con-
denser, and search for the local station.

When making your first tests, I would
suggest that you connect the crystal de-
tector across the whole of the coil L3, whilst
the aerial is connected to the top tap on
the H.F. grid coil If, however, your
local station has a very low wave -length
I would not advise you to connect the
aerial higher than the second tap.

Having tuned in your local station adjust
the crystal until you get the loudest signal,
and after this balance up the gang condenser
in order to get the maximum signal strength.

The gang condenser I have used (Utility)
has a very ingenious method of varying the
Coupling between the two sets of moving
vanes, which enables the balancing up to
be carried out with the greatest ease. It
is simple to operate and is quickly locked
once the right setting has been found.

Adjusting the Condenser.
Care should be taken when searching not

to let the H.F. valve oscillate, for not only
does the amplification of the valve drop
off very considerably when it is oscillating,
so that the heterodying of the carrier is
not a suitable way of searching with this set,
but also you will disturb nearby listeners
and, further, may upset the setting of your
crystal detector.

The spindle of the condenser C4, therefore,
should be rotated until no sign of a hissing
or rushing noise is heard, as is usually
found when the set is oscillating.

'A little time needs to be devoted to this
receiver if the very best is to be obtained
from it.. It will be found, for instance,
when shifting the crystal tap that it Will
be necessary to readjust the gang corideneer,
whilst it will also be found an advantage to
shift the aerial tap when receiving the higher
or lower broadcast wave -lengths.

Should it be found that there is a great
discrepancy between the setting of the
f,wo halves of the gang condenser, then it
will be advisable to adjust the coils in order
to allow the two portions of the gang to be
matched up fairly accurately. It will be
found in practice that the coils do not
actually match up, although they have been
wound with exactly the same number of
turns in each case, and on my own receiver
I found that I had to strip aboirt 5 turns
off the aerial coil in order to obtain a satis-
factory balance on the gang condenser.

Operating Details.
It is clear, of course, that the coil which

requires the least amount of condenser to
tune it will be the coil which is too big, thus
if it is found that when the gang condenser
is adjusted one set of the moving vanes has
to be interleaved considerably more than
the other set, then that first set is tuning
the coil which has the lower inductance,
and therefore the turns should be removed
from the other coil until the two halves of
the condenser match up within a few
degrees.

When searching for distant stations
careful use should be made of the reaction
condenser Cv and it will be found that its
adjustment has a slight effect on the tuning.
Under these circumstances every adjust-
ment of this reaction condenser should be
followed by a slight re -adjustment of the
gang condenser.

It will be found that by the choice of
a suitable aerial tap that the reaction
demand of the set will remain fairly con-
stant, so that the balancing condenser will

(Continued on page 315.)
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NEW LISSEN LINES

LISSEN RESISTANCE
CAPACITY COUPLING

UNIT
Provides a complete Resist-
ance Capacity Coupling
Unit. Includes two LISSEN
Fixed Resistances and one
LISSEN Mica Condenser.
Values incorporated have
been selected as the most
suitable for general use, but
the resistances are easily
interchangeable. May be
mounted upright or flat.

LISSEN

LISSEN REVOLUTIONISING CONE
A combination of horn and cone in the same loud speaker.

29/6
Fills in fhe 'Hissing note.

LISSEN COILHOLDER
Fine degree of control to permit of extremely selective tuning.
Gear ratio selected as the best for all practical purposes. Big
knob for comfortable finger grip and wide range of movement
with one turn. No slip or backlash, coils will not move as the
result of their own weight. No flexible connections to break.
Moving block on the right-hand side, but may easily be changed
over to left-hand side by following the simple instructions
enclosed with each coil holder.
Model A. With in. 4/6 Model B. With $ in. 516spindle (2 way) spindle (2 way)

LISSEN HEADPHONES
Never before was it thought
possible commercially to make
headphones so light and at the
same time so sensitive: These
headphones are so light they may
be worn throughout an evening
without the wearer realising they
are on the head. Cords will not
twist or tangle but will always
hang straight down no matter
how the head may be turned,
moved or twisted. The two ear-
pieees are extremely sensitive
and both are exactly matched in
impedance. They settle at once into
comfortable positions and may be se-
cured there by the single move-
ment of a special ball joint 8/6

LISSEN LIMITED,
3-16, FRIARS LANE,

RICHMOND,
SURREY.

L. 41'7

LEADS IN RADIO PARTS
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FREE !
FOUR SIXPENNY BLUE PRINTS

WITH NEXT WEEK'S "P.W."
Do not fail to get a copy of next week's " Popular Wireless,- which will contain, among

many other special features, four more of the famous " P.W." blue prints, as follows: -

1. A D.C. MAINS H.T. UNIT
This unit is designed to work on direct -current mains of voltages up to 500, and will give

three different values of H.T., which can be adjusted to suitable voltages by correct choice
of resistances.

2. A STANDARD TWO VALVER
This blue print is of a detector and L.F. set-a simple and selective receiver for long distance

work on 'phones and local loud -speaker reception.

3. A REINARTZ ONE VALVER
A set for plug-in coils-simple and efficient for 'phone reception. The set is dealt with in

full constructional detail in the editorial pages of next week's issue.

4. THE "CUBE SCREEN" THREE
This consists of one H.F. (neutralised and screened) detector and an L.F. Valve. A sensitive

long range set, giving good -loud speaker results from many stations. The set is also dealt with
constructionally in P.W." editorial pages.

Don't miss these magnificent blue print gifts-and remember, FOUR MORE
will also be given away with the issue on sale the week after next.

Order Now

POPULAR WIRELESS FREE GIFT NUMBER
On Sale Next Thursday

PRICE 3d. AS USUAL.
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JUDGING by some of the letters received
by the Editor and the " P.W." Query
Department, many readers have ap-

parently been lured by the various articles
on short-wave reception which have ap-
peared from time to time to take up this
branch of radio, " for better or worse."
Quite a large number of them, however,
apparently consider it a delusion and a
snare, since, although they have had no
difficulty at all in constructing their short-
wave receiver and making it work, they have
been almost completely at a loss to make
,anything of the signals they have been
receiving.

It should be made clear from the first
that the principal occupants of the band of
wave -lengths ranging from about 20 to
60 metres, as far as numbers are concerned,
are the amateur experimenters, who are
granted transmitting licences simply for
experimental purposes, and are in no way
to be regarded as broadcasting stations.
There are some three thousand of them in

i this country, and in the United States there
are rather more than 10 times this number.
Practically every country on the face of
the globe boasts its own amateur transmitter
-in some countries there is: but one !
Mostly Morse.

The vast majority of these stations
operate on " C.W.," or continuous wave,
by means of the Morse code. There are some
who use telephony, but they are certainly
in the minority.

In addition to the amateurs, there are
quite a large number of commercial stations,
who operate on fixed wave -lengths, and, for
the most part, serve as useful calibration
points " for the listener. Among them are
the " Beam " system stations.

' Lastly, we have what is by far the greatest
attraction for those who are unable to read
Morse, namely, the three or four Anierican
broadcasting stations which operate on
the shorter waves. W G Y works on 32.79
metres and several other wave -lengths
below 30 metres, and K D K A (Pitts-
burg) works on about 65 metres.

In the writer's opinion it is not worth
while taking any special pains to build a
short-wave receiver or even to attempt to
receive short waves on one's own broadcast
set unless one can either read Morse or is
prepared to learn to do so. It is probably
quite safe to state that N per cent of the
transmissions below 100 metres are Morse,
The Call -Sign Problem.

To commence with, one must, of course,
acquaint oneself with the actual letters of
the alphabet, and figures. This, however,
is hardly sufficient, since there are certain
details of routine in calling -up, etc., which
are observed by all the amateur transmitters
(and, for that matter, all commercial

* -40-46--41.410- -4.-0- -0- AP- -0-10- ),,Tf

Useful tips and interesting in-
formation from an expert who
devotes a great deal of his time
to the fascinating high frequencies.

By W. L. s.
* 0-4.-1-0- -0.----4-4.-60--4-4.--4,- 1. -4 -4* -4 4 41.

stations as well) that should be learnt as
quickly as possible. .

Each amateur station is, of course,
allotted a call sign. This consists generally
of a figure and two or three letters, although
there are exceptions from this rule. Most
call signs, however, are of the" 2 L 0 " form.
Not Enough to Go Round.

This system worked very well when there
were not many amateur licences granted,
but in time it was found that some other
method of classification was necessary.
For instance, in 1922 all the British call,
signs began with a 2, which was followed by
two letters. The French amateurs were
allotted 8, their call signs being 8 A A,
8 A B, etc. When Belgian transmitters
first started up they allotted themselves
call signs beginning with a 4. Then the
British " 2's " overflowed, and a new
sequence began, using 5 A A, 5 A B, etc.
Later on the 6's were also brought into use.

Thus it soon became impossible to dis-
tinguish the nationality of the station
received by the figure in the call sign. To
surmount this difficulty " prefixes " were
allotted to the various countries, Great

The aerial at M. Leon Deloy's villa near Nice. M.
Dcloy is a noted short-wave enthusiast, and has

many DX records to his credit.

Britain taking G, France F, Belgium B,
United States U, and so on. This was very
satisfactory for a considerable time, until
the growth of amateur transmission became
such that there were not enough letters to
go round ! When this calamity occurred
the American Radio Relay League, the
great amateur organisation in America,
solved the problem, by allotting two -letter
prefixes or " intermediates " to each country,
and this -is the scheme that is in force at
present. A complete and up-to-date list
of these prefixes appears on another page.

The method adopted when one amateur
station calls another is as follows : Suppose,
for example, that British 2 E X has heard
French 8 Z Z and wishes to get into touch
with him, he would send the following :
8ZZ 8 ZZ 8 ZZ of eg 2EX 2EX
2 E X. Thus the nationality of 2 E X is
given by the two letters immediately
before his call sign. 8 Z Z would, of course,
reply 2E X 2EX 2EX eg ef 8 Z Z, etc.
The Admiralty Abbreviations.

In some cases the station sending gives
the prefix in front of his call sign on every
occasion, ar d for the " break " uses " de '
or " from," thus : ef 8 Z Z ef 8 Z Z ef
8ZZ de eg 2EX eg2EX eg 2 E X.
In any case, it will be seen that there should
be no difficulty in deciding the nationality
of the station heard, or in distinguishing
his call sign from that of -the station being
called up.

Other signals, and groups of letters, are
in use for the purpose of shortening the
task of the transmitting station. Principal
among these are the following : AR,
" end of message." " K," please transmit.

CQ," all stations. " VA, closing down,
and a whole series of abbreviations begin-
ning with Q. These " Q " signals may be
learnt from the Admiralty handbook, and
from numerous books on wireless telegraphy,
aatnidonfso.rm an extremely useful set of abrevi-

America and Australasia.
As an instance of their utility, " QRK "

means " I am receiving you well." If
sent with a query, thus : " QRK ? " it
naturally means, Are you receiving me
well ? " These signals are in general use
among the amateur stations as well as all
the commercial and other high -power
stations.

Regarding the wave -lengths used by
amateur stations, in this country, transmis-
sion is permitted on 23 metres, 45 metres,
90-200 metres, and, in some cases, 440
metres.

The 45 -metre band is probably the most
thickly -populated. The United States
stations work on wave -lengths between 17

(Co,dinued on nett pve.)
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1 SOME SHORT-WAVEo
NOTES.

f (Ccntinued from previous page.)
*
and  22 metres, and roughly 33-41 metres,
and on the latter band these stations may
be logged in dozens practically any night..
after dark.

Australian stations and New Zealanders
also use these wave -lengths. Broadly
speaking, the- Australians may be heard
best in this country between 6.30 and 8

The crystal -controlled 32 -metre transmitter used by
A 2 C M of Sydney, Australia.

p.m., and the New Zealand stations between
6 and 8 a.m.

It is quite a novel experience to receive
stations at the Antipodes at almost equal
strength with our own stations in this
country, and once one has embarked on
short-wave reception its fascination lasts.

The Set to Use.
Probably the most useful set for all-

round short-wave work is the conventional
" Det. and L.F.," sometimes known as the
" 0-v-1." This can be made to work quite
satisfactorily down as low as 12 metres or
so, and the only precautions necessary are
to see that the coils are well -spaced from
any other components, and to look after
the efficiency of the coils themselves. Many
prefer coils wound with bare No. '12 or 14,
with as little dielectric material as is possible.
" Space -wound " coils of this type certainly
are very efficient for short-wave work, but
the favourite " basket -weave " coil is also
very useful, and has been successfully
used by the writer for a long time. It is
preferable to do away with plugs and sockets
completely, and to mount the coils in some
other way. Many efficient methods have
been described from time to time.

Small Tuning Condenser.
The other point that needs watching is

the size of the variable condensers. A .005
condenser across the aerial or secondary
coil is practically useless, even if fitted with
the most efficient slow-motion device.
With a 9 -turn coil a .0001 condenser will
comfortably cover the range from about
28 to 60 metres, and nearly all the short-
wave transmissions of any interest take
place within these limits.

List of International Prefixes.
EUROPE.

E A-Austria E D-Denmark
E B Belgium E
E C-Czecho-Slovakia E F-France
E G-Great Britain E R-Rumania
E tzerland E S-Finland
E I-Italy E T-Poland
E J-Jugo-Slavia E U-Russia
E h -G ermany E V-Albania
E b-Norway E W-Hungary
E M-Sweden E X-Luxemburg
E land E Y-Greeco
ED-Irish Free State E Z-Zone of the
E P-Portugal Straits
E Q-Bulgaria

ASIA.
AA-Arabia A H-Malay
A B7 --Afghanistan A N-Nepal
A C-China A 0-Oman
A D-Aden A P-Palestine
A.E-Siaiu A Q-Iraq
A F-French Indo- A R-Syria

China A S-Siberia
A-G-Georgia A T-Turkey
A H-Hedjaz A Y-Cyprus
A I-India A Z -Persia
A J-Japan

NORTH
N A-Alaska
N B=Bermuda
N C-Canada
N D-Dominican

Republic
N F-Bahamas
N G --,Guatemala
N H-Honduras
N I-Iceland
N J-Jamaica
N L-Lesser Antilles
N M-Mexico

SOUTH
S A-Argentina
S B-Brazil
S C-Chile
S D-Dutch Guiana
S E-Ecuador
S F-French Guiana
S G-Paraguay
S H-British Guiana

AMERICA
N N-Nicaragua
N 0-British Hon-

duras
N P-Porto Rico
N Q-Cu ba
N R-Costa Rica
N S-Salvador
N T-Haiti
N U-U.S.A.
N X-Greenland
N Y-Panama
N Z-Canal Zone

AMERICA
S K-Falkland Islands
S L-Colombia
S N-Ascension Island
S
S P-Peru
S U-Uruguay
S V-Venezuela

AFRICA.
F A-Abyssinia F N-Nigeria
F B-Madagascar F 0-Union of South
F C-Belgian Congo Africa
F D-Angola F P-Portuguese
F E-Egypt Guinea
F F-French West F Q-Cameroons

Africa F R-Rio de Oro
F G-Gambia [land F S-Sierra Leone
F H-Italian Somali- F T-Eritrea
F I-Libya F U-Rio Muni
F I-Somaliland Pro- F V-French Somali-

tectorate land
F K-Kenya F W-Gold Coast

AN EARTH CLIP
AND TUBE. I

By H. J. B. C.

PERFECTION in wireless reception is not
the outcome of efficiency in any one
portion of a complete receiving equip-

ment. Essentially it is the combined effect
of the whole system-receiver, aerial,
earth, batteries, loud speaker, etc.-and any
weak link in this chain is liable to" mar
what otherwise might be absolute enjoy-
ment of the broadcasting fare. As has been
emphasised on numerous occasions in the
columns of this journal, not the least
important of the whole arrangement is the
earth. It is readily appreciated that the
greatest difficulties encountered by some
people, as far as good reception is concerned,
hinges on the aerial system, as this often
has to be designed according to the dictates
of environment. Where possible, however,
experiments should be conducted with
alternatives, and this is where the earth
affords scope for the home constructor.

Effective in Practice.
Different types of earth tubes or plates

may be tried out, and the effects of the
different metals recorded for comparison
purposes. Resort may then be made to
the water -pipe or any other convenient form
of earth, such as a buried tin or bowl,
bearing in mind always that ample " earth
surface " is desirable and a damp situation
must be chosen.

The other day I had occasion to undertake
a few quick tests on earths and to make the
changes rapidly from one earth tube to
another and then to the water -pipe I
pressed into service an earth clip. This
consists of a plated copper strip which is
bent round the periphery of any pipe or
tube, the ends then being slipped in the
sloth of special shaped end pieces. With the
aid of a screw and nut pressure is applied
between these two end pieces, so that a
good grip and electrical connection is made
with the tube. The earth wire may now
be held between a nut and washers on this
same screw. This little gadget proved very
effective in practice, and in the accompany-
ing illustration there is shown the clip
gripping a home-made earth tube. The tube

F L-Liberia
F M-Morocco,

Algeria, and Tunis
OCEANIA

0 A-Australia and
Tasmania

O D --Dutch East
Indies

O E-Melanesia

The earth clip joined to

F X-Seychelles
F Z-Mozambique

0 PI-Hawaii
O I-Micronesia
0 0-Polynesia
0 P-Philippines
O Z-New Zealand

a length of inch piping.

consisted of a length of inch piping flattened
over at one end by heating in a flame and
hammering while hot, so that it could then
be driven readily into the soil. The whole
arrangement served as a very efficient
earth for testing purposes, and has the
advantage of being particularly cheap and
easy to construct.
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the L.F. TRANSFORMER
that lets through more
sound
and - brings a newer, fuller range of
tones for your receiver. There is not a
shade of distortion in spite of a high
amplification ratio. Greater reality and
mellowness, too, because the overtones
are so perfectly amplified.
For a given input voltage the ampli-
fication is constant over a wide
band of frequencies, thus eliminating
resonance. The inductance of the primary
winding is much larger than usual, giving
good amplification at low frequencies.
No condenser need be shunted across
the primary winding. When used, it
may be found necessary to use grid
cells for biassing pUrposes to obtain
purest results. To use grid bias all
that is necessary is to insert cells
between L.T. Sec. and the negative
terminal of the L.T. Battery such that
the L.T. Sec. terminal is connected to
negative - terminal of cell, and the
negative terminal of L.T. Battery is
joined to positive terminal of cell.
Cells from r5 to 8 volts should be tried.
The unit is well protected mechanically,
and the shielding is such_ that transformers
may be placed close together without inter-
action. The insulation between primary
and secondary coils and also from these to
laminations is very high.
As well as ordinary terminals for con-
nection, soldering tags are provided.

GREATLY. REDUCED PRICES
for other Brandes Products

The Brandeset Illa
The Elliplicon .

The Brandola
The Table -Talker . .

The Variable Condenser 15
The Table Cone .. . .

The Matched Tone Headphones

6 15 0
4 15 0
2 57 6
I 10 o

o and 15 6
I 19 6

13 6

Post the Coupon for full information.

Brandes
the name to know in radio.

BRAN DErS TRANSFORMERS.
5

6

2

Mf

0

5 0 0

FREQUENC, CYCLES PER S
1100 MOO 2000 MO

ECOND
zerao o 00C

PRICES :

1-5 at 15/6-1-3 at 15/-
(black case) (brown case)

BrilgeS
AUTHORISED
RADIO DEALER

Brandes Ltd.,
2/3, Norfolk St., Strand, W .C.2
Please send me your free illus-
trated catalogue.

Name.

Address

P. w. 2

Brandes products are only obtainable where you see this sign.
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-Tv ET -VICK
(Cosmos)

Wireless Sets and
Components for
the New Season
The illustration shows the new Met -Vick 5
with the eliminators contained in the side
cupboards. It can be plugged into a lighting
circuit just like any other Electric appliance.
If used with H.T. and L.T. batteries these
can be accommodated in the cupboards. The
circuit employs two phase - balanced and
stabilised H.F. stages before the detector,
and two resistance -coupled L.F. stages.
Operation is extremely simple, the local station can be easily
cut out and a wide range of alternative programmes obtained.

Special attention has been paid to running costs which are
remarkably low.
The Met -Vick 5 is a really beautiful instrument and while
a distinct advance on any 1926 model it still remains at
a reasonable price. Obtain Leaflet 4117/9.

Battery
Eliminators

"Met -Vick" Battery
Eliminators are supplied
in two models. The H.T.-
G.B. Model can be used
on various supply voltages
of 40-100 periods. Grid
Bias tappings are provided
at 5, so, 15 and 20 volts.
A high voltage (up to 25o
volts) can be applied to the
last valve. The L.T. Model
gives an output of 5 am-
peres at 4 volts without hum.

ME -VICK
A.N.P.

( Astatic-Non-Parat itic)

"' Coils
These new " Met -Vick"
products provide a clever
solution of a difficult
problem. They overcome,
simply and efficiently, the
three difficulties a-ssociated
with H.F. amplification,
namely, Magnetic coup-
ling between coils-Stabi-
lisation and Parasitic
Oscillation.

List 7117/8. List 4117/8.

Resistance
Coupling Units

"Cosmos" ,"Met -Vick")
Resistance Coupling
Units are well known
to all wireless enthusiasts.
The " V " type can
now be obtained fitted
with new " Met -Vick "
A.C. Valve Holder The
latter is also supplied
separately. List 7117/8.

Have you seen the New "Met.
Vick" A.C. Valves? Obtain
Lists 4117/3 and 7117/8.

The various literature mentioned above gives full details and prices,
Ask for your copies.

METRO-VICK SUPPLIES, LIMITED
(Proprietors : Metropolitan -Vickers Elec. Co., Ltd.)

155, Charing Cross Road LONDON, W.C.2
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ALIANDY COIL

XACTLY how useful a hand -drill canE be is the subject of this article, which
describes how one can practically

rig up the equivalent of a small lathe,
using this instrument as the fundamental
factor. The complete device is something

* 000-00 -4- -0- AO- -4- -4- -0- -4- -9- 0-0- -0- -4,- -4-1- -4- A01 -4- - -0- -4 - -4- 1- *
Showing how a hand -drill can easily be rigged up for coil -winding

and other useful purposes.
By H. BRAMFORD.

up the bed, drill three holes, as shown,
which are indicated as drill holes for
spare parts. Also drill a 4 B.A. clearance
hole in the position shown, as indicated,
for the wire reel fitting. This hole is
recessed on the under side of the bed to

ANGLE BRACKET-A 5

END --
PIECES

5* .3;c/

iv\ fia
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SPA R "
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ANGLE BRACKET B
4 -WIRE REEL FITTING

SCREW 2WASHERS DRILL HOLESBASE:VAJXI &SPRING WASHER FOR SPARE PARTS',
SWIVEL FITTING.

OR

fer'V
°

,
.---a-

: ; ,tiff

4; i 4;_;,--e-
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c
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,TELEPHONE
TERMINALS

--TINn OF CENTRELDrsilw0E
GENERAL ARRANGEMENT.

which is not only unique in its way, but
which is also quite new in both its design
and practical use. Whoever undertakes
its, construction will be well rewarded by
possessing a bench equipment which, from
a wireless constructional point of view, will
answer almost every purpose for which it is
required.

However, to get to the interesting part
of this article, we will proceed to describe
as briefly as possible the various details of
construction.

It will be seen from the list of materials
that most of the items will be in the pos-
session of the average constructor, the
whole thing being practically made up from
odd parts, etc.

Preliminary Preparations.
First proceed to prepare the bed of this

device. For this we shall require a base,
which is made from a piece of wood Measur-
ing 19 in. by 3 in. by 1 in., and two side
pieces of wood each measuring 4 in. by 3 in.
by 1 in. The sides are screwed to the base,
as shown in the fully detailed drawing of
the general arrangement, which to a large
extent is self-explanatory. Having built.

receive a 4 B.A. nut. The rest of the
construction amounts to the fixing of the
four brackets to the bed itself, in such a
way as to bring the line of centres in each
case in the positions shown in the drawing.

-4- 10 4- 004-0-0-0 -4- -4- ----

This item is very important, if true work
is to be carried out upon the device. Before
turning our attention to the small parts,
the wire reel fitting may be secured to the
bed, as shown. The bed is finally clamped
to the work bench itself, ready for use.

A further diagram is given showing the
details of the small fittings. It will be seen

1111111111111111111111111111i11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Vz

MATERIALS REQUIRED.
3 ft. of rough or planed wood (deal),

3 in. wide by 1 in. thick.
4 angle brackets, as will be described F:

later.
3 or 4'12 -in. lengths
Some spare wire reels.

 A carborundum or emery wheel of any
_E- suitable size.

A. number of W.D. terminal heads and
nuts. -;-

g Some i-in. wood screws and a few 2 -in.
g wood screws.

A piece of cardboard.
 And lastly, a hand -drill.
Fluununounumnummounnumminumuunnu;

that brackets A and B are similar,;excepting
for the fact that one bracket provided
with a 1 -in. -wide slot, whereas the other
bracket is bent over, as shown: These
brackets are procurable in the standard
sizes given from any ironmonger, ready
drilled. Brackets C and I) are merely
angle brackets, which are stayed centrally

(Continued on next law.)

The device in use as a grindstone. The blade of a screwdriver is being sharpened.
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A HANDY COIL -WINDER
(Continued from previous page.)

for security. These brackets are exactly
similar, and may be procured in sizes
suitable for the occasion. One of the
brackets is provided with a i-in.-wide.slot,
as shown. First secure bracket A to the
side piece of the bed by means of
wood screws. Also attach a telephone
terminal to this bracket, as shown. Secure
bracket B to the other side piece of the
bed, keeping in mind in every instance the
line of centres, both in the vertical and
horizontal planes.

Completing Construetion.
Secure brackets C and D in the positions

given. It will be seen that bracket Cis made
to swivel, being secured only by -one screw,
two washers, and a spring washer. Bracket
D is fixed in position by means of two
screws. Cardboard spacers are interposed
beneath each of these two brackets for two
purposes, one to enable us to get the position
of the line of centres, and the other to
allow a clearance for the swivelling bracket,
C. The device is now complete.

The photographs given clearly show the
lathe with the hand -drill attached, in
various phases of use. First we will suppose
that we are going to wind a coil upon a
cylindrical former. To do this it will be
necessary to make up an attachment,
as shown in the drawing. This attachment
is made from two wood end pieces, a
12 -in. length of 4 B.A. rod, two terminal
heads, which are self -centring by reason of
the tapered face, and one nut. Attach
this device when made to the lathe, as
shown in the photograph, the chuck of
the hand -drill securing one end, and the
terminal bracket A acting as a bearing
for the other end of the 4 B.A. spindle.
In this instance the swivel bracket C is
moved round to be out of the way. Any
length or diameter of former for winding
purposes may be used. Secure your reel
of wire to the wire reel fitting, and all is
ready for winding. Guide the wire by
means of the left hand, or any suitable
guiding device, and wind by turning the
handle of the hand -drill with the right hand.
In less than a minute any type of winding

" In less than a minute any type of winding may be made in this manner."

may be made in this manner, both
accurately and neatly.

The Polishing Buff.

Details of how to make a polishing buff
are also shown in the drawing. This
consists of a 7 -in. length of 4 B.A. rod,
an empty wire reel, and two self -centring
terminal heads. Glass paper, emery paper,
or felt is wrapped around the wheel. One
end of the 4 B.A. spindle is secured to the
chuck of the drill, the terminal of the

To make a grinding wheel all we require
is a carborundum or emery wheel of prac-
tically any size up to 6 in., a 6f -in. length
of 4 B.A. rod, two self -centring terminals,
two bushes, and two cylindrical securing
end pieces. These latter items may easily bee
made by cutting off the flanges of a ,large
wire reel. These are secured in the man-
ner shown in the drawing. One end of
the 4 B.A. spindle is secured in the chuck
of the drill, the terminal of the swivel
bracket C acting as a bearing for the other
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swivel bracket C. acting as a bearing for
the other end. Rough or fine polishing
may be speedily undertaken by holding
the work in the left hand and turning the
handle of the drill with the right, turning,
of course, in a clockwise direction.

" Guide the wire by means of the left hand or any suitable guiding device, and wind by twain;
the handle of the hand -drill with the right hand,"

end. The grindstone may be used for
practically any purpose, as before.

Extremely Useful.
In addition to the number of uses which

I have already described, it will be obvicus
to the reader that this device may be put
to many other purposes. The essential
factor, however, of the whole thing, as
regards construction, is to make it strong
and rigid and to have the line of centres
dead true.

The drilling of some panels may also be
greatly simplified by using the drill mounted
in the position shown, though for some tasks
it will be better to remove the drill from its
clamping bracket and to employ it in the
more orthodox vertical position. In any
case, the removal of the drill is but the work
of a minute or so, and the extra advantages
accruing to the possession of the home-made
" lathe " fully repay any trouble taken
in its construction. For the winding of
coils, generally a tricky and tedious busi-
ness, it will be found invaluable.
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WIRELESS WILL CONQUER

THE Atlantic has, of course, already been
conquered, at any rate in its most
favourable moods. That it is possible

to cross the 3,000 miles of ocean waste by
air has already been amply proved before
this summer was over I had hoped to prove
that the Atlantic could be flown equally
well from East to West, but weather condi-
tions have been unfriendly.

Perhaps it is going too far, therefore, to
say that we have conquered the Atlantic.
Certainly we are only at the beginning of
the story, but I am quite sure that our
progress in this direction is going to be
extremely rapid. What is the next four or
five years going to show ?

Prophecies are dangerous, but I am sure
of one thing, and that is that whatever
progress will be made within the next year
or two, wireless is going to take an impor-
tant part in it.

That statement may seem a little strange
when I add that my machine, the " Miss
Columbia," which brought me safely to
Europe and in which I hope to return to
the United States, is not fitted with wireless
apparatus of any kind. The reason for this
is that when the " Columbia " was built I
did not attach quite the same importance
to wireless installation as I do now.

When Wireless was Wanted.
A week or two ago, when I was waiting

to leave Cranwell Aerodrome for New York,
I considered very carefully the installation
of a wireless apparatus on board her. Had
I done so it would have meant the jettisoning
of some of our petrol supply. Two vital
alternatives-but I dared not cut down the
supply of fuel.

But when I have my next machine con-
structed there will certainly be a wireless
set in its equipment.

It is my opinion that before very long
Government regulations will compel every
machine that takes the air to carry a wireless
installation, just as English Board of Trade
regulations compel a passenger -carrying sea-
going boat to carry a compass. I think that
is as it should be.

To conquer the Atlantic-I use the word
conquer in its fullest sense-the element of
safety and security must be preserved and
encouraged. Wireless is the only means of

* -4.-  - 4.-  -4-- -- -:. ..... -4,--4-4.- 4.--4-4- *
A special and timely article upon /
a topic of universal interest. By
one of the few men qualified to ,

speak from experience. ?

doing that-wireless coupled with intensive
and careful developments of aeronautical
science.

One incident comes very vividly to my
mind at this moment. There was that
memorable night when we arrived over
Germany. We were excited and tired, and
felt instinctively that we were at our
journey's end, but we had not the vaguest
notion where we were. For a long time in
the darkness we flew over Germany, and it
was some hours before we eventually landed.
Wireless would have given us our position
at once. Moreover, it might have saved a
possible crash.

There is, of course, a more urgent side to
it. The tragedy of the " Old Glory " (which

Mr. Charles A. Levine.

possessed a wireless installation) has proved
that it is not an infallible means of securing
assistance should it be necessary. but think
of the utter helplessness of the machine that
comes down in a stretch of ocean without
any means of signalling for help. No one
will deny that wireless is going to be the
factor that will destroy the idea of danger
and isolation which most people now
associate with transatlantic flying.

I foresee something more than this purely
utilitarian aspect of wireless in the Atlantic
flight-I say Atlantic flight, although, of
course, before long the stretches of the
Pacific and the other oceans of the world
will become familiar tracks to the aviator.
I can already think of broadcasting and the
passenger -laden machines which-not so
very far ahead-will link Europe and the
United States. Fantastic ? Not a bit.

The Entertainment Value.
Even to -day I have noticed in Europe

that a blase flying public go to sleep, read a
book, write letters, whilst hopping from
Berlin to Copenhagen, Paris to London,
Cologne to Budapest, and so on. Not so
very far ahead the thrill of the Atlantic
flight will have been lost in the ease and
comfort with which it will be accomplished.
Wireless will have made it safe, uneventful
-perhaps boring-and then wireless will
have to make it amusing. You and I, I have
no doubt whatever, will one day be able to
fly from London to New York and listen to,
say, the music of the Savoy Band playing
here in London. or the music of the Phila-
delphia Symphony Orchestra playing in the
United States. As a matter of course we
shall be able to get in touch with anyone
with whom we wish to speak on either
side of the Atlantic. .

Ten, fifteen or, at the most, twenty years,
will see that, I believe. In the meantime, I
want to see every use being made of wireless
to make long distance flying an unevent-
ful undertaking.

Aviation and broadcasting are the petted
children of the science of our time. They
ought to grow up together. For it seems to
me that the story of aviation and the story
of radio are from now onwards going to be
so linked as to make it difficult to con-
sider the former individually.
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BROADCAST NOTES.
FROM OUR BROADCASTING CORRESPONDENTS.

A B.B.C. Failure-The Cesarewitch- More Henry Arthur Jones-Vaughan
Williams Night-The Waratahs at Twickenham-G.B.S. and G.K.C.-B.B.C.

and Controversy-Mother and Daughter Turn.
* 00000000004 ..... *

A B.B.C. Failure.
THE B.B.C. let down British listeners so

badly in connection with the big
fistic championship that considerable

new fuel is now available for the coming
storm in Parliament about the smugness
and self -complacency of Savoy Hill, not to
mention its serene disregard of Empire
broadcasting and new developments gener-
ally. There was no excuse whatever for
not taking the Dempsey-Tunney encounter.
It is useless to suggest that " tests " were
failures.

Anyone with a decent short-wave set
could pick up the fight direct, and Heston
is not badly equipped. It is understood
that the engineers responsible for this end
of the B.B.C. are heartbroken by the con-
tinual discouragement from their admini-
strators. It might be a good thing if one
of these fellows resigned in order to tell
the public the truth about the B.B.C. and
Empire Broadcasting.

Incidentally, practically nothing has been
done, and October is here. What about
all the fine promises ? Hot air will riot
cover any more retreats. Plain speaking
at this stage is in the best interests of the
B.B.C. itself. It is incredible that "little
Englandism " is so solidly entrenched at
Savoy Hill that there is not a trace of
enthusiasm for the cause of Empire.

They appear mesmerised by this fobtling
Union at Geneva, where British interests are
calmly bartered for imaginary settlements
of the wave -length problem. Let's get back
to sane patriotism in our Broadcasting
policy ; and let the outer Empire share our
magnificent service.

Coming as he does straight from the
Dominion Office, Lord Clarendon is ex-
pected to, safeguard Imperial interests at
Savoy Hill. On the other issue of missing
good programme material in the Tunney-
Dempsey scrap there is no excuse. The
running commentary was so successful in
the States that eight listeners died of
excitement during the broadcast, and about
200 others were removed to hospital sub-
sequently. It was described as a " real
ham-dinger radio event."

National Concert at People's Palace.
On Friday, October 14th, Mr, Percy Pitt

will conduct the second of the new season
of National Concerts-the first to be per-
formed at the People's Palace, Mile End
Road. The concert will be relayed through
2 L 0, 5 X X and most other stations.
Siegfried's " Forest Murmurs," the Good
Friday music from " Parsifal," the Prelude
and Liebestod from " Tristan and Isolda "
will be included. The soloists are Miriam
Lieette, and Walter Widdop.

If the experiment at the People's Palace
is a success, the B.B.C. will extend its
venues throughout the East End and the
suburbs, thus gradually giving more people

what will probably be their first chance of
actually attending a good concert.. This is
a policy to be commended most highly.
Mr. Pitt and his devoted little staff, Mr.
Wright, Mr. Millar -Craig, Mr. Clarke, and
Mr: Tillett deserve great credit. It has
taken them years to overcome the crass
obstinacy of the administration, but now
they are well away.

The Cesarewitch.
A well-known racing man will give the

running commentary on the Cesarewitch
from Daventry Experimental at 3 p.m.
next Wednesday, October 12th. There
have been rumours of a possible attempt to
cut the line, and spill the transmission at
the last minute. Since the Croyland Abbey
sabotage of two years ago, nothing of this
kind has succeeded.

" The Wasps," and the Folk Song Suite
The singers will include a rendition of the
composer's Five Folk Songs for unaccom-
panied chorus.
The Waratahs at Twickenham.

On Saturday, October 22nd, the B.B.C.
will give a running commentary of the Rugger
game between the Waratahs of New South
Wales, and a composite side drawn from
all .the strongest London clubs.. This
should provide a broadcast of exceptional
interest.
G.B.S. and G.K.C.

" Do we agree ? " is the subject to be
debated before the microphone by George
Bernard Shaw and G. K. Chesterton on
October 28th.
B.B.C. and Controversy.

Reading between the lines of an announce-
ment issued by the B.B.C. after the Radio
Manufacturers' Dinner, one notes an ele-
ment of anxiety that not too much should
be made of Sir John Reith's remark at the
dinner that he was sailing very close to
the wind in the matter of controversy, and
was proposing shortly to make representa-
tions to the P.M.G. for an extension of
powers.

-It is believed that this anxiety was due
to an understandable desire not to damage
the cause of extension by negotiation
through premature public discussion. Cap -

A portable set amuses some campers during one of the recent (and short l)
spells of fine weather.

More Henry Arthur Jones.
The immediate radio success- of " The

Liars," Mr. Henry- Arthur Jortasr play, is
to be followed by the broadcasting on
Thursday, October 20th, from 5 G B, of .a
new and hitherto unacted play by the same
author, entitled, " Her Tongue." This is
reputed to be a comedy of unusually witty
passages suitable for the " mike."
Vaughan Williams Night.

Next Wednesday (October 12th) 2 L 0
and 5 X X will give a special programme in
celebration of the fifty-fifth birthday of
Dr. Ralph Vaughan Williams. The Wire-
less Singers and the Wireless Orchestra will
combine to show Dr. :Vaughan Williams in
his lighter moods. The orchestra will play
the Suite from all the incidental music to

tarn Ian Fraser made a new point when he
suggested that the B.B.C. were not actually
using the powers already vested in them
by the Charter as a result of the report of
the Crawford Committee of which be was
a member. Perhaps the B.B.C. will take
the tip and be a little bolder this season,
whatever happens to the representations
to the P.M.G.

Mother and Daughter Turn.
At 6 p.m. on Thursday next (October

13th), Mrs. Jessie Macdonald, and her
daughter Flora, will give a joint dramatic
recital from the Dundee Station. These
artistes are very well known North of the
Tweed, and much is being made of this
occasion,
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=AMPLIO
CONE SPEAKER
As full -toned as a grind
piano, as mellow as an
age-old violin, respon-
sive to all the varying
shades of tone which
give to music its subtle
charm.
Such is the Amplion
Cone-the Natural
Tone Loud Speaker.

- Chippendale "
Mahogany

Model A.C.9,

17-0-0
Other Cabin( t
Models from

/4-0-0

Open Type
Model A.C.3,

,75/ -
Model A.C.I,

52/6

In performance supreme, in
appearance second to none
and, like other AMPLION
products, backed by the
famous after -sales service
of the House of Graham.
The most convincing ar-
gument in favour of the
AMPLION Cone Speaker
is that provided by its own
performance.
Ask your radio dealer to
demonstrate any of the six
attractive models, then take
home the one you choose
and enjoy the broadcast
programmes.

rif. 1164441d lime Lad Y-,-eatizeiA
Announcement of Graham Amptton Limited, 25, &mite Row,, London. W.1.
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CAPTURING
THE ELUSIVE NOTHING

Were our philosophy oriental, we could sit peacefully and contemplate
the glorious nothing which fills the space in the Marconi Valve. And,
later, bore you stiff with talk of "high degree of vacuum."
Again, we could prose about a grid strong enough to hang your hat
upon. Yet, talk of hatstands belongs rather in the furniture shops.
Let's be practical. Let's discuss the Marconi Valve upon the grounds of
what it does. Let's say that it's better to buy a valve for the way it
treats the accumulator. Let's say that it's only what comes out of the
loud -speaker that matters. Let's suggest that the time a valve keeps at
its job is of some value.
And, finally, let's agree that it's better to buy a valve to do things.
Therefore, it's better to buy a Marconi Valve with a NAME.

4ie
1'4

10-zc; riqeia
4:4c. en..'`.44:

oV ::14,1;e,,,
14/71k.ec

Nam
"4,ekect,

Cs4ae

7,4)

"4°0,

id stamp if unsealed

Marconi Valves cover the widest possible range. If your accumulator
is a 4 -volt, for instance, here are the valves to use :-
FOR GENERAL PURPOSE-Marconi Type D.E.L.410 (price 10'61 or

D.E.H.410 ( 10.6)
FOR THE LAST STAGE-D.E.P.410 (a power valve, price 12'6)
A full description of Marconi Valves, Marconi Sets, etc.. is to be
found in an amusing but informative free booklet called " Back
Chat," just published, To secure your copy send off the coupon
below at once.

ataVALVES
valve should do
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5 S C's headquarters and studio building in
Blythswood Square.

THERE is a very great difference between
the " front " and the back " of a
microphone. I have listened with

enjoyment to some of the liveliest pro-
gramines ever put " on air," knowing all
the time that they have emanated from the
most depressing of studios and have been
compiled by the dullest of people. On the
other hand. listeners would be surprised by
the apparent pomposity of the broadcasters
guilty of some of the lowest of " low -brow "
transmissions ! And further, one of the
most high -brow of super -chamber wireless
concerts ever conceived was schemed alone
and unaided by a man who has the out-
ward appearance of an Armenian railway
clerk !

" Prepared for Anything "
For these reasons, I was prepared for

anything when I visited the Glasgow
station. I had heard that it was the
centre of a seething mass of discontent, that
its programmes were at once anathema and
the cause of despair to listeners, and that
the most desperate remedies had been
resorted to by the authorities to save it
from itself. Indeed, some one who should
know, whispered to me that it had even been
considered a probability that the whole
station would be ruthlessly wiped out.

But although I was, as I say, prepared

1111111111111119111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111_-

NOTE THESE DATES!
7,- 5XX, 5013, 6BM,5W A, 51T, 2ZY and
= 5 N 0, have been dealt with, and the remaining
E articles in the series will appear as under :
= ABERDEEN .. .. Oct. 15
-El BELFAST .. Oet. 22
-:- LONDON (2 L 0) .. Oct. 29 '

= ORDER YOUR COPIES NOW
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for shocks, I found everything very peaceful
and apparently happy at the 5 S C studios
and offices in Blythswood Square. And I
noted with interest and considerable sur-
prise that some fifty very expensive -looking
motor -cars were lined up opposite the build-

* -4-*
An Investigation at the Glasgow

Broadcasting Station,
By G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

(Technical Editor.) +
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ing, and came to the conclusion that the
staff must be both numerous and prosperous.
But later I learnt that the autos were the
properties of members of the R.A.C. of
Scotland, whose headquarters were situated
around the corner !

The " Station."
Blythswood Square is very much like any

one- of the dozens, of fashionable London
squares, only most of its houses occupy
greater frontages than in these, and are
rather shabbier. The B.B.C. has managed
to secure one of the corner buildings, and
has done little to the outside of this in the
way of alterations or decorations, except
to fasten a business -like brass plate to the
porticoed doorway. Entering through this
last I found myself in a gloomy entrance
hall and at first, except for the afore-
mentioned brass plate and a wooden bench
on my right, I might have thought I had
made a mistake and wandered into an un-
occupied place. But a moment later I
spotted the enquiry window on the left.
And had I enquired for the stationmaster
instead of for the station director I think I
could have been forgiven, for if there is
anything more like a railway booking -
office than the entrance to the 5 S C studios
and offices except another railway booking -
office, I have yet to see it ! Had a notice
or two been hanging on the walls and had
there been a telephone booth in one of the
corners, the illusion would have been
complete.

However, I asked the young fellow in
the enquiry office whether Mr. Cleghorn-
Thompson, the Station Director, were
available and was told that a Mr. Fitch had
taken over that duty.

" And has Mr. Cleghorn-Thompson taken
the ' Radio Chiltern Hundreds' then ? " I
asked, rather staggered by the information.

" Oh no, he has gone out to lunch,"
replied the youth loftily.

Another Upheaval
" Surely, my dear young broadcaster,

you are not telling me that Mr. Thompson
has accepted the position of chief auntie.
or something subservient and lowly ? " I
pursued breathlessly. But the dignified
juvenile was. not communicative, and I had
to wait until the arrival of Mr. Fitch before
things were made clear to me. It appeared
that there had been another upheaval at
5 S C, and Mr. Cleghorn-Thompson had been
elevated to the position of Controller of the
Northern Area and Mr. Fitch appointed
director of 5 S C in his place.

And shortly after It had made the ac-
quaintance of Mr. Fitch, Mr. Cleghorn-
Thompson arrived, and we were soon seated
in the office of the former engaged in an
animated conversation. I had ample
opportunity, during the following hour or
so, to study both of these men, and I found

it mighty interesting to do so in view of
all the aforementioned facts. And I
should imagine two more sharply con-
trasted characters would be difficult to
'discover. Mr. Thompson's is a brilliant
personality, but it is the brilliance of a
diamond. He has a polished presence and is
a polished conversationalist, but he has
affability. And when I say that Mr. Fitch

' is a genial sort of individual, perhaps the
finer shades of meaning I am endeavouring
to impart to those words will be made
clear. I thought of those two broadcasters,
one as a soldier and the other as a politician,
and then had them classified exactly to my
liking. A few weeks later I learnt of the
admirable war record of Mr. Fitch, and of
the thrustful liberalism of Mr. Thompson,
and in consequence my self -estimation rose
quite two degrees

During the uninformal conference in the
office at 5 S C, into which drifted several
others of the more important members of
the staff, many most interesting facts were
brought to my notice. I learnt, for instance,
that Sir John Reith takes a apecial inter-
est in the Glasgow station, and that ever
since he was present at its opening to the
skirl of bagpipes on March 6th, 1923, he has
been a -more or less regular visitor, although
many of his visits are of an unofficial
character.

An Admission !
And as befits the broadcasting station in

the second largest city in our country,
5 S C can boast of at least one achievement
and that is that it was the first station to
experiment with schools transmissions, and
as early as in February of 1924 organised
a complete series of lectures for children in
classrooms. It was also the first station
to broadcast Beethoven's thirty-two sona-
tas, but personally I am of the opinion that
this was more of an imposition than an
achievement ! Had I listened to those

From a road leading from the square in which th
studio building is situated one can see in the distant
the power -station chimneys between which 5 S C'

aerial is erected.

efforts, it might have so happened that I
should have had to doze through thirty-
one before the " Moonlight " Sonata came
" on air," for I admit, without shame, that
this is the only one of the great master's
sonatas that appeals to me-an admission
which, no doubt, will cause many of my
readers pain.

I naturally asked the Glasgow people
questions in regard to " nationalist " pro-
grammes and apropos this :

" We have made a feature of works by
(Continued on ?met page.)
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living Scottish composers and many of these
have been conducted by the composers
themselves," Mr. Thompson explained.

" But did they prove popular ? I
queried, and was not surprised when in-
formed that they did not, for it frequently
happens that musicians as well as prophets
have to explore other countries for their
profits !

A Successful Broadcast,
Nevetheless, I must not forget to mention

that one of Glasgow's most successful
broadcasts was that of " Rob Roy," which
was the station's first big transmission. It
was given on August 31st, 1923, and
in response to many requests was subse-
quently repeated. It is interesting to note
that the studio proved quite inadequate in
size and that the band flowed half -way
down the stairs. But this was at the old
studio in Bath Street, which was vacated
towards the end of the following year.

Another ambitious broadcast from 5 S C
was John Masefield's " Good Friday "
which was given on a Good Friday together
with incidental music. This occasioned two
large crowds of artistes and, so Mr.
Thompson informed me, it was an arduous
task shuffling these about, although it was
accomplished quite successfully.

" How do you get on with the various
musical and other associations in Scot-
land ? " was another of my enquiries.
This time it was Mr. Fitch who answered.

" Very well, indeed," he said. " We are
in close contact with the sottish National
Theatres Society and other organisations."
 Now, this was at variance with what I
had heard from other sources, but I did not
say so, for if anyone should know the truth
of such matters surely it should be the
people with whom I was in conversation.

Children's Radio Circle.
As I have already indicated, we con-

tinued our discussion for about an hour,
and I am afraid lack of space prohibits me
from recording the proceedings verbatim.
I have, therefore, condensed my voluminous
notes somewhat and extracted the items
of greatest general interest. I must not
omit to give at least passing reference to
the valuable work of Miss Cathline Gars-
cadden, a talented pupil of Sir Henry
Wood and now responsible, among other
things, for 5 5 C's Children's Radio Circle.
It appears that this numbers well over
6,000, and is spread all over the world.
These radio circles which have been formed
by our broadcasters are excellent organisa-
tions. They have been instrumental in
raising substantial sums 'of money for
charitable purposes and, this is even more
important, they are inculcating in thousands
of our future citizens a cheery spirit of
fellowship and humanity, the effect of which
may truly be not only national but inter-
national.

On the subject of local talent I did not
find the Glasgow staff very enthusiastic,
although I learnt that 5 S C's auditions are
notable in that they abound in very fine
lady elocutionists. Curiously enough there
are very few nrsn.

As a concluding question. I asked Mr.

Thompson whether many programme criti-
cisms were received at the Glasgow station.
After sending for and examining the
quarterly correspondence report, he showed
me that of the letters received concerning
the programmes 72 per cent were directly
appreciative. But too much significance
cannot be paid to a post -bag which, at its
greatest, is representative of but a minute
section of the listeners, and when I brought
this point forward everyone present agreed
with me.

It will be noticed that I have not as yet
recorded many remarks made by Mr.
Fitch, the Station Director ; but it must
not be thought that he acted mainly as a
listener. On the contrary, he played a
leading part in the discussion, and I found
his contributions to this so interesting that
I was extremely pleased when he offered to
conduct me personally round the studios
and offices. In the control room we were
joined by Mr. Marshall, the Engineer -in -
Charge. It was he who explained that the

5 S C's aerial, showing the feeder " running down
o the transmitter. Note the halyard which enables

the engineers to let the aerial down.

control room was once used as a kitchen,
and pointed out how useful the large built-
in dresser affair was as a bench for some
of the instruments. I noticed, too, that a
series of large lockers provided excellent
storage space for spare gear. And for some
reason I found it amusing that the quondam
wine cellar was in use as a band -room!

Returning to the control room, I noticed
an ordinary brick hanging by a wire out-
side the window, and discovered that this
marked the termination of a receiving aerial
which consisted of a wire suspended from
an upper window. By the way, it is an
interesting fact that at many of the B.B.C.
stations the Daventry station is picked up
on a wireless receiving set and then passed
on to the amplifiers for relaying, and is not
connected by landline on these occasions.

The main studio at the Glasgow station
is fairly large, but is crowded with music -
stands, pianos and tubular bells A distinc-

tive feature is that large oil paintings are
hung on its walls over the usual drapings.

" You have a fairly large orchestra ? "
I suggested to Mr. Fitch.

" Yes," he replied. " We have a per-
manent station orchestra of twenty-one,
and frequently this is considerably aug-
mented."

For a short time we stood in the studio
chatting, and then 1 suggested' to Mr.
Marshall that I should have a look at his
transmitter, for I had occupied a great
deal of Mr. Fitch's time, and I could see
that the hours of studio activity were
rapidly approaching.

The Transmitter.
The 5 S C transmitter is situated at the

Port Dundas Power Station, a mile or so
away from the studio premises. The
aerial is, of course, suspended between two
of the chimneys. The generators are neatly
railed off in the corners, just inside the
doorway through which one enters the
power station ; but the transmitter is in
a room right at the top of the building,
and one has to climb first of all several
flights of ordinary stairs, and then a long
spiral staircase in order to get to it.

But I found the somewhat tedious climb
very well worth while, as will be seen.
First of all the engineer who was acting' as
my guide, sidetracked me through a door
on to a narrow bridge, which runs right
over the main hall of the power station,
and for a time, completely faseinated' I
stood watching the huge turbines and
generators humming away.

Arrived eventually in the small room
allotted to the B.B.C. outfit, I` was greeted
most cheerily, by the two maintenance
engineers.

" Seen a set like this before ? ',' asked
one of them, pointing to a small panel in
which was standing an ordinary receiving
valve. It looked like an ordinary one -valve
set of a simple and straightforward char-
acter -to me, and I said as much: But to
my astonishment I was told that it was
operating the large loud speaker which
was roaring away lustily, and that it .was
doing this without using any batteries
whatever.

Some Selectivity.
" Easy enough to pick up 5 S C here,"

grinned the engineer, adjusting the variable
condenser, across the plates of which sparks
were flashing every now and then. I agreed
that it certainly should be, but to empha-
sise the point, the engineer continued.

" If you wear a pair of ordinary tele-
phone receivers, you can pick up, our stuff
without any set at all by holding one tag
of the 'phones in one hand and touching
the other tag against anything metallic in
this room.:'

" And do you know," broke in the other
engineer, " a listener once wrote to us ask-
ing if he could demonstrate his set in this
transmitter -room."

" Do you mean that he had the idea he
would be able to cut 5 S C out and receive
another station in' such circumstances ? "
I asked in amazement, for my very watch -
chain was alive " with the energy that
was emanating from the transmitting
apparatus.

Yes," laughed the engineer. " He was
so proud of the selectivity of his set that he
was certain that it would cut 5 -S C out

(Continued on page 312.)
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CONTROVERSIAL BROADCASTS.

4
Some interesting statements on the subject by Sir John Reith

and Lord Birkenhead.
By THE EDITOR.

AT the Annual Dinner of the Radio
Manufacturers' Association some
interesting, remarks in connection

with broadcasting were made by Lord
Birkenhead and Sir John Reith. The
former, in proposing the toast of the
Radio Industry and the success of the
Exhibition, pointed out that when he
opened a transmitting station in 1923
there were 250,000 people, out of a popula-
tion of 44,000,000, with receiving sets.
To -day there are 2,500,000 people with
receiving sets listening (he hoped for their
own good) to what was daily and nightly
broadcast.
Sailing Close to the Wind.

Lord Birkenhead also pointed out that
no great statesman in the past, before
modern press developments, ever enjoyed
the opportunities of making the acquaint-
ance of his fellow countrymen which it
might one day be in the power of the
B.B.C. to afford. No statesman, even
with the enormous influence which it was
in the power of the modern press to exert,
would ever have the opportunity of
appealing to his countrymen with the
certainty and the directness of contact
which it was in the B.B.C.'s power to
afford, and he, for one, looked forward to
the B.B.C.'s increasing influence.

Sir John Reith, in his speech, pointed
out that when the B.B.C. was established
they received explicit instructions from the
Postmaster -General to avoid anything in
the nature of religious, political or industrial
controversy. We have sailed as close
to the wind as we dared, and we are now
engaged in making representation to the
Postmaster -General," added Sir John Reith..

This is good news for, although the B.B.C.
have touched on the fringe of controversial
subjects, it is obvious there is greater
scope awaiting them, especially in the field
of politics. The Englishman takes his
politics with a considerable amount of
seriousness, despite the flippant tone with
which he may be heard to discuss politics,
say, in the train in the morning coming to
the office. And if ever there was a time
when intelligent interest in politics should
be fostered it is now.

Political Plans.
We pointed out in a recent article that the

B.B.C. should be urged to do their very
best to obtain permission from the Post-
master -General to increase the scope of
what may be termed the controversial side
of broadcasting.

Providing a strict impartiality is observed,
there is absolutely no reason why regular
political talks should not be broadcast-
and they would probably be more enter-
taining and certainly more instructive
than the majority of talks which have been
broadcast by the B.B.C. during the last
twelve months.

It is amazing how few people to -day really
appreciate the aims and objects of the
various political parties in Parliament.
The average young man grows up with a

very hazy idea as to the object and ideals
of, either the Conservative, Labour or
Liberal Parties. But with broadcasting at
its present state of development there is a
unique opportunity of instructing the
younger generation, not unfairly or with
any prejudice, but instructing them in such
a way that they get a clear idea as to the
aims and objects of the British political
schools of thought. It is then up to them
to decide which school of thought they are
going to support.

We are not suggesting that broadcasting
should be used to favour this or that
political party, or that broadcasting should
be used as an instrument for influencing
any particular party's votes at, say, the
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A 2/- GIFT !
Next week we are presenting .s
with every copy of " P.W."
FOUR NEW BLUE PRINTS

These are additions to our range
L=..- of 6d. Blue Prints and deal with
E modern and dependable receivers

covering every listener's and
Es amateur's requirements.

But we are presenting one each of
these new 6d. Blue Prints

FREE TO EVERY READER
of Next Week'4 P.W."

An opportunity which no radio F.
E enthusiast can afford to miss.

 ORDER YOUR COPY NOW !

= No increase in price -3d. as usual
PillinI1ifflinitIMIIIIIM11111111Iummuun11oumunnunnunt;

next General Election. But to -day the
influence exercised on the political thoughts
of the public is almost entirely left to the
newspapers. No doubt this is very admir-
able, hut, on the other hand, there are many
people who would like to hear all sides of
the question, and if one particular section of
the press is devoting its energies to sup-
porting one particular body and one happens
to be a subWriber to that particular section
for other than political reasons then, unless
one is a subscriber to more than one
newspaper, one does not obtain an all-
round impartial general knowledge of the
trend of political thought in the country
to -day.

Broadcasting, by initiating a series of
political talks and by inviting, say, leading
members of each political party to address
the public by wireless, would enable thou-
sands of people hitherto vaguely, if not
entirely, ignorant of the expressions of
individual parties to obtain a clear and
authentic knowledge of political thought
to -day.

We hope that Sir John Reith's assurance
that the B.B.C. is now engaged in making
representations to the Postmaster -General
will bear fruit, and that the Postmaster -
General will give sanction to the B.B.C.
to increase its activities in this direction,
and to permit a wider boundary and a
greater scope with regard to the broad-
casting, not only of controversial matter in
connection with politics, but with other
matters of general public interest.

Results from 5 G B.
Interesting plans have been revealed

by the B.B.C. in connection with the
Daventry Experimental Station. It is
stated that greater power will shortly be
employed, and that the aerial will be in-
creased in height. This is due to the fact that
complaints have been received (in con-
siderable number, we understand) from
listeners in Birmingham that the reception
from 5 G B has not been so good as from
the old Birmingham station.

Birmingham listeners are undoubtedly
entitled to a certain amount of sympathy.
With the old Birmingham station reception
could be obtained by almost any means
in the immediate locality of the station.
With a piece of coal, even, for a crystal,
many an amateur received his local station
quite adequately.

But, with the demise of the Birmingham
broadcasting station and the advent of
5 G B these conditions have been con-
siderably altered, and many hundreds of
listeners in the Birmingham neighbour-
hood have found it imperative to instal
a much better -class receiving set in order to
hear the substitute for the Birmingham
station.

These complaints have been exhaustively
tested by the B.B.C.'s technical experts, and
-much to their credit, let it be said-they
have decided to make the improvements as
enumerated above. These are likely to be
put into effect in about two weeks' time.
The new aerial will be 325 feet high instead
of, as previously, 100 feet, and 5 0 B's
working power, at present under 20 kilo.
watts, is to be increased to probably more
than 25 kilowatts. It is even likely that
30 kilowatts will be the figure.

This increased strength should enable
many more listeners to reach out past
their local station, and to receive 5 G B's
programmes, and it certainly should improve
the receiving conditions of Birmingham's
listening population.

The National Radio Exhibition.
One of the chief impressions gained at the

National Radio Exhibition at Olympia was
the general all-round reduction in prices,
and, furthermore, the great advances made
in the simplification of apparatus designed
for general listeners without any technical
knowledge. Here is an example, taken
from one firm, which shows how substantial
are the reductions compared with last year.

LaA year's
price.
s. d.

This year's
price.

£ s. d.
Two -valve set ... 10 15 0 7 0 0
Three -valve set .. 12 0 0 10 0 0
Four -valve set .. 24 0 0 18 0 0

The reduction in the price of valves cer-
tainly had a good effect on the exhibition,
for trade reports indicate that business was
very brisk, and everything augurs well
for a most prosperous season.
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IS H.F. AMPLIFICATION NECESSARY P
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,--Eance you very kindly published my
letter giving illy DX" results for the 1028/27
winter, under the heading of " Is High Frequency
Amplification Necessary ? " I have received so many
letters from felloW wireless enthusiasts-well over 70
-asking for particulars of circuit, components and
layout, etc., that I find it a dire impossibility to,
answer all personally-as much as I should like to.
So I am taking the liberty of writing to you in the
hope that you may be able to spare a little of your
valuable space for the publication of this further
letter.

Before I proceed, I should just like to mention
that my set is situated in a very good wireless locality
at about 50 miles from the local station, and I there-
fore do not suffer from interference ; and I am sure
this factor, coupled with the use of a very efficient
aerial, enables me to " reach out " so successfully.

As will be seen from Fig. 1, the circuit is perfectly
straightforward, consisting of a detector valve
incorporating a form of Reinartz tuner so arranged
that the moving vanes of both grid -tuning and
reaction condensers are earthed. This is very
important., since it leads to the suppression of hand
capacity effects-so disastrous to fine tuning. Follow-
ing the detector valve are two transformer -coupled
low -frequency stages, one or both of which can be
used at will, plug and jack switching being employed.
The circuit is a well-known one, and is used in this
cr slightly modified form in all the " straight " short-
wave, etc., receivers described in " P.W."

To give the circuit diagram by itself is of no value,
since so much depends upon the design, Lay -out and

+ CORRESPONDENCE.

IS H.F. AMPLIFICATION

NECESSARY ?
H.F. LEAKAGE-

NOT SONOT SO SERIOUS .AFTER ALL?

Letters from readers discussing interesting anti
topical wireless events, or recording unusual
experiences, are always welcomed ; but it must
be clearly understood that the publication of a
such does in no way indicate that we associate
ourselves with the views expressed by our
correspondents, and we cannot accept any tc

responsibility for information given.-EDITOR,......
A rough idea of the disposition of components on

baseboard will be seen 'from Fig. 2 which, while not
to scale, will give some idea of relationship of one
component' to another. The high - frequency choke
should` he 'kept - well away from the tuning coils,
and can ..beplaced, quite near the first L.F. trans-
former. This choke is quite an important component,
and should be capable "of " choking " on all waves
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correct choice of components. As was previously
stated, the set was designed for efficient short-wave
reception (down to 20 metres), and, therefore, great
care had to be taken in the choice and arrangement
of components. In fact, the detector portion of the
set was re -wired and re -spaced six times before corn--
plote satisfaction was obtained, and, after all, if one
can insure complete satisfaction and stability on
short waves, there should be little to worry about on
the higher B.B.C. waves.

A choke -condenser output system is employed,
relieving the loud -speaker windings of the high-
tension current, and making possible the use of the
one wire-return to earth-extension system. The
size of the condenser across the loud speaker, of course,
depends upon the size and -type of loud speaker used.
In my case the output system forms a separate
unit.

All values are marked on circuit and should be
strictly followed, and all components should be of
the best procurable. For the short waves a 50 -turn
coil is inserted at L3, and C3 is a '00005 or '0001 con-
denser-" plug-inable" type-while on the B.B.C.
bands L3 should be shorted, and a '0003 condenser
inserted at Ca. The object of L3 is to remove the
natural wave -length of the aerial well above the
short-wave band being received, and it, therefore,
removes damping effects. In fact, if a long Aerial
is used the set will not oscillate on waves below
60 metres without this 50 - turn coil. Selectivity
with this arrangement is very good unless the reader
lives very near a B.B.C. station, when I should advise
the use of a wave -trap.

As the moving platcs of both tuning and reaction
condensers are at earth potential, a sheet of tin can
be inserted between the frames of condensers and the
ebonite panel, eliminating all traces of hand capacity
-even on 20 metres. Ormond S.L.F. condensers arc
:used-having, by the way, a very low minimum
capacity-and these are provided with an earthing
plate. Ormond 55-1 ratio vernier dials are used,
and are quite essential if fine tuning is to be accom-
plished.

from 20 to 3,000 metres. The only two I have found
to function efficiently in this respect are " R.I."
and "Valley.' The coil holders for Le and L2 are
mounted-coupling fixed-at about one inch apart.,
and the aerial lead is brought in the -back of cabinet,
after passing through L3 and C3, which Are mounted
on the outside of cabinet so as to be kept well away
from the tuning coils. The detector -valve holder
must be one of the anti -phonic, anti-capacity'type,
or the advantage-on short waves --of using the
" Cossor " valve-a valve with all superfluous

ebonite between valve legs removed-will be lost.
All grid leads must be kept short, and the grid leak
and condenser (Dubilier) should be soldered straight
on to the (grid) valve leg. The two L.F. transformers
are " Ferrantie " (3-1), and should be placed at
right angles, as far away as possible from each other
and earthed, arith correct grid bias applied-according
to make and type of valve used. No extra condenser
should be placed across the primaries as one is
already included inside each transformer.

Tuning is simple, there simply being two dials to
rotate. With correct coils, etc., inserted, rotate C1
until station is 'received, and increase volume by
rotating Ce towards its maximum reading. If this
fails to bring set into oscillation, reversing the leads
to reaction coil should be tried.

Valves in use are :
V1-Cossor (Point 1-Dct., or L.P.) with 60v. H.T.
V2-Mullard P.M.1-L.F, with 80v. H.T.
V3-Cosmos S.P. 18/RR double red spot, with 100v.

H.T., all taking a 2 -volt filament supply.
Coils in use are " Edison Bell " and Igranie," and

are to be recommended owing to their air -spaced
windings. The following coils should be used :

IGRANIC SHORT WAVE.
Wave Aerial Reaction

20 to 45 metres 4 6
31 to 70 6 0
45 to 120 9

EDISON BELL
300 to 520 metres 50 50/75
Daventry .. 200 150

Coils for other wave -lengths accordingly.
If great power is to be handled, two power valves

can be placed in parallel in the last L.F. stage. Again
asking your forgiveness for the length of this letter,
and thanking you in anticipation of relieving me of au
almost impossible task, I beg to remain, dear sir,

Yours truly,
Bedford. BERNARD B. STONEBRIDGE.
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Have you seen the October

Modern Wireless ?
On Sale Everywhere. Price 1/- =
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H.F. LEAKAGE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I was highly interested in your reply to
W.B. (Dewsbury, Yorks), re H.F. installation, is
this is a subject that has often puzzled me. Is H.F.
leakage such a serious thing, after all ?.

Some years ago I had an aerial which had been up
some time and had got badly corroded. Now, I
cut that portion of the aerial which was part of the
down lead and bound it together (not too tightly
either) with a piece of string, taking care that only
the corroded parts touched and not the clean metal
that was cut.

Results ? Not a bit of difference from the soldered
connection, excepting, of course, a very slight
additional capacity was needed across the aerial coil
to tune in. This applied to crystal set, 1-v-1, and
0-V-1, and to both British and Continental stations.

We are told to solder our lead-in, and also we
are told we can put a fixed condenser (even as
low as '0001) in the aerial lead !

I have run an aerial lead close to the wall, and I
have brought it through the window clean to the
centre of a room, and the only result was variations
in tuning.

In conclusion, I believe it is what we pick up on the
aerial that matters. and losses and leakages are not
so serious as we are led to suppose.

Your faithfully,
S.E,15 A. 5. POSNER.
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THE

PER
SPEAKER

PRICE £3 e 3 0
THE SPEAKER WITH THE EXPONENTIAL HORN

FERRANTI ELECTRIC
LIMITED,

Toronto, Canada.

FERRANTI LTD.,
Hollinwood,
Lancashire.

FERRANTI INC.,
130, West 42nd Street,

New York, U.S.A.
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pparatus'
ostod

Traders and manufacturers are invited to submit wireless sets and components to the " P.W."
Technieal-Department for test. All tests are carried out with strict impartiality in the " P.W."
test -room, under the supervision of the Technical Editor, and the general reader is asked to
note that this weekly article is also intended to provide a reliable and unbiassed guide as to

what to buy and what to avoid.-EDITOR.

VALVE PRICE REDUCTIONS.
THE Dario Micro Bivolt valve, which

takes the very low filament current of
05 amps. at 2 volts, has been reduced

in price to 7s. 6d., and not 5s. 3d., as
recently stated in these columns. Also,
the Dario Super - Power Valve retails at
10s. 9d., and not 7s. 6d.

These valVes are handled by Impex
Electrical, Ltd., of 538, High Road, Leyton-
stone, London, E.11, and from them we
have received a Radio Micro Special .06
valve for test. This is one of the oldest
types of valves handled by the Impex
people, and it has enjoyed considerable
popularity, It is the genuine " Radio
Micro," a useful and economical valve,
consuming but -06 amps. at 3 to 3.5 volts.
It is a well -made valve and has not the
" rawness " of appearance of many similar
foreign productions.

It makes a very good detector (grid leak

and condenser stage) and is just the sort
of valve required in many one-valvers. Its
impedance is too low to render it of much
service on the H.F. side, but in some first
L.F. stages it operates quite satisfactorily.
It is certainly one of the most successful
French valves obtainable in this country.

A SUPER TWO-VOLTER.
For the first time, a super -power valve

is available in the 2 -volt class. This is the
D.E.P.240, and samples have reached us
from both " Osram ' and the Marconi
people. The following are its character-
istics : Fil. Volts, 2 ; Fil. Current, 04
amps. ; Amplification Factor, 3.5 ; Im-
pedance, 3,000 ohms. Price £1.

The D.E.P.240 is a most extraordinary
little valve, and represents a real achieve-
ment in valVe design. Its characteristics
are actually superior to those of the
D.E.5a, a well-known super -power valve

in the 6 -volt class, and it can handle a
grid swing of 30 volts.

Hitherto, although it has been admitted
that for H.F. work and detection 2-volters
are well able to hold their own, it had to
be conceded by even the most rabid of
2 -volt enthusiasts, that one had to go to
the 6-volters when it was desired to handle
really 'powerful signals on the L.F. side.
But this D.E.P.240 appears to bring the
2 -volt- class well in line with 6-volters,
and it will no doubt be hailed with delight
by thousands of amateurs desirous of
operating cone and other such speakers
economically and with efficiency.

A super -power valve is a valve capable
of handling a very large input without
distortion, and, as we have said, the
D.E.P.240 can do this and fully deserves
the title. And it seems strange to be
operating a 2-volter with upwards of
15 volts grid bias, or at least it appeared
to be strange. to us, but with 120 volts
H.T. the D.E.P.240 requires it.

We have had this new 2-volter in the
last stage of a five-valver, and it was able
to handle a considerable volume without
the slightest signs of distress.

Apparently it derives its wonderful
characteristics mainly through the use of
a very long " W - shaped filament, and
it is stated that this is the first time such
has been successfully incorporated in a
2 -volt valve. The filament current con-
sumption might be considered ' high in
comparison with those of many other types
of 2-volters, but remembering the results
obtainable in point of power carrying
capacity, it must be reckoned as current

(Continued on page 302.)

The famous Ericsson Super
Sensitive Telephones are _

reduced to 12:6 a pair j
Adopted by the B.B.C. for Ilse- in their studios. Used by all the D.X.
experimenters. Adopted as standard in 1909 by the Admiralty and in
1917 by the Air Board. Three resistances, 120, 2000 and 4000 ohms-
one price: 1 2 6. Get your pair to -day I
Even if you have a multivalve set now and again you'll need a good
crystal set. Buy an Ericsson Crystal Set to -day. Sturdily and hand-
somely made. A really sensitive instrument. Tunes up to 5 G.B.
and has a loading coil plug for 5 X.X. A real snip at 1 S,-.

At all our agents or direct frOM the Company.
ERICSSON TELEPHONES LTD., 67 73, Kingsway, London, W.C.0.

SUPER SENSITIVE
TELEPHONES.

FOR ALL GOOD RECEIVERS

The terminal which will give
real Finish and Distinction to
your Receiver. Beautifully
finished and Bakelite insulated.
Made in 30 different engravings.

Pat. ott

Type "B " illustrated,
sold in attractive carton
carrying a year's guaran-

tee. Price 9d. each.
Type " 14 " as type " B "
but non -insulated. Price

6d. each.

Illustrated catalogue free on request.

BELLINGLEE
TERMINALS

BELLING & LEE Ltd. Queensway Works, Ponders End, Middlesex
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Not Necessary to buy a TUNGSTONETWICE IN A LIFE TIME
FIRST C KS Y ELIMINATED.
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NOSULPHATION.

HIGH TENSION PLATES.

Because Standardised and Interchangeable
renewable Die Cast and Machine Pasted
Plates PERPETUALLY replace a Set of
Used Plates. Dry Plates partially first
charged are ready for immediate use. Can
be stocked for unlimited period in dry place.
Spare Plates sold at reasonable prices with
allowance of 4d. per lb. for returned disused
plates. Anyone can quickly and easily slip
a Set of New Plates into the Indestructible

Guaranteed Metal Containers in use.

FREE for the ASKING
Illustrated Battery Pocket Guide
containing Special Articles on

MODERN BATTERY
FAILURES

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES NEVER
BEFORE ACHIEVED BY ANY OTHER MAKER

Tungstone, with its two Perfectly Scientifically Balanced H.T. Plates, without Wood
Separators, is far more efficient and steadier in working with assured longer life

than when three unbalanced Plates are used necessitating Wood Separators.
All Tungstone High Tension Plates are SCIENTIFICALLY BALANCED in correct weight proportions of
the Grid and Pure Lead Paste, so that the Ampere Hour Capacity is evenly used up by an automatic
proportional discharge of current from Positive and Negative Plates' securingsteady voltage. No abrupt
changes in the potential. The drop slow and imperceptible. No Wood Separators prevent Voltage
fluctuations due to polarization and internal resistance which is negligible. No frothing or foaming.
No Sulphation. No Parasitical Noises in Phones or Loud Speaker. No sudden Plate failure at a critical
moment demanding Voltage adjustments. The respective Plates are Certain to get their required proportionate
charge of current. If correctly first charged is a guarantee against uneven strain and irregular drain on Plates
on Charge and Discharge, and there is no chance of a separate Cell discharging and reversing long before the

others. The loss of charge on standing is low and the local action small.
The open Circuit Voltage will give due warning of the approach of the Battery to a discharged state. As
H.T. Cells are small it is difficult to test the Specific Gravity. Balanced Plates allow greater dependability to

be placed on voltage readings. Cells are not permanently ruined by being left standing for months.

A FULL CHARGE IS ALWAYS SECURED IN SHORTER TIME AT LESS COST
All De Luxe H.T. 3 a.h. Tungstone Accumulators from 12 to any Volts are fitted with a Patent
Charging Equipment whereby each series of 12 Volts can be coupled in parallel so that they

can be charged to the full on a 12-16 Volt Charging Plant.
EASY TERMS OF PAYMENT.-Sold in U.K. on Monthly Payments extended over a period. Apply for particulars.

TUNGSTONE ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD., The Independent Battery of the British Empire,
3, St. Bride's House, Salisbury Square, London, E.C.4.
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* *
APPARATUS TESTED.

(Continued from page 300)
*

rerY well spent. That it is now possible
to operate a large multi-valver throughout
with 2 -volt valves and obtain 6 -volt results
must mean a very appreciable farther
advance in the popularity of the 2-volter

Senator, Guthrie broadcasting from the 3 L 0 station,
Melbourne, a running commentary on the Waterloo

Cup at Geelong.

which already heads the list of voltaqe
classes in this respect.

AN EFFICIENT CRYSTAL DETECTOR.
E. T. Brewin, of 10, Adelaide Road,

Richmond, Surrey, recently sent us one of
his " Champion " semi -permanent crystal
detectors. This is of the now familiar
design of a small barrel having a small
knob for adjusting purposes. A milled nut
at the one end permits single -hole panel
mounting and forms one connecting point,
and a similar milled terminal at the other
end completes the circuit. '

The detector is of the double crystal
type, and it is very sensitive. There is
no difficulty whatever in finding a sensitive
point, and once "set " the detector retains
its sensitivity for very long periods even
if subjected to a certain amount of mechani-
cal vibration. It is stable, too, and will
stand considerable inputS and can, therefore,
be used in reflex receivers. Mechanically,
it is not what we should style " well made,"
but the little device certainly operates
efficiently, and this is the main require-
ment for such a component.

" DAREX " SAFETY FIRST TERMINALS.
Loose battery leads are a' "Ve-r  great

source of danger; if one of the H.T. leads
is disconnected and left fora moment
hanging loose some evil spirit frequently
seems to possess it and make it snake across
to an L.T. terminal with a consequent burn-
out of valves. Again; two loose accumulator
leads can cause a very violent short circuit
in which red hot wires and real risks of
fire prominently figure. All this can be
avoided by using "Darex " teminals, which
are made by the Darex Radio Co., of
Vorest Hill, London. These are very
ingenious. They consist each of a plug
ant a socket, but the socket part is affixed

,to the end of the lead and the plug to the
panel. The socket part has all its metal
protected by an insulating material and
cannot make contact with anything it
knocks against. Additionally, special H.T.
and L.T. types are available and the former
are smaller in size. Thus it is impossible
accidentally to plug the H.T. leads on to the
L.T. plugs for the simple reason that they
will not fit. The terminals cost 6d. each,
and we can hardly think of a better in-
vestment for the amateur in the case of
his " household" set, or even for his ex- 
perimental hook-ups for that matter !

One of the latest drawings by Louis Wain, the
original of which was offered for sale at Olympia,
on behalf of a charity, by the B.T.H. people.

Have you tried this
new Lewcos Coil ?
Two Centre Tapped Coils for B.B.C, and Daventry Ranges have
now been added to the famous range of LEWCOS Plug-in Coils.
Wound with Litz wire, they maintain, in construction and per-
formance, the high standard of efficiency as the ordinary type
Inductance Coil. Obtainable from radio dealers everywhere.

Coil
No.

 00003
mfd.

*00025
ofd.

'0005
mid.

Price
each

loo
125
150

297
498

652
995

x180

8851
1330
1625 '

25 73 160 2251 200
563
595 1410 1960 ;

513
35 90 225 3001

I,

300 942 2005 2755.)
40 126 283 386 3s' I ' ".LNk COS " X COILS (Double Tapped..
50 151 316 432 1

X 6o 188 I 39, 555 i 4;"96o 188 391 555
75 231 500 68o) X200 595 11410 196o I 7,'...

THE LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO. & SMITHS, LIMITED
PLAYHOUSE YARD, GOLDEN LANE, LONDON, E.C.I.

1

Old New,
to ft. Coils 1/2 10d.
Packets of 4, 2 ft. lengths (asstd. colours) 11- 9d.

REDUCTION IN PRICE OF GLAZITE

.1111e,1111111MMIL

ENTRE TAPPED
(Protected Tkpe) COI

Patent No. 27/384
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GREAT WIRELESS
INVENTION.

ELIMINATING THE ACCUMULATOR.

DETAILS OF AN AMAZING NEW SET.

(By L. FINER.)
The sensation of this year's Radio Exhibition at Olympia

is undoubtedly the new General Radio Model.
This new set has some very remarkable points of advantage

and of advanced design.
,The _new._ features include a revolutionary invention which

will rid your wireless for ever of its greatest bug-bear-the
Accumulator. -- - - -

No longer will you have to trudge to the local garage to
get your Accumulator re -charged ; no longer need you
experience the failure of your set through lack of " juice "
just at the most entertaining part of the pfogramme. The
new invention called the " Filonator "-sees to that. It
can be re -charged, at home in a minute or so by the simple
process of dropping in compressed- tablets supplied by the
makers at is. a: Charge._- One charge lasts about six weeks
with average use -on a good Loud Speaker set.

The sole'rights of this important arid far-reaching invention
have been acquired by the General Radio Co., Ltd., of 235,
Regent Street, London, W.I., who are now supplying this
" Filonator as standard equipment, at no extra cost, with
their new model.

OTHER NEW FEATURES.
The new General Radio model has other startling new

features of advanced design. There is a patent -" Astatic "
vario-coupler which provides perfect selective tuning of
great sensitiveness with only control. This means that
anyone can master the set and get the best possible results
in a few minutes. New double power and double life valves
are fitted. A patent " magnetic -cone " Loud Speaker is
built into the set, thus doing away with the now unnecessary
horn and giving far greater volume and purity of tone.

THE HONEST POLICY.
One great feature of the General Radio Co.'s announcement

is that they quote an " all -in " price for their sets. Many
firms just now are offering TwO-Valve or Three -Valve "re-
ceivers " for from 5os.- to a few pounds. These " receivers "
are, really only the shell of the wireless set. They contain
no Valves, no Accumulator, . no Battery, no Loud Speaker,
and the royalty is not even paid !

It will easily be seen that the new General Radio set is far
better value at its all -in price of I2 cash (or 20S. down and
deferred terms). This price also includes their free installa-
tion and service after purchase anywhere in Great Britain.

Intending purchasers of wireless sets this winter could not
do better than secure full particulars of this fine -toned powerful
Loud Speaker set, and I understand that their new descriptive
catalogue will be sent to anyone on receipt of a postcard.

ANNOUNCEMENT`.
GENERAL RADIO CO., LTD., announce a new
range of Cabinet Receiving Sets. These sets need no
Accumulator. The new patent magnetic cone Loud
Speaker and all accessories are built inside the hand-

- some polished walnut case. Pricess-are unchanged at
LIz cash, or 2o/- down and 20/- a month for 12 months.
Free installation anywhere in Great Britain. Send
a postcard for the new Catalogue. No. E31.

=

Et-age/it Street,- 31...arlicicors,
ERR
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All L.F. Transformers
yield first place to this!
It is Igranic " G " Type L.F. Transformer-
the latest product of Igranic research. For
high amplification and faithful reproduction
of all audible frequencies it is unapproached
by any other instrument at present obtainable.
Whenever L.F. Transformers are needed,
use Igranic " G " Type. Totally enclosed to
prevent interaction, and wound to entirely
eliminate breakdowns.

It is made in two ratios -3.6 to 1 for use in
first and single stages, and 7.2 to 1 for second
stages and for use with low impedance valves.

Price
30/ -

Write for publication Rho which describes
this and all the recent Igranic developments.

149, Queen Victoria Street, London
WORKS: BEDFORD

BRANCH.g.S : BIRMINGHAM, BRISTOL, CARDIFF, 'GLASGOW,
- - LEEDS,-MANCLIESTER, NEWCASTLE

aivi/Atakrv\atak.Aik\AAaia,kikAA/vv\i'\
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The constructional articles which appear from time to
time in this journal are the outcome of research and
experimental work, carried out with a new to improving
the technique of wireless receivers. As much of the
information given in the columns of this paper concerns
the most recent developments ire the Radio world, some
of the arrangements and specialities described may be
the subject of Letters Patent, and the amateur and the
trader would be well advised to obtain permission of
the patentees to use thi patents before doing so.
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CHOKE FILTER FOR NEW VALVE.
H. C. E. (Gravesend).-" Since fitting a new

last valve to my set I have been troubled by
occasional distortion on loud notes. and I am
told that this would probably be eliminated if

I employed a choke -filter circuit for the output
instead of running the anode current through
the loud -speaker windings. Is it possible that
the filter would effect a cure ? "

It is quite possible that a heavier -than -formerly
anode current will introduce distortion owing to
magnetic saturation, and in any case the -advantages
of a filter circuit are so great that we should advise
you to adopt this method.

SHORT WAVE -LENGTHS AND HARMONICS
" SHORT-WAVE SEARCHEH (Newquay,

Cornwall).-" What wave -lengths are now
being used by K D K A, the East Pittsburg
short-wave transmitter ? "

K D K A has two regular short-wave transmissions,
on 62.00 metres and 14.00 metres respectively. In
addition, this station is often picked up in Europe
and at other long distances on the third harmonic of
the 62 -metre transmission, i.e. upon 20.6 metres.
This, however, is not a separate transmission, though
sometimes this harmonic is easier to pick up than
either of the genuine transmissions upon 62 and 14
metres.

GOOD ONE -VALVE AMPLIFIER.
T. J. (Thornton Heath, Surrey).-" I get

5 G B all right and several of the European
stations, but of course not so well as London,
which is- received strong and clear. I should
like to bring these other stations up a bit, and
am thinking of adding a one -valve amplifier
for that purpose. Where can I get particulars
of a good unit of this kind ? "

You will find a how -to -make description of a unit
of this type in the September issue of " Modern
Wireless." It is called ' A Modem Amplifier,"and
incorporates a volume control and a filter circuit for
the output, a system which has many advantages.

USE OF SUPER -POWER VALVES.
S. E. (Abingdon, Berks).-" Recently I

purchased one of the new super -power valves,
and, although it is intended for a new set I am
making, I tried it out on my old receiver to

(Continued on page 306.)

A Resistance that cannot vary no matter how treated
or overloaded-even boiling in water will not affect
it-fitted with terminals and soldering tags-fits in
either series or parallel with our condensers direct.

GUARANTEED ACCURATE.
OHMITES MEGITES
5o,000 ohnisto 1meg I to 5 megohms

213 couple these with 21-
GRAHAM-FARISH

BAKELITE CASED MICA CONDENSERS
and make a perfect R.C. UNIT.

-upright or flat mounting
-series parallel Grid Leak Clips
-Terminals as well as Soldering Tags
-Bakelite case
-MICA dielectric
-every one tested on 1,000 volts and

GUARANTEED.
 0 0 0 1 to  0 0 2
'003 to '006 .. 1 6
'007 to '01 .. 2 6Your dealer stocks them. 11-

The GRAHAM-FARISH MFG. CO.,
Telephone 1 7, Masons Hill, Bromley. 'Crams

RAVENSBOURNE 3674. GRAFAR, BROMLEY.

THE SAME REEL/ABLE
VOLTRON
WITH A WONDERFUL
NI IE. W FLLAM E -11-

ANOTHER year of exhaustive research places
" Voltron " Valves in a position of leadership.

The wonderful new " Voltron T.T. filament means
operating efficiency increased all round by 25%.
Remember, too, that the " Voltron has the hardest
vacuum-triple pumped-a unique " Voltron fea-
ture-a guarantee of long life. ,

Price does not form a basis of comparison.
You may pay more, you may pay less, but
you cannot buy a better Valve than Voltron.

Type 202. H.F., Det., L.F. 1.8 volts. '2 amps.
5/9

201. H.F., Det., L.F. 1'8 volts. '1 amps.
7/6

P2, Power .. 1'8 volts. '2 amps. 9/-
401. H.F., Det., L.F. 17 volts. 1 amps.

7/6
P.4. Power, 3'7 volts. '15 amps. 10/9
601. H.F., Det., L.F. 5'5 volts. '1 amps.

12/-
P.6. Power .. 5'5 volts. '1 amps. 12/ -

Of all principal Dealers. if any
difficulty in obtaining, write to :-

09.

VOLTRON LTD.,
169, City Road, London, E.C.1
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Cat. No. 640. Dry Cell, 11 volts
Cat. No. 884. Dry Cell, 11 volts

(large capacity)
Cat. No. 961 (as illustrated). Dry Battery,

Cat. No. 960. Dry Battery, 3. 41 volts ..
(large capacity)

r - CATALOGUE No. 650 ;

deals fully with the L.T. Dry Cells and Batteries. I

and will assist you to choose the correct W. for
your set. It also contains much interesting
material concerning the care and maintenance of !

Radio batteries, and a complete price list of the ;

Siemens range. Post free upon request. '

PRICE
2 6

10

8'-.
18

902
FOR LONG SERVICE-NO ATTENTION

WITH the more universal use of low current consumption and high
performance valves, L.T. Dry Batteries give the best results, long

service, and need no attention.

ADVANTAGES : 1. Do not need periodical re -charging
(particularly useful in Country Districts).

2. Require no attention whatever.
3. No acids to spill.
4. No Fumes.
5. Can be placed in any position.

When an accumulator is used with low current consumption valves, there is always the danger
of ever -discharging (i.e. running the battery down well below the normal limit when re -charging
should take place). This results in excessive sulphation leading to accumulative deterioration of the
plates, a disadvantage which is not present with the L.T. Dry Battery. Its abundant energy can
be used therefore to the full.

H.T. L.T.
RADIO BATTERIES

SIEMENS BROTHERS & CO., LTD., WOOLWICH, S.E.18.

For use with
the Eton

Primary H.T.
Battery.

T h e

ETON Porous Pot
is a neat. porous jar, 1 -in. in diameter and 2 -in. in
height. The pot is filled with high grade chemicals,
principally black manganese dioxide, packed closely
round the positive carbon rod. This rod is capped
by a split brass base which carries the terminal
proper. The thread of the terminal is long enough
to permit the plug socket'supplied (one with each
6 cells purchased), to be screwed <many pot. This
socket takes the standard \Vander Plug.
Complete instructions and other in formation are
contained in our 6d. manual which will be forwarded
to you free on receipt oft id. stamp. Send to -day to-
The ETON GLASS BATTERY Co.,
46, St. Mary's Road, Leyton, E.10.

"POPULAR WIRELESS"
ADVERTISEMENT RATES

77.

Whole Page £40 Quarter Page. £10
Half Page £20 Eighth Page £5
Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch 30;' -
Minimum Space accepted - - - half inch 15/-.

-7= SECURE YOUR SPACE NOW IN OUR
ENLARGED EXHIBITION NUMBERS.

DATED OCTOBER 1 AND OCTOBER 8.
ALL communications respecting advertising must be made to :-

=== JOHN H.LILE Ltd.,4,tudgate Circus,london,E.C.4

igW lit LII WIZ LIti LI

A Guide to Good Reading
T.P.'s WEEKLY is an inspiring and instructive
journal of everything that matters in life and
letters of to -day --a kindly guide to richer and
fuller knowledge. It will tell you what to
read and when to read it. Leaders of modern
thought, famous writers and great publicists,
all contribute to its pages. It is a paper of the
highest educational value. Buy it regularly.

T.P.'s Weekly
f I

Every Saturday zd.

iii rill iii
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RADIOTORIAL.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued from page 304.)

see the effect. Instead of being a great im-
provement, as I expected, there was nothing
to choose between the super -power and "my
old power valve. True I did not increase the
H.T. in use, but surely there ought to be a big
difference, even without more high tension ? "

We arc afraid that you have been a little misled
by the term " super power." This does not mean
that such a valve will give super -powerful repro-
duction when compared with an ordinary power
valve, on the same set. But it means that the super-
power valve is capable of handling far more volume
than a power valve.

For instance, suppose that the B.B.C. decided to
put up a powerful broadcasting station quite close to
Abingdon (this, of course, is pure supposition; there
is not the faintest prospect of such a thing happening,
solar as we are aware), the effect would be to put such
a powerful input into your receiver that the loud
speaker would fairly " jump," and your last valve,. if
a power valve of ordinary type would be hopelessly
overloaded. It being unable to handle the output
from the set, signals would be frightfully distorted,
and you would have to de -tune the set until the
strength was no better than when you were receiving
from 2 L 0. But if instead you fitted a super -power
valve in the last stage, it would be able to handle
enormous power without distortion, and you would
get full benefit of the louder signals.

In the same way an ordinary power valve can
handle the output from a small set quite satisfac-
torily and the use of a super -power valve in such a
set will not improve reception. This is what is hap-
pening in your present case. But if you are building
a more ambitious set, the superior power it will
develop will require a super -power valve, and the
advantages of this type over the ordinary power
valve will become apparent.

(Incidentally, we should not have been surprised
to find that your super -power valve gave less volume
than the other in the way you have tried it, for its
amplification factor is likely to be much lower than
that of the other valve. But when used with a correct
value of H.T. and grid bias, as the last valve of a
powerful receiver, you will find it fully lives up to its
name of " super " valve.)

-CUTTING DOWN THE VOLTAGE.
S. C. (Hackney Downs, London, E.).-

" What value of resistance should be used to
reduce the 200 -volt mains down to 45 volts ? "

You do not give sufficient data to enable us to say
definitely, as it is necessary to know how much
current it is required to pass at 45 volts before the
value of the requisite resistance can be given. If,
however, the 45 a'olts are required to supply the H.T.
to a detector valve, the resistance required will usually
be of the order of 50,000 ohms.

RULES FOR RESISTANCES.
L. R. (Forest Gate, E.7.).-" Should not

the first example given on page 32, P.W.'
274, read 15,000 ohms, instead of 16,666 ? "

Yes, 15,000 ohms is correct.

CARE OF ACCUMULATORS.
S. G. (Fakenham, Norfolk).-" Not being

used to anything of the kind, can you give me
some hints upon looking after my new ac-
cumulator ? "

To begin with, a new accumulator should be given
a good start by making sure that its first charge is
given in accordance with the makers' instructions.
The acid used should be of the exact 'specific gravity
recommended in the instructions which accompany
every new accumulator.

After the first charge, a new battery should be
given plenty of work to do until its plates have
" formed."

Charging and discharging the battery should be
done only within the limits laid down by the makers.
No accumulator should stand for long periods in a
discharged or partly discharged condition, or sulphat-
ing is pretty sure to commence.

A watch should be kept to see that sediment does
not form at the bottom of the cell, as if this is allowed
there Is a possibility of serious damage. -

The specific gravity or " strength " of the acid
should be tested frequently with a hydrometer.

The plates of the accumulator shmild be covered
by the acid, and any losses by evaporation of the
electrolyte should be made good by the addition of
distilled water.

Finally, the exterior of the cell should be kept
clean and in good condition, the terminals being kept
thinly coated with vaseline to prevent them being
attacked by the acid.

STABILISING RESISTANCE.
" EXPERIMENTER" (Jersey).-" I am

building up a three -valve circuit from a
theoretical diagram in an American magazine,
and there is only one thing I do not under-
stand. Half -way along the tapped aerial coil
is connected a stabilising resistance,' the
other end of which goes to L.T. negative.
What is a stabilising resistance ? How many
ohms should it be, and what is its purpose in
the circuit ? "

The " stabilising resistance " is an ordinary nom
inductive. resistance, like that used, for instance,
for resistance-capatity coupling. Its resistance
should be high, but is not at all critical, and generally
is of the order of 100,000 ohms (1 meg.), or more.

The purpose of the stabilising resistance is to
damp out parasitic oscillations, These readily
occur in neutrodyned circuits at frequencies other
than those to which the set is tuned, but the insertion
of the resistance at the point named checks them,
while not interfering with the ordinary operation
of the set.

L.S. FILTER UNIT.
" CHOKE -COUPLED OUTPUT " (Southport,

Lanes).-" I wish to employ a large choke.
coil that I possess for the purpose of filter-
ing' the output from my three -valve set. The
choke is marked ' 20 henries.' Is this a suit-
able value, and what is the minimum number
of condensers that I can use with it to form a
complete filter unit ? "

The choke is quite suitable, and you need have
only one extra condenser, with a capacity of .1 mfd.

CONTENTS OF DRY BATTERY.
D. H. (Paisley).-" Opening up old dry -

cells from batteries generally discloses some
sawdust, or other similar material, at the top
of the cell. What is this for ?

Although a dry -cell or battery has no liquid
electrolyte like a wet battery, it has the equiva-
lent in the form of paste. Moreover, when the cell

(Continued on page 310.)

ou inusthaue a
preasion instrument

sharp tuning
Gr

Modern radio circuits call for critical tuning-critical
tuning demands precision condensers-precision con-
densers means Pye condensers for accuracy and reliability.
Pye precision condensers are scientific instruments made
one at a time with great care. You need them to get
the best from your set.

PRICES-000r, '0002, .0003 Mfd. 17/6 each.
.0005 mid. 18/6
%arm Mid. 22'6

W. G. PYE C c . ,
" Granta Works," Montague Rd.

CAMBRIDGE.

GB-- 2LP-- 50
6" OTHERS

With I
BRITISH GENERAL I

AERIAL TUNING UNIT
OW,

STANDARD 4 DE LUXE
MODEL MODEL

1816

Any wave -length from 250-2,000 metres by means of a
simple zo Stud Tapping Switch. No plug-in coils
required ; reaction smooth over entire wave -band.
Simple two -hole fixing. Can be obtained from all

reputable dealers or direct from
BRITISH GENERAL MANUFACTURING
CO., LTD., Brockley Works, LONDON, S.E.4.
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MARCONIPHONE
H.T. SUPPLY UNITS
Save the money you spend on

H. T. Batteries
Why not use power direct from your house electric supply
and have the benefit of this wonderful radio convenience ?
The initial outlay is small and upkeep costs next to nothing.
Simply plug the unit into an ordinary lampholder and
youobtain continuous and steady H.T. Supply requiring
no attention or refilling, no adjustments or H.T. renewals.

MARCONIPHONE MODEL D.C.3
HIGH TENSION SUPPLY UNIT

FOR DIRECT CURRENT
For One or Two Valve Receivers.

Designed to provide H.T. from direct current mains for receivers
employing not more than z valves. Its simple and sturdy con-
struction ensure unfailing reliability. All components and wiring
are enclosed in a sealed metal case, the whole unit being extremely
compact so that it will fit into any existing battery compartment
or pedestal. Ample smoothing is provided- and an unusual refine-
ment is the possibility of reversing the smoothing circuit to cope
with exceptional cases which may arise in areas where a " 3 -wire '

system is in use. The current consumption is only I/2oth of that
of an average electric light bulb.
Two models are available, 94e for. supply voltages between Too and
125 and the other for between 200 and 25o volts.

MARCONIPHONE MOD EL MARCONIPHONE MODEL
D.C.2. H.T. SUPPLY UNIT - -.A.C.3-H.T. SUPPLY UNIT for
for DIRECT CURRENT. ALTERNATING CURRENT.
With output more than sufficient - ° For receivers employing not
for any standard receiver. Two More than 2 valves and suitable
models suitable for use on 166 for 100-125 or 200-250 volts.
to 250 volt mains. Price Complete with valve and

Price 73/"each 82/6 royalty.

Descriptive literature free on request

THE MARCONIPHONE CO., LTD.
(and reduced),

Head Office 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.
Regd. Office : Marconi House, Strand, W.C.2.
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EVERYTHING
ghe

gout, uauantee
ELECTRICAL

lasqleif9Solt
Vraut
Valve

means

StsvetYOWet

S°1 " et
DEP,240
Super Power clhnplifyinq rake

Try this new valve in the last L.F.
stage of your set to -day. You will
be astounded at the immediate
improvement in tonal quality.
The remarkable characteristics of
the new OSRAM D.E.P.240 stamp
it as a Super -Power Valve far above
the ordinary-and it requires a
2 -volt (one -cell) aceumulator only!
Particularly designed for use with
cone speakers.

ausl ) PRICE 2O'

sralit
olives

ulith the 'Bea gilament

You** Dealer can Supply/
MADE IN ENGLAND

Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Icingsway, London, 1r
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61).e OM&foryour
-Q-eA WIRELESS SET

OUR STANDARD
CABINETS

are RUSTPROOF and house
the whole apparatus, leav-
ing no parts to be inter-
fered with. All you do is
UNLOCK & TUNE IN.
Made on mass production
lines, hence the low price. )

Provision is made to take
panel, from 16 by 7 UP to
30 by 18 in.
Carriage paid and packed
tree England and Wales.
Thousands supplied with Prom i4 15 0.

full satisfaction. Write to -day for
sug-MAKERIMPORT&scrip-Co.gcstions for adapting your

tive pamphlet and

Dept. 5, Melvill Chambers, receiver or panel 4n our
50a, Lord St., LIVERPOOL, StandardImmediate Delivery.

HEADPHONES REPAIRED
Rewound and re -magnetised 4/- per pair. Loud
Speakers repaired 4'. Transformers rewound 5/ -
each. All work guaranteed and tested before delivery.
Write for Trade Prices. 'Phone: Clerk. 1795.
MASON & CO., 44, East Rd., City Rd.. N.1.

r-YALYEB, ELFLTTE Et SEIB--
Dario Radio Micro, 3.5.v. Triotron Power, 2-v. 1

.05 amp. ... 716
Dario Radio Micro Super Silver gtar, 2-v. 2. amp..

Power, 3.5-v. 1 amp., 5/-
10/9 Silver Star, 4-v. 06 amp.,

Dario Radio Bivolt, 2-v. 6/.
Frelat Typo IC, 2-v. 2

Dario Ita'inoBivolt Power. amp.... 4111
2-v. I onip. ... 10/9 60-v. H.T. Batteries, 3-v.

Triotron, 2-v. 05 amp. tapping, guaranteed 3
5/9

ALL GOODS SENT POST kitEE.
TRADE INQUIRIES SPECIALLY INVITED.

W SEGAL, 53, Russell Street, London, E.1.
AMPLIFIERS: 1 -VALVE, 19/-; 2 -VALVE. 30'

2 -Valve All -Station Set, £4. Approval willingly.
Wet II.T. Batteries -Jars. Sines and Sacs complete,
3/8 per dos. (18 volts). Post 9d. extra. Sample Cid.

3 doz. upwards, in divided cartons.
Bargain 73,1 Free.P. Taylor,57,Studley Rd.,Stockwell,London.

-EASY PAYMENTS
LOUD - SPEAKERS, HEADPHONES,
H.T .ACCUMULATORS. AnythingWireless
Send a list of the parts you are requiring, and we
will send you a quotation on monthly payments.
H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
Phone 'Museum 1414. Ot. Portland St., W.1.

PATENTS, TRADE MARKS.Inventions Advice Handbook & Consulta-
tions FREE. -B. T. KING, C.I.M.E., Regd.,Patent Agent (G.B., U.S. & Canada), 146a,
Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4.

40 years' references. Phone Cent. 0682.

DIGBY'S CABINETS
WRITE FOR NEW

16 PAGE CATALOGUE
F. DIGBY, 9, BANBURY ROAD,
SOUTH HACKNEY, LONDON, E.9.

PHONE: CLISSOLD 5458.

EVERYTHING RADIO ON

IfRids
WOOLLDRI DGE

RADIO CO, LIMITED.
1.0 LISLE STREET.

LEICESTER SG. LONDON.W.0

Two he. a cells fitted
with new detachable

terminal

Obtain wonderfully
improved reception at
less cost. All parts are
BRITISH MADE and

the BATTERY itself is
home assembling -silent
in action -permanent, no
charging required. All
parts are replaceable and
the Battery can be
assembled from 90 volts

06.*

THE " TOURIST "
TWO ON THE
LONG WAVES.
By GEORGE T. KELSEY.

1

S the publication of the " Tourist "
Two 'in " P.W." (No. 278),. the_ set
has been thoroughly tested out on

the long -waves with satisfactory results,
and for the benefit of readers who have
constructed this receiver it is proposed
in the following notes to give constructional
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details of the special long -wave coil, together
with some of the results obtained.

The coil for the Daventry range should
be wound on a former having exactly
similar dimensions to the broadcast wave-
band coil, and it only differs from this latter

eruiret,
an-ce A itct

A STANDARD WET
H.T. BATTERYupwards

sfo'nr (./nurlIotokl84, Everything is Explained, from Assembling to Spare Parts.
POPULAR MODEL. 90 volts, 60 cells, No I Sac for soldering 2 1 '9

WITH DETACHABLE TERMINAL 25 1
Trays for above. '7,-

+IL.-ec Free advice given as to best battery for your set on hearing number and type of cal yea.

WETII.T. BATTERY CO. 12,11113G HS HOLBORN, S TcR 1ET.

., 1,.... ,,,
1,111.1 itg.N.16,

ma 11

coil in the matters of turn numbers and
gauge of wire. The wire required for the
coil is No. 36 enamelled, and 4 lb. will

be ample.
From Fig. 1 the

exact turn numbers
and tapping points
can be determined,
but care should be
taken to see that the
reaction coil is wound
in the same direction
as the grid coil.

Having completed
the long -wave coil, the
lower wave -band coil
should be removed,
and in its place the
new coil should be
fitted. It will also be
necessary to change
the plug-in coils, and
for L1 a No. 150
should be about
right, while a No. 250
centre -tapped coil will
probably suit for

The operating in-
structions given in
the constructional
article hold good for
the long waves, and
it is, therefore, un-
necessary to repeat
them.

With regard to
results, the set was
tested at about 100
miles from 5 X X, and
gave good results from
this station.

Radio - Paris and
Koenigswusterhausen

were also received at sufficient strength to
be comfortable in the telephones.

A TWO -SHILLING GIFT
With every copy of next
week's P.W." we are giving

away

FOUR NEW
BLUE PRINTS
describing modern and dependable
receivers which are now being added
to the famous range of " P.W." Blue

Print Receivers.

An opportunity you cannot afford to
miss. ORDER YOUR COPY NOW
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FOR the modest sum of three pounds
you can become the possessor of a

full-sized, full -toned B.T.H. Loud Speaker
-a speaker that has no rival in quality
of reproduction or appearance, at any-
where near the same price. Quality and
price considered this loud speaker is an
amazing bargain. Ask your dealer to
let you compare it with any other make.

Height 24" Flare 14"

LOUD

I

TYPE C2
The above pfice is applicable in G,eat Britain

The British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.

and N. Ireland only

29B

JInvaluable to
EVERY Amateur
and Constructor.

The " POPULAR WIRELESS "

BLUE PRINTS
of TESTED CIRCUITS

The following is a complete list of the " P.W." 6d.
Blue Prints for Constructors, showing the different
circuits available.
P.W. BLUE PRINT
Number

1. DETECTOR VALVE WITH REACTION.
2. UNIDYNE DETECTOR VALVE WITH REACTION.
3. 1 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER.
4. CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH L.F. AMPLIFIER.
5. H.F. (Tuned Anode) AND CRYSTAL, WITH REACTION.
6. H.F. AND CRYSTAL i(Transformer Coupled, without

Reaction).
7. 1 -VALVE REFLEX WITH CRYSTAL DETECTOR

(Tuned Anode).
8. 1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR

(Employing H.F. Transformer, without Reaction).
9. H.F. AND DETECTOR (Tuned Anode Coupling. with

Reaction on Anode).
10. H.F. AND DETECTOR (Transformer Coupled, with

Reaction).
11. DETECTOR AND L.F. (With Switch to Cut Out L,F.

Valve).
12. DETECTOR AND L.F. UNIDYNE (With Switch to

Cut Out L.F. Valve).
13. 2 -VALVE REFLEX (Employing Valve Detector).
14. 2 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER (Transformer Coupled,

with Switch to Cut Out Last Valve).
15. 2 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER (Transformer -Resistance

Coupled, with Switch for Cutting Out Last Valve).
16. (Tuned Anode), CRYSTAL DETECTOR AND L.F.

(With Switch for Last Valve).
17. CRYSTAL DETECTOR WITH TWO L.F. AMPLIFIERS

(With Switching).
18. 1 -VALVE REFLEX AND CRYSTAL DETECTOR, with

1 -VALVE L.F. AMPLIFIER, Controlled by Switch.
19. H.F. DETECTOR AND L.F. (With Switch to Cut Out

the Last Valve).
20. DETECTOR AND 2 L.F. AMPLIFIERS (With Switches

for 1, 2, or 3 Valves).
21. THE 2 -VALVE LODGE " N."
22. " THE GUARANTEED REFLEX."
23. THE 1 -VALVE " CHITOS."
24. THE " SPANSPACE THREE." Three -Valve Receiver

employing 1 Neutralised H.F. Valve, Detector with
Non -Radiating Reaction Control, and 1 L.F. Valve.

25. 2 -VALVE REINARTZ (Det. and L.F.).
26. A " STRAIGHT " 4-VALVER (H.F., Det., and 2 L.F.

with Switching).
27. A " MODERN WIRELESS " 4-VALVER (2 H.F., Det.,

and L.F.).
28 A MODERN WIRELESS " 5-VALVER (H.F., Det.,

and 3 L.F.).

ALL " POPULAR WIRELESS "
BLUE PRINTS 6d. EACH
All orders for these Blue Prints should be sent direct to the
" Popular IVireless" Queries Department, Fleetwag House,
Farrington Street. London. E.C.4. enclosing a stamped
addressed envelope and a postal order for 6d. for each Blue

Print ordered.
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5 G B or
Copenhagen

COMPONENT"'
mean BETTER Reception !

A Leave nothing to chance with that set
of yours. Incorporate "_Utility" Com-
ponents-they cost no more, they're
incomparable for design and finish and
they are guaranteed against defect!

Your local Dealer can Supply

" Utility"
ON and OFF

SWITCH
An efficient main
switch for cutting
off L.T. supply.
Push-pull design,
r2 -point contact,
to reduce resistance
to the minimum.
One - hole fixing ;
nickel -plated finish.
The finest switch
of the type on the

market.
Price 2/ -

MICRO DIAL'
An improvement.oenh

Id model (w
°NNU'er

old list) in that
l

-surveyed byan alinniniun'

read.line
and ctl nr sgo, ri nr-

ecaosripeor aed Can be
Con -fitted to ALL Con-

densers.
price

5' utility "

CONDENSERItivEiniuowuri:ieDaYbbaolVsveE,

riad
.13.1,( ai gni db-- no

..,g centre spindl
dentali ri s,..1c m of drueset-ei-:

'neut. Price St.,

" Utility "
LOGARITHMIC
CONDENSER

Light - thimble
solid dielectric
(walls only t"
thick). Vernier
pattern fitted
with our Micro
Dial. One -hole
fixing. S i x
capacities a t
prices from

7/6 up!
Write to the makers for Lists!

WILKINS & WRIGHT LTD.,
"Utility" Works, Kenyon St.,

RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

(Continued front page 330.)

is in operation there is a tendency for this paste to
" gas ' like the liquid in an accumulator does, and
the purpose of the sawdust is to provide a gassing -
space in the cell, so that it can work normally and at,
the same time remain completely self-contained and
dry.

THE NEW SCREENED -GRID. VALVE.
L. W. C. (Bourne End).-" What are the

chief characteristics of the new shielded -grist'
or screened valves ? "

At the time of writing the only type on the market
has a magnification factor of 110, whilst the filament
supply required is 6 volts and Z5 amps.

The makers giVe the " impedance ' as 175,000
ohms, the anode current being of the order of three
milliamps, and that of the screen -5 milliamps.

TRACING TROUBLE,
S. G. E. (Newport, Mon.).---" How can one

be sure that a crackling noise heard in the
'phones is caused by something wrong in the
set, and not by atmospherics ? '

L0111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M111111111111111111111111111a,

THE TECHNICAL
E.= QUERY DEPARTMENT E.

 A postcard will do: On receipt of this an
Application Form will be sent to you,

 free and post free, immediately. This
Tr; application will place you under no E
= obligation whatever, but havirc,'s the
 form you will know exactly what in-

formation we require to have before us
 in order to solve your problems.

=
= == Is Your Set "Going Good " ? =-=
= =
i.E... Perhaps some mysterious noise has a -
:L-2. appeared and is spoiling your radio
I.!. reception ?-Or one of the batteries -E

 seems to run down much faster than ==
E. formerly 1-Or you want a Blue Print ? F:

Whatever your radio problem may be,
 remember that the Technical Query F.
 Department is thoroughly equipped to -E
 assist our readers, and offers an un-
 rivalled service. ==
rg: Full details, including a revised scale of F._

 charges, can be obtained direct from
E. the Technical Query Dept., "Popular E. --

F-2 Wireless," Fleetway House, Farringdon E
= Street, London, E.C.4. E.

=
E -_--

This can very easily be determined by disconnect-
ing the aerial lead from the set. If the noise has been
caused by atmospherics it will now be inaudible,
because no disturbance in the aerial caused by atmo-
spherics can reach the set and affect the 'phones.
But if the source of the crackling noise is in the set,
or in a faulty battery connected to it, the removal
of the aerial lead will not cause the noise to cease,
because the 'phones will still be connected to the
source of the disturbance.

AN EARTHING PROBLEM.
C. A. (Stowinarket).-" I am a little un-

decided about my earth -lead. In order to
keep it as short as possible I -decided to bury
it right under the window from which the
earth -lead leaves the house. But a friend
tells me the proposed situation, being sheltered
(by an overhanging roofing) from rain, will
be too dry. Will the extra five or six feet
necessary to take it clear of the roof be an
advantage or otherwise in the circum-
stances ? "

We should certainly not bury the earth in dry
soil, as this is sure to prove unsatisfactory. Use a
good stout insulated earth -wire, and lead it direct
to the nearest damp soil. An extra few feet of
length will not be half so detrimental as a poor
contact due to dry soil.

ELTAX
" GOLD SEAL"
H.T. BATTERY
GIVES an average discharge of 15
milliamps. The E/tax " Gold Seal"
Battery gives highest efficiency
with lowest Internal Resistance and
is the ideal power source for sets
employing three to four valves.
Every Eltax " Gold Seal" Battery
is tested before leaving the factory
and their

EFFICIENCY
IS

GUARANTEED
Obtainable at all dealers, or post free 9/- from

THE LANGHAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES CO.,
Battery Specialists,52, Dorset Street, London W.I.

Telephone Mayfair 0262.
Telegrams Outillage, Baker, London.

BATTERY CHARGING- EQUIPMENT,
ELECTRIC LIGHTING PLANTS.

Actual Maker : Lists Free,
J. MOORE, 32, Church St., Oldbury, Birmingham.

-ZAMP
COMPONENTS

OUR !

STAND I
WAS I

246
Entirely new range of components-Aerial Tuners,
Tapped H.F. Chokes, Variable Eliminator Resistances,
Home Constructors, 3 -foot Cone, Multi -Switches. Elimin-
ator Transformers, etc. Catalogue post free on request.

Mic Wireless Co., Market Street, Wellingborough.

47 STATIONS on SPEAKER
received by delighted builder of MONOTUNE 3.
You can make this receiver in an evening and duplicate
these wonderful results by following the full detailed
instructions given in CONSTRUCTONE No. 1. PRICE
15 photos, drawings and diagrams leave
nothing unexplained. Designed by C. P.
ALLINSON, A.M.I.R.E.--your Guarantee. 216SEND FOR YOUR COPY TO -DAY. Pest tree

Published by
THE CONSTRUCTONE PUBLISHING CO.,

37, Drury Lane, LONDON, W.C.2.

D

D-XELLENT I

X .1. COILS
From X D X COILS, LTD., London, E.S.

THE PERFECT WET H.T.
Assured with our new Insulating Liner, Jars, 1/3
doz, plain ; 1/6 doz. waxed ; Special Zincs, 1/- doz. ;
Sigh -Capacity Sacs, 1/6 doz.; Perforated Liners, 4d.
doz. Post Free on three dozen Units and over, in-
cluding special divided carton suitable as a container.
Send 6d. torsam ple complete unit,particulars and instruc-
tions We stock Seamless Moulded Cone Parts.

Telephones and Loud Speakers re -wound,
SPENCERS STORES LTD..

4-5, MASON'S AVENUE, COLEMAN ST., LONDON, E.C.2.
'Phone: London Wall 2292. (Nr. Bank.)
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RAINBOW TERMINALS
A New Addition
to the Family

Show you what's what
The brilliantly coloured tops enable you
to recognise connections on sight. Ter-
minals are nickel plated and take pin
connectors, spade terminals or boils. A
coloured ring is supplied with each terminal
for affixing to the pin or other connector,

Fit your sot with Rainbow Terminals-
they will mid identification worries and
enhance: its appearance-in nine distinc-

tive brilliant colours.

5d. each complete
with identity ring. Patent applied for.

3111
tPtims

CLIX. COUNTER SHOW CASE
contains everything you need to en-
sure simple, efficient connection.
Fit your set with CLIX fitments-
they have banished contact troubles

for thousands.

CLIX Parallel Plugs
CLIX Pin Terminals
CLIX Spade Terminals
CLIX Wander Plugs

nickel plated with red or black
insulators.

Price 2d. Each.
CLIX Parallel Sockets, td. each.

THE CLIX MULTIPLUG
a combination terminal de-
signed to fit any ordinary valve
holder as a two, three or four
way plug.
The mounting and wiring is
extremely simple-the plugs be-
ing the patented CLIX Parallel
type, longitudinally slotted and
permanently resilient. The
plugs are also free and inter-

changeable.

2/6 EACH.
Patented.

 LECTROLINX LIMITED
Electrical and Radio Engineers

254, VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD,
WESTMINSTER LONDON.
Telephone Victoria 5120 --Telegrams: TI olinx Chur on, London

I

111

CENTADYNE
Screened Coils
Efesca Centadyne Screened Coils are constructed
in accordance with the standard specification
laid down by the technical Press and will
compare favourably with any on the market.

Split Primary
R.F. TRANSFORMER
with optional reaction.

250 to 55o metres :
8/6 each.

000 to 2000 metres :
8/6 each.
Aerial Coil

250 to 55o metres :
5/- each.

moo to 2000 metres:
5/- each.

EFESCA VARIABLE H.F.
CHOKE.

The Efesca Variable H.F.
Choke is subdivided into
sections and tapped by a
switch enabling equal
efficiency to be obtained
over all frequencies.
Wound in staggered slots to
minimise self -capacity, with
tapping brought to a dead -
ending switch.

1216 each.

Split Secondary
B.F. TRANSFORMER.

250 to 55o metres:
8/6 each.

too° to 2000 metres:
10/6 each.

Reinartz Coil
25o to 55o metres:

8/6 each.
i000 to 2000 metres:

12/6 each.

EFESCA H.P.
CHOKE,

Wound on polished Ebon-
ite Former with heavy
gauge wire to possess low
resistance, minimum self -
capacity and appropriate
inductance suitable f o r
wave -lengths up to 2600
metres.

7/6 each.

FALK, STADELMANN & CO., LTD.,
Efesca Electrical Works,

83/93, FarrIngdon Road, London, E.C.1.
And at Glasgow, Manchester, Birmingham, Dublin, Newcastle, Cardiff
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COMPONENTS
OF REPUTE
A N D QUALITY

LAMPLUGH PANEL
PLATE TUNER UNIT

3 a.J4'1

rcol, Pat.] [Regd. Design.

More than half a set.
No Ebonite Panel required.
Can be fitted to any form of Cabinet.
Complete wiring diagrams for build.
ing 2 or 3 valve Loud Speaker sets.
No coils to change.
Daventry, 5 G B and all local stations
at good loudspeaker strength.
Black and Gold or Black and Silver
finish.

Capacity
range

Min. 2'7
M.M.F.

Max. 36
M.M.F.

NEUTROCON
The perfect
Neutralising
Condenser.

Finest Ruby Mica
is used as the
Dielectric in " a
manner that it is
impossible to
short-circuit.
Once the Conden-
ser is set it will
remain set.

316
Each

Very compact- and 'can be used for
panel or baseboard mounting.

AUDIO FREQUENCY
TRANSFORMER

Our Transformers are renowned for
their excellent faithfulness of repro-
duction, giving high amplification
with dilat Curve.
"Brings to you every note of the
symphony ; deep, rich and clear."

Price 1 7/6 each.
Send for latest catalogue.

IffRAD110
S. A. LAMPLUGH, LTD.,

King's Road, Tyselev,
BIRMINGHAM.

Distributors far London and
Southern Counties - Empire
Electric Co.. 303. Euston Road,

Loutiou. .

5S C.
(Continued from page 296.)

right inside the very transmitting station."
" Well," said I, " he couldn't get. much

closer than that to his local station. Did
you allow him to try the experiment ? "

But it appeared that the kindly engineers
had managed to dissuade the confident
listener, and so it -is probable that he still
retains his optimism unimpaired.

The spiral staircase up which we had
climbed continued through the transmitter
Mom, and, after inquiring whether I
could negotiate narrow ladders, my guide
suggested we examine the aerial from a
vantage point so made accessible. I must
confess that I was quite dizzy after the
ensuing few minutes of mountaineering.
Mounting narrow ladders through pitch-
dark lofts and ceiling spaces of unknown
ditnensions is rather nerve-racking, and - I
was not sorry when eventually I climbed
through a small trap-door and emerged
into the light of day on a platform on the
top Of one of the highest towers of the high
building.

The Engineer "Fan."
From here I obtained a bird's-eye view

of the whole of Glasgow. I could traps
miles of the shimmering Clyde snaking its
way through a mass of diminutive and
tightly -packed buildings, and eventually
brbadening out into what I knew.to' be
the great docks. And as I looked at the
radio aerial suspended from the chimney s
but, comparatively, a few feet away from
me, I wondered into how many of the
thousands of homes spreadin5, away from
beneath me that music radiating from it
17( 3 penetrating.

." See those hills ? " remarked my com-
panion, pointing to a misty range in the
far distance.' " I live over there."

" And do you listen to 5 S C when you
are at home and off duty ? " I queried.

But it appeared that he was something
of a " fan," and wandered further afield
in the ether than his own station. And,
for some reason, the fact that this B.B.C.
engineer should spend his spare time
building receivers and exploring the ether
struck me as being curious, although I
suppose that it was quite a natural sort
of thing for him to do.

On s My; return from Glasgow I tried
to gather together my new ideas concerning
the Glasgow broadcasting station, and I
foimd it a difficult task. On the one hand
were those stories I had heard about the
alleged unsatisfactory service of the station,
and on the other there were the indisputable
facts that everybody at 5 S C seemed to
be happy and thoroughly pleased with
theinselves and their work. Surely, I argued,
such a station, such people, are managing
to - do anything but antagonise their
listeners ? Surely they must even manage
to carry on their broadcasting as satis-
factorily as any other bunch of broad-
casters ? But only 5 S C listeners can
supply the necessary answers ; as I have
previously stated, there is a vast difference
between the " back " and the " front "
of a microphone

NEXT WEEK:
Four 6d. Blueprints Free.

Order rear Copy Nom.

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

TRADE MARK " RED DIAMOND"
RED DIAMOND

REGR

THE RECOGNISED DETECTOR
FOR ALL CIRCUITS USING
CRYSTAL RECTIFICATION,

RD4O 2/ -
Shield for same, ed.

By Insured Post 2/3 or 2/9 with shield.
Can be mounted on brackets or through
panel. Once set always ready. Not affected
by vibration. Each one is tested on broad-
cast before despatch, and is perfect. Of ail
high-class Radio Dealers or Sole Makers :-
JEWEL PEN CO., LTD.,

(Ratio Dept. 46), 21-22, Gt. Sutton St., LONDON E.C.L

HEADPHONES or LOUDSPEAKERS
REPAIRED 4/- FREE

All work guaranteed.
F. HOEY, 29, Sicilian Avenue, LONDON,

ere zs
oflderfulOpportupi072

boat chat a -ill throw a new If
and start hug light on the possibilities

within your. grasp-will show you
how, you, can prepare for the

'

A.112.1.1aech.E. A.M.I.
Struct.E.,

.and any other engineering qualifi-
cation quickly, and in the PriVacy
of youriown home. 60 engineer-
ing Diploma tA.M.Tech..1.) courses
are described - 64 pages- of
vitally, interesting matter to
the ambitious engineer.

Thibhook is FREE.
Write for your copy at once.

stating branch of Eng. or Exam.
which interests you.

The TichielOgreal' Institute of Great
Britain, 209, Thanet House Strand. London, W.C.2.

SECOND TIME ON EARTH!
SOME SAY REPAIRED

WE SAY REINCARNATION
Send us your old Valves, so that we can put the
original Life into them. QUALITY on top.

PRICES DOWN BY 25 PER CENT.
Full Price List on application.

B.E.,' 3/- D.E:.25; 5/9 D.E. '06, 6/ -
Special Teims to Wireless Agents.

SPECIALITY: Rectifiers, New and Repaired.
N. London Valve Co., Ltd., 221, Cazenove Rd.. N.16.

BUILD LOUDSPEAKER
'with the new GOODMAN
UNIT and SEAMLESS

Cu

(ManufacturednOdNerE
Limited Licence)'

You can build a perfect 12'
Cone Speaker to give lite-

THE NEW Stand extra. Diaphragm ot

like reproduction and wom
derful purity  of tone for

15" R1/15/6.

Do not con

UNIT.
s'Etr1o1n9g16s.eamless fabric. All
parts supplied for assem-
bling with Brown's or

fuse Lissenola's.
w i t h prams. Illustrated lists and particulars free.
phone unitswith reed Extracts from Unsolicited Testimonials:

attachment. Ashburton: " It is equal to, it not
T h e original better than, speakers costing more

Goodman double than double."
a2c7ti/neg croeemdpulentiot., Stamfordham: " A better cone does

not exist, I am sure."
GOODMAN'S 27, Fa rringdon Street, London, E.C.4,

CataloguesFREE

All lines
obtainable from best
dealers

.13 ULG I N & CO
9.10.11CURSITOR Sr CHANCERY LANE,E C

TRADE D caw MARK - )))
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EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

011001FORMER

Performance
GECoPHONE L. F. TRANS-
FORMERS give results as near
perfect as it is possible to obtain.
With a good loud -speaker such as
the GECoPHONE CONE, the
purity and natural tone is amazing,
and sets using them have been given
unstinted praise by such famous
artistes and -musicians as Dame Clara
Butt, Miss Edith Day,A lbert Sammons,
De Groot and many others.

Reduced Prices
Ratio 2.1 ... 17'6 Ratio 4-1 .. 204/ -

MADE IN ENGLAND

[GECoPHONE
F  T'RANS FORMERS

for volume and purity.
Sold by all Wireless Dealers and Stores.

et did. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W .C.2

SPECIFIED
IN

"RADIO for
THE

MILLION."

The experts who compile the famous P.M. publication " Radio for the
Million," specify J.I3., S.L.F. Condensers for their Star Receiver, the Nelson
P.M. This most be of the greatest interest to all Radio enthusiasts, who
realise that the designers of these sets specify nothing but the best.

Be guided by the expert, and ask your dealer for the Condensers which bear
the Trade Mark J.B.

THE PERFECT FIVE.
1. J. B., S.L.F. Slow Marion (J. B. True Tuning S.L.F.) Double Re-
duction Friction Drive. Ratio 00-1. Prices, complete with 4" Bakelite Dial for
coarse tuning and 2" Bakelite knob for Slow Motion Device. '0005 mfd. 16/6;
'00035 mfd. 15;6 ; 00025 mfd. 15/.; '00015 mfd. 15/.,

2. J. B., S.L.F. Prices, complete with 4" Bakelite Dial. '0005 mid. 11/6;
'00035 mfd. 10/6 ; '00025 mid. 10/. ; '00015 mid. 10/..
3. J. B. Log. Plain. Prices, complete with 4" Bakelite Dial. '0005 mfd. 11/6 ;
'0003 mfd 10/6 ; '00025 mfd. 10/. ; '00015 mid 10/-.
4. J. B. Log. Slow Motion. Double Redactson Friction Drive. Ratio 60-I.

for main control, '0005 mfd. 16/6 ; '0003 mfd. 15/6 ; '00025 mid. 15/. ;

.Pwrice1s5, c

mfd.

with Bakelite knob for vernier control and 4" Bakelite Dial

5. J. B. Neutralising Condenser. Price 3/6.

Uerephoae.,
GERRARD 7414

BROwN
2 -FROG
CRYSTAL RECEIVER

NOW YOU CAN
EN JOY

TWO TUNING
RANGES
ON ONE

CRYSTAL SET

E sure to SEE and HEAR
L3BROWNIE No. .3 Model

at your local retailers! It

embraces all wave lengths,
200/600 and 300/1,800
metres. With a simple lever
you can switch from your
local station to the high.
power station-Perfect reception-Splendid value.
Write for FAMOUS BROWNIE BOOKLET-FREE.

"WIRELESS WITHOUT WORRY"
BROWNIE WIRELESS COMPANY (G.B.) LIMITED,

NELSON STREET WORKS. MORNINGTON CRESCENT N.W.I.
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Plantations
and Panels.
2. The Sap from the tree is

now taken by the oxen -
carts to the tanks.

WAY back in a Malay
rubber plantation our
tree is giving forth its

latex. This latex, or sap, is now
collected in pails by the native
and transferred to an oxen -drawn
cart. This takes it to the factory
where is begun the long Process of
transformation from a milky fluid
into a Resiston Panel.
Only the pick of the rubber is used
to make Resiston Panels. The
slightest flaw which has crept in
during the many stages of manu-
facture bars a piece of rubber from
ever becoming a Resiston Panel.
Utter Purity is the Resiston
Standard.
That is one of the reasons why the
Resiston Panel is famed for its
sheer beauty. Why Resist= has
such amazing strength. Why
Resiston's insulation is 100%
efficient. Why Resiston's dielectric
constant is so low. Why Resiston's
colour is permanent. Why, in
short, Resiston will give you that
satisfaction which comes from
knowing that the panel in your set
is efficient. Ask your Dealer for
Resieon.

nn Resiston Panels come in 13
stock sizes in black and Ma-

hogany -grained. From 6 in. x 9 in.
# in black, 3/5, to 8 in. x 30 in.

Mahogany -grained 19/-.

,..ANELs
"24 hours Cut Panel Service"
A vt. American Hard Rubber Co. , Ltd.; 13a, Fore St. E.C.

1,G) 9645

* OOf

BROADCAST.
DEMPSEY - TUNNEY

* . .0-0-0 A- *

THE

TT seemed nothing short of marvellous that
1 the evening of, the great Dempsey-

Tunney fight should coincide lirith the
best evening 1 have ever known for short-
wave. transatlantic telephony.

From 11.30 p.m., when 2 X A F was
first tuned in, until 4.45 a.m., when the
great fight finished, not once were signals
lost, and every item of the fight, even to
the clicking of typewriters by business -like
reporters at the ringside, was heard with
surprising clarity.

, . .

" Here Comes daelt "
When -music was first received from

2 X A F at 11.30 p.m., signals were so
distinct that a strong suspicion prevailed
as to the genuineness of, the transmission,
and I fully expected to hear an announce-
ment to the effect that I was listening to a
local amateur. However, those _thrilling
words " Station W G Y " dispelled all
doubts, and I there and then settled down
to listen to what proved to be one of the
most exciting broadcasts I have ever heard.

The long hours of waiting prior to the
announcement " Here comes Jack," were
by no means uninteresting, and even the
news at 12.30 a.m. that there was to be a
further talk hi the serieson the History of
America did not effect a removal of the

-headphones.

An " M.W." Set.
The set used for this reception was the

" America Two," exactly as described in
" Modern Wireless " for December, 1926,
but with the addition of one resistance -
coupled L.P. stage.

Signals were picked up on the ordinary
broadcast aerial and earthing system,
consisting of a wire about 45 feet long and
25 feet high and a lead to a water -pipe,
unfortunately longer than is desirable.

For fear of " missing " anything, I did
not change over from telephones to loud-
speaker, although there was little doubt
that signals were sufficiently strong for this
purpose, particularly at about 1 a.m.

Throughout the whole period that 2 X A F
was received (nearly 51 hours), there was
an almost unnatural absence of atmo-
spherics ; and fading, although noticeable,
was never really troublesome.

B.B.C.'s Lost Opportunity.
It is rather interesting to place on record

that the average strength of signals seemed
to increase up to about 1.30 or 2 a.m., after
which there was a noticeable decrease, until
at 5 a.m. they were weaker than at any
other time during the broadcast.

In conclusion, it seemed to me to be a
great pity that the B.B.C. did not attempt
a re -broadcast for the benefit of thousands
who do not possess short-wavo receivers.
Judging by my own results there is little
doubt that such an effort by the B.B.C.
would have been classified as one of their
most successful American re -broadcasts.

u.K.

DIX-ONEMETERS
are the best Bargain ever
offered to Radio users.
£10 worth of precision,
Multi -range, Mirror scale,
Jewelled knife-edge 551_
Instrument for ..
Have you a copy of the
"CATALOGUE THAT
SAVES YOU POUNDS? "

Dynamos, 50/-. Alternators, 70/-. Cabinet Violins
Loud Speakers, 25/-. Weston Relays, 25/-. Gyro-
scopes, 15/-. Micro -Ammeters to k micro -amp..
60,'-. Fire -side Auto-Fila. Switches, 10/- & 15/-.
X -Ray Tubes and Coils. cheap. Frame Aerials,
10/-. H.T. Eliminators, 30/-. 3k" Pavolin
Tubes, frid. G .P.O. Galvos, 7/6. Marconi Valve -
Crystal Sets, 27/6; 2 -Valve, 45/-. Sterling
3 -Valve, £5 10s. Od. 5 -Valve R.A.F., £5. 6 -Valve
Marconi, £14.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS for Everything
Send your enquiries and 4d. for Illustrated Catalogue.

or call at
218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4.

- TRANSFORMERS REPAIRED
All L.F. Transformers 4/-, Headphones 4/-, Loud-
speakers 4/ -,post free. Maximum efficiency attained.
Every repair is accompanied with a three months'
guarantee. Don't discard if burnt out. Trade invited.
REPAIRS, 115, LINKS RD., TOOTING, LONDON. 13.W.17.

00.0

7x 5, 11-
7x 6, 1/3
8x 6, 1/4

I() x 8, 2/1
10x 9, 2/4
12 x 10, 3/-
14x 12, 4/-
14 x 7, 2/7
16x 8, 3/2

1V.Ez.s

6x 6, 1/-
8x 5,,1/2
9x 6, 1/7
II x 8, 2/3
I2x 8. 2/6
12x 9,2/10
I4x 10, 3/5
I6x 9. 3/6
;pia. thick.
Post Free.

Money back guarantee that each and all Panels are
free]from surface leakage. Megger test Infinity,
CROXSONIA CO., 10, South St., Moorgate,E.C.2.

'Phone: Clerkenwell 7853
Agents: John Henry Smith, 139, Anlaby Rd..Hull.

L. H. Helyar, 82, Chamberlin Rd., orwich.
A. Stredwick & Co., 27, The Market, Chatham
Boynton &Co.,Ltd., 34,Bradf ord St ,Birmingham

DOES 5 G B INTERFERE ?
Jamming from powerful 5 G B or local transmission
eliminated entirely by using MONOTONE WAVETRAP.

DON'T REBUILD YOUR SET.
This simple unit will save you time and expense. Fullest
constructional and operating details given in PRICE
CONSTRUCTONE No. 2. Designed and
described by C. P. ALLINSON, A.M.I.R.E. 1 /6DON'T DELAY-GET IT TO -DAY Post tree

from
THE CONSTRUCTONE PUBLISHING CO..

37. Drury Lane, LONDON. W.C.2.
COMPLETE SETS, LOUD SPEAKERS,

return. G WirtEl'ESS

COMPONENTS, Etc.
Send list -of requirements, and

ofoti " rtti ENT1Cgtr4S
108-v.Brit

Post

best monthly terms will
be quoted by

60-v. EV-

Best

oN °SY PATHE P.D.P. COMPANY.
41. GREAT TOWER STREET. LONDON. E.0.3.

yom sra!z
OrArdAcii?

Any Crystal Set can pick up the new alternative programmes
and greatly improve power, tone and range by fitting this

wonderful new mineral.
100% ' BETTER RECEPTION GUARANTEED,
Nothing like it before. Scrap your old FROM
Crystal now and convert your set into a YOUR
high -power valveless receiver. DEALER

Or 1/8 post free from -(Dept. P.)
RUSSELL LABS.. 138 SUFFOLK STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

THE NEW

16

STUTZBERG
M.B.8 THE SUPER NATURAL CRYSTAL*,
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THE " DEMPSEY " ONE.
(Continued from page 282.)

not have to be re -adjusted continually
when searching.

I found the provision of alternative
tapping points for the aerial a decided
advantage. For instance, tap No. 4 would
give me the best signal strength when
listening to Langenberg, Bournemouth,
Brussels and Munich on the higher waves,
whereas when listening on the lower waves
the bottom tap, or tap No. 2, would be
found more advantageous.

The choice of the correct aerial tap
also had an effect on the reaction control
of the receiver, and with an unsuitable
aerial tap it might be found difficult on
certain parts of the broadcast wave -band
to obtain a satisfactory control of reaction.

Fierce Reaction.
If it is found that reaction is very fierce,

going in with a loud plonk and showing
a marked amount of back -lash, this is an
indication that the crystal detector is not
connected to a suitable tapping and is
probably, not correctly set, and also that
the gang condenser is not correctly matched
up. You will also find that if too -large a
value of negative bias is applied to the
grid of the valve very harsh reaction will
result.

It has been my experience with this
receiver that when using 100 to 120 volts
H.T. - with a 6 -volt power valve 41 to 71
volts negative;grid bias is 'ample if smooth
reaction is to be obtained on distant stations.
If more negative bias is used not only does
reaction become fierce, but, the signal
strength on distant transmissions drops.

With a medium impedance valve not more
than 11, or at the outside 3 volts negative,
will be required, while with a super -power
valve 12 to 15 volts is indicated.

Fairly Selective.
In many cases where an efficient aerial is in

use fairly close to a local transmitter, it will
be advisable to use 150 volts in conjunction
with a super -power "valves since otherwise
the valve will be overloaded, thus resulting
in distortion due to rectification.

When tested on an aerial somewhat below
the average size at a distance from London
where it was necessary to use a wave -trap
in order, to cut out interference from this
transmission, some 16 to 20 stations were
picked up at varying strengths in the head-
phones. Besides the local transmission it
was also found possible to put two or three
other stations on the'loud speaker although,
of course, the strength was not great.
5 G B, however, was quite good at night.

Although not showing a. very high degree
of selectivity as regards the elimination of
the local transmission a mile distant the
tuning was, nevertheless, found to be very
sharp. This was no doubt due to the fact
that the crystal tap was used, thus allowing
the crystal damping to be considerably
reduced in the crystal tuned circuit.

The quality of reproduction on the local
station was extremely, good, and when
working with the correct valve under the
correct condtions my loud speaker (a
Celestion) gave ample power to fill a fairly
large room, whilst the tonal balance of
orchestral pieces was very good. Speech
was crisp and clear, and the receiver is an
ideal- one for local work where very great
volume is not required.

THAT' 'MASHED THE WAS).

BENJAMIN Clearer -
Tone Anti-Microphonic
VALVE HOLDER

Make sure that the anti-
microPhonic valve holders
you buy are Benjamin,
because in. these, alone
toll get these 5 essential
features:-
(1) Valve sockets and springs

are made in one piece
with no joints or rivets
to work loose and cause
faulty connections.

(2) Valves ar2 free to float
in every direction.

(3) Valves can b. insetted
and removed easily and
safely.

(4) Valve legs cannot pos-
sibly foul t.'e base-
board.

(5) Both terminals and sol-
dering tags, are provided.

Price 21- each

BENJAMIN BATTERY
SWITCH

A sturdy positive action
switch for high or low ten-
sion. It's OFF when it's
IN, thus preventing the
accidental turning on of
current. Single contact.
One -hole fixing.

Price 11- each

There is a story told of a famous
singer that he could sing a certain
note into a wineglass and smash it
into fragments by the vibration.

This is an extreme instance of the
damage vibration can do. Nearer and
dearer to you is the damage vibration
does to the delicate filaments of your
valves.

Every time a lorry rumbles past your
house a wave of vibration travels
to your radio set. Every time you
walk across the floor another wave
is sent.

The only way you can thoroughly
stop vibration reaching the filaments
is to fit Benjamin Anti-microphonic
Valve Holders.

The smallest shock and vibration is
quenched by the wonderful one-piece
springs.. Microphonic noises are en-
tirely eliminated. The life of the
valve is trebled at least.

13P. $7kvNPA-.
ANTI-MICROPHONIC VALVE HOLDER

PRICE 2/, EACH

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC
LTD.

Brantwood Works, Tariff Road,
Tottenham, N.17.
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The " LI NDLEY
PORTABLE 5
This efficient British -made Portable Receiver has a
Wonderful range of reception and gives excellent
volume from the self-contained Amplion loud speaker,
over a distance of 300 miles from Daventry, 100
miles from the local and several Continental stations.
Wholly self-contained, requires no aerial
or. earth, and is enclosed in handsome S1430
cabinet. All -in Price (including Royalties)

The "LINDLEY" H.F. CHOKE
Used with great success in many Receivers described
in Radio publications. No surface leakage. D.C. Res.
450 Ohms Induct. 55,000 MH. Self Cap. 5.5
mfmfds. Absolutely Low Loss. Length 3 inches.

PRICE
with
Clips

British made.
FROM ALL DEALERS OR

Telephone: Holborn 3052
14, Great Queen St., Ringsway, LONDON, W.C.2.

NEW LIFE for your GRAMOPHONE
abiolute realism and wonderful volume given by gramo-
phone "i s: The"GRAMOLUX
Full details for constructing special amplifier and com-
plete information as to use and operation of THECRAMOLUX installation given in profusely
illustrated booklet -CONSTRUCTONE No. 3.
C. P. ALLINSON, A.M.I.R.E. 216Designed after prolonged and exacting tests by

GET YOUR COPY NOW Post free
front

THE CONSTRUCTONE PUBLISHING CO,
37, Drury Lane, LONDON, W.C.2.

-GAILVIEME7-17..
CENTRE
not only
sults,
use, as
ployed
centre -tapped

SIZE.
a2
a
A
DI
B

1)
El
E
P
G

There
specially
above
with

lOrZLIV1
76,

-TAPPED
give the

but arc unlimited
they can
in any

or otherwise.
Approx.

PRICE. of
4/10
4/10 -
5/-
5/3

-5/6 -

6
6/9 13

7/9
- 8/6
. 10/- -

is a Gambrell
designed

coils which
all flexible

1/9 each.
ESREY-AEA

VICTORIA

COILS
best re-

in
be em-
circuit,

No.
Turns.

1 ..,,,
25 '--,
30
40
50

10
1500

- 200 300 , .

- 500
Coil Holder

for use with Prices
does away Quoted Centre -

leads. Price Standard Tapped
Coifs. 6d.Extra

ESECIDS..., Ltd.,
STREET, London, S.W.1.

CATWHISKERS & CRYSTALS ABOLISHED
Everlasting

4:00

PI heo mg,

--- =
...:

FIXED
,,iita DETECTOR.
.akt1 Itiglitiannteeeyd

Pat. 1"o. 265,469.
Fixed Permanent Detector and Stabilising Unit. No
Batteries required with Crystal Circuits. Indispen-
sable for Reflex Circuits. Front all dealers, 2/6, or

post free from Patentees, 2/8.
 A.W.GRIFFIN & CO., Manufacturers, REDDITCH.

WET H. -T. BATTERIES
Treble Capacity Sacs 1/8 per dozen
Glass Jars - - - - 1/6 /I f ,

Zincs - - 9d.
Send 8d. for samples and lists direct

to the manufacturers :
THE DIRECT - BATTERY CO.
LOW VALLEY; BARNSLEY

(note change of oddness)

TECHNICAL NOTES (Continued f
8.)

ront
page 27

eliminators) and you have all the advan-
tages of the eliminator with the added
-advantage of unlimited volume and the
highest possible purity.
Radio -photography.

A new system of enlarging photographs
which are sent by wireless has been developed
by scientists of the Radio Corporation of
America. The possibilities of this new
receiving device were illustrated at a
demonstration recently, when full-size
advertisements from a fashion magazine
were successfully transmitted. Already it
has been possible to enlarge photographs
to nine times their original size, and the
scientists in charge of the experiment hope
soon to increase the enlargement to twenty
times the original. A special sensitive paper
is used for the reception, this paper being
so sensitive that, according to reports, even
a blast of hot air will make an impression
upon it. The actual enlarging is done by a
small asbestos device attached to a rubber
tube, through which hot air is constantly
being blown. A tiny opening at the end of
the tube allows hot air to blow on the paper,
making a blank mark. The pictures are pro-
duced, however, by a second tube carrying
cold air, the passage of which to the paper
is controlled by the radio sigrials. If the cold
air passes in front of the current of hot air,
it prevents the hot current from making a
mark on the paper. Thus there is obtained
the succession of black dots and lines and
white spaces which, when seen together,
form the picture.

o

A NEW
WORLD HISTORY
A £200,000 Book for 1,3 Fortnighly.

IN HARMSWORTH'S UNIVERSAL
HISTORY (Part 1 now on sale, 1/3)
the history of the world from the

earliest days to the present time is retold
in the light of most recent knowledge by
150 of the world's leading scholars. The
work has been planned on absolutely new
and original lines. A continuous narrative
of events arranged in 33 chronicles is ac-
companied by over 200 explanatory study
chapters. Over 9,000 illustrations culled,
as far as may be, from contemporary
sources enormously enhance the value and
interest of the work.

It is probable that never before has a world
history been planned on such ambitious
lines. The Publishers are expending over
£200,000 in its production, yet by their
wise decision to publish it in fortnightly
parts at 1/3 each, they bring it within the

- reach of the most slender purses. A know-
ledge of history is essential to a full educa-
tion, and this fascinating work should be
in every home. It can, and will be, read
with interest and profit by every member
of the family.

Wethe first firm in Radiowor" about the
f o give ourcustomer, the benefit

o deferred payment's:'No matter
OS t whatyoubuy we will meet you.

L Set! Pay by easy ias

Send enquiries to Desk ' P,' NewTimes Sales Co., 77CityRd., London, E.C.1
son

The November Issue of

THE

WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR

-on Sale Next Week-
will deal with radio's latest
developments as they affect

the home constructor.

Among the

Special Constructional
Articles

will be

THE CHUMMY
TWO-

a Det. and L.F. Receiver
with specially sharp tuning-

and

A "THREE "FOR THE
NEW VALVE

by

PERCY W. HARRIS, M.I.R.E.

As this issue will contain
many other special features
there is sure to be a big

demand so

ORDER YOUR
COPY NOW
On Sale on . Price , .

October 14th. Sixpence.

THE
WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR
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Hear this New
Speaker

The Mullard
Pure Music

Model E
Price £3.5 - 0

Now you may enjoy Pure
Music reproduction from a
new inexpensive Mullard
P.M. Speaker. Hear this
new Model " E " and realize
what startling value it offers
you.

The power it handles and
the rich tone it renders are
a revelation.

Confirm this yourself get
your dealer to give you a
demonstration to -day.

Mullard
MASTER  RADIO

\ , \ \\ A , N\ \,M, \\ "%\,1,%\%. \%%\
THE MULLARD WIRELESS SERVICE CO., LTD., MULLARD HOUSE, DENMARK STREET, LONDON, vV.0 2.
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25/-
Write for leaflet " L F. Transformers",

-free on application.
I
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Voltage Amplification -Frequency Curve
backed by the authoritative seal of the

NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY.
ACLOSE inspection of this curve-drawn to a

logarithmic scale-reveals the fact that it goes
down as low as 20 cycles, and is 4ractieally a

straight line between 100 and 6,000 cycles. This is a` very
remarkable performance, when it is remembered that
this curve was taken-for the sake of comparison-with
a D.E.R. valve, which is neither a modern valve, nor
the most suitable for the purpose.
The design of this wonderful new component has been
approached froin an entirely new angle, and some idea
of what has been achieved can be gathered from the
fmt-that-the inductance at 50 cycles is 122 henries, and at
500 cycles 123 henries.
The new Sup-er,Transformer is capable of meeting every,
knoWn requirement in low -frequency inductive coupling,
havinc, no -less` than twelve applications in addition to
that of a simple transformer.

(All data relating to this Transformer has been
checked by the National Physical Laboratory.)

We have made a special study of every form of Low
Frequency Intervalve Coupling, and our booklet " Low
Frequency Amplification ' (price 1/ -)-just published-
contains a - wealth of. new and valuable information,
together with some interesting -National Physical Labora-
tory- Curves showing the performance of our Bi-duplex
Wire -Wound Resistance Capacity Couplers.

THE MARK OF BETTER. RADIO
KingsWay House, 103, Kingsway, London, W.C.2. Telephone : Holborn 5303
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